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ABSTRACT 
 

NOVEL MECHANISMS UNDERLYING HOMOCYSTEINE-SUPPRESSED 
ENDOTHELIAL CELL GROWTH 

 
Michael Jan 

Doctor of Philosophy 

Temple University, 2014 

Doctoral Advisory Committee Chair: Hong Wang, M.D., Ph.D., M.B.A. 

 

 Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the leading cause of death worldwide, and is 

projected to remain so for at least the next decade.  Ever since its discovery in the urine 

and blood of children with inborn errors of metabolism, homocysteine (Hcy) at elevated 

plasma concentrations has been associated with CVD clinically and epidemiologically.  

Observational studies and meta-analyses have noted that changes in plasma Hcy by 5µM 

increase the odds ratio of developing coronary artery disease by 1.6-1.8 among other 

CVD.  Clinical trials aimed at reducing plasma Hcy for benefit against development of 

subsequent cardiovascular events have had unconvincing results, but have moreover 

failed to address the mechanisms by which Hcy contributes to CVD.  Recommendations 

from national agencies like the American Heart Association and the United States 

Preventive Services Task Force emphasize primordial prevention as a way to combat 

CVD.  Reducing plasma Hcy as secondary and primary interventions does not fulfill this 

recommendation.  In order to best understand the role of Hcy in CVD, an investigation 

into its mechanisms of action must be undertaken before measures of primordial 

prevention can be devised. 
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 Numerous experimental studies in the literature identify vascular endothelium as a 

target for the pathological effects of Hcy.  Endothelial injury and impairment are 

contributory processes to atherosclerosis, and Hcy has been demonstrated to inhibit 

endothelial cell (EC) growth and proliferation through mechanisms involving cell cycle 

arrest, oxidative stress, and programmed cell death in vitro.  Animal models have also 

confirmed that high levels of Hcy accelerate atherosclerotic plaque development and lead 

to impairment of vascular reendothelialization following injury.  Hcy has been shown to 

have the opposite effect in vascular smooth muscle cells (SMC), causing their 

proliferation and again contributing to atherosclerosis.  The cell-type specificity of Hcy 

remains to be understood, and among the aims of this research was to further characterize 

the effects of Hcy in EC.  The overarching goal was discovery in order to direct future 

investigations of Hcy-mediated pathology. 

 To begin, the first investigation considered the transcriptional and regulatory 

milieu in EC following exposure to Hcy.  High-throughput screening using microarrays 

determined the effect of Hcy on 26,890 mRNA and 1,801 miRNA.  Two different in vitro 

models of hyperhomocysteinemia (HHcy) were considered in this analysis.  The first 

used a high dose of 500µM Hcy to mimic plasma concentrations of patients wherein the 

transsulfuration pathway of Hcy metabolism is impaired as in inborn cystathionine-β-

synthase deficiency.  The other set of conditions used 50µM Hcy in the presence of 

adenosine to approximate impairment of the remethylation pathway of Hcy metabolism 

wherein s-adenosylhomocysteine accumulates, thus inhibiting s-adenosylmethionine 

formation and methylation reactions.  These distinctions are important because most 

clinical trials do not distinguish between causes of HHcy, thereby ignoring the specific 
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derangements underlying HHcy.  mRNA and miRNA expression changes for both sets of 

treatment conditions identified CVD as a common network of Hcy-mediated pathology in 

EC.  Moreover, methylation-specific conditions identified cell cycle modulation as a 

major contributory mechanism for this pathology, which agrees with recent findings in 

the literature.  Analysis of significant mRNA changes and significant miRNA changes 

independently identified roles for Hcy in CVD and cell cycle regulation, thereby 

suggesting that miRNA may mediate the effects of Hcy in addition to gene expression 

changes alone. 

 To investigate the role of Hcy in the cell cycle further, the next set of 

investigations considered the effect of Hcy under conditions approximating impaired 

remethylation in early cell cycle events.  Previous studies have demonstrated that Hcy 

inhibits cyclin A transcription in EC via demethylation of its promoter.  Conversely, Hcy 

induces cyclin A expression in SMC, again making the case for a cell type-specific 

mechanism in EC.  Preceding cyclin A transcription and activation, canonical events in 

the early cell cycle include D-type cyclin activation, retinoblastoma protein (pRB) 

phosphorylation, and transcription factor E2F1 activation.  In a series of in vitro 

experiments on EC, it was seen that Hcy inhibits expression of cyclin D2 and cyclin D3, 

but not cyclin D1.  Next, pRB phosphorylation was seen to be decreased following 

treatment with Hcy.  This also led to decreased E2F1 expression.  However, this series of 

events could be reversed with E2F1 supplementation, allowing the cell cycle to proceed. 

 As Hcy exerts a number of its effects via regulation of gene transcription, a final 

series of investigations aimed to predict potential targets of Hcy by examining patterns of 

transcription factor binding among known targets of Hcy regulation.  Gene promoters of 
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Hcy-modulated genes were analyzed in order to determine common transcription factors 

that potentially control their regulation.  The locations of CpG-rich regions in promoters 

were identified to determine which regions would be most susceptible to regulation by 

DNA methylation.  Next, high-throughput next-generation sequencing (NGS) and 

bisulfite NGS was performed for DNA from EC treated with Hcy in order to determine 

methylation changes after Hcy treatment.  A number of potential transcription factors and 

their binding sites were identified as potential mediators of Hcy-mediated gene 

regulation. 

 Taken together, these investigations represent an exploration of Hcy-mediated 

pathology in CVD, by focusing upon novel regulatory mechanisms in EC.  Objective 

high-throughput arrays identified roles for Hcy in CVD and cell cycle pathways regulated 

by miRNA and gene expression, which were confirmed experimentally in vitro.  These 

observations led to an investigation and identification of common transcription factors 

that potentially regulate Hcy-altered gene expression.  This framework may be used to 

guide future investigations into the complex pathological network mediating the effects 

of Hcy in CVD.  First, identification of a role for miRNA in mediating the effects of Hcy 

represents a novel regulatory mechanism, heretofore largely unexplored.  Next, 

expanding the role of Hcy in EC cell cycle regulation to identify upstream mediators 

greatly adds to the published literature.  Finally, noting that these changes center upon 

transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation gives import to developing methods to 

characterize promoter and transcription factor regulation.  The investigations presented 

herein and their results provide evidence that the future of Hcy research is vibrant, 

relevant, and not nearly surfeit. 
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CHAPTER 1 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Scientific Rationale 

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the leading cause of death worldwide, where 

CVD refers to disorders of the heart and blood vessels including coronary artery disease 

(CAD), cerebrovascular disease, peripheral arterial disease, rheumatic heart disease, 

congenital heart disease, and deep vein thrombosis.  In 2008, an estimated 17.3 million 

persons died as a result of CVD, representing 30% of all global deaths (World Health 

Organization, 2011).  It is estimated that by 2030, CVD will remain the leading cause of 

death, accounting for an estimated 23.3 million annual deaths (Mathers and Loncar, 

2006; World Health Organization, 2011).  The annual cost of CVD in the United States 

alone was an estimated $315.4 billion in 2010, representing 15% of all the country’s 

health expenditures, the most of any disease (Go et al., 2014).  Between 2012 and 2030, 

this cost is projected to rise to $918 billion with an additional $290 billion of indirect 

costs attributable to lost productivity (Heidenreich et al., 2011; Go et al., 2014).  By 

2030, 43.9% of the population in the United Sates will be afflicted with some form of 

CVD (Heidenreich et al., 2011; Go et al., 2014).  The impact of such CVD prevalence 

may be considered in metrics of disease burden.  Between 1990-2010, the number of 

years of life lost (YLL) due to premature mortality in the United States was the greatest 

for ischemic heart disease, with cerebrovascular accident (CVA) ranking third among 

other CVDs also in the 20 leading etiologies of YLL (US Burden of Disease 

Collaborators, 2013).  YLL combined with years lived with disability can be used to 

create the disability-adjusted life-years (DALY) statistic.  DALYs essentially measure 
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disease burden in terms of the loss of one year of healthy life.  Unsurprisingly, CVD 

contributed the greatest DALYs compared to any other disease category (US Burden of 

Disease Collaborators, 2013). 

The negative impact of CVD has not gone unnoticed, and numerous national 

agencies have issued statements, goals, and recommendations to combat CVD.  The 

American Heart Association (AHA) formalized the following 2020 Impact Goals: “By 

2020, to improve the cardiovascular health of all Americans by 20% while reducing 

deaths from cardiovascular diseases and stroke by 20%” (Lloyd-Jones et al., 2010).  

Within the medical and scientific research communities, there has been a recent turn 

toward prevention.  In formulating their 2020 Impact Goals, the AHA have reclaimed the 

idea of “primordial prevention” as first conceptualized by Toma Strasser (Strasser, 1978; 

Lloyd-Jones et al., 2010).  Whereas primary prevention aims to prevent the first 

occurrence of a clinical event in at-risk individuals, primordial prevention aims to prevent 

risk factors from developing in the first place.  This is particularly germane for CVD 

because despite primary prevention, the risk factors still remain, many of which enact 

their subclinical vascular changes over years to decades.  Thus, a focus on primordial 

prevention can target patients during adolescence or even earlier, which is when CVD is 

thought to begin (Kavey et al., 2003). 

Broad strategies of preventive medicine involve health promotion and disease 

screening.  Health promotion addresses primordial prevention by encouraging behaviors 

in support of health like exercise and diet while discouraging behaviors detrimental to 

health like smoking tobacco.  The prescription and proscription of such behaviors is a 

result of understanding the ways in which different factors contribute to health.  Disease 
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screening on the other hand lends itself more toward primary prevention.  A positive 

screening test already identifies the presence of a risk factor, allowing then for primary 

prevention of specific clinical outcomes.  An additional benefit of disease screening is 

contributing to the knowledge of which risk factors associate with which clinical 

outcomes so that primordial prevention measures may be developed.  For example, 

although the pathological consequences of smoking tobacco were suspected as early as 

the 1920s, the epidemiological evidence against smoking tobacco was not convincingly 

demonstrated until the 1960s (Witschi, 2001).  Primordial prevention in the form of 

smoking bans and other ways to limit exposure to tobacco smoke were not even enacted 

in some places until the 2000s.  This example illustrates that primordial prevention first 

requires an understanding of risk factor contribution to disease before proper 

development of an intervention.  A poorly-designed intervention would miss both what 

risk factors are being prevented and how the pathological mechanisms of the risk factors 

are being prevented. 

The United States Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) advises against 

screening for nontraditional CVD risk factors, instead advocating for primary prevention 

via control of traditional CVD risk factors such as hypertension, diabetes mellitus (DM), 

hyperlipidemia, and smoking (US Preventive Services Task Force, 2009).  However, few 

people with CVD actually have significant elevations of traditional risk factors (Stamler 

et al., 1993; Lloyd-Jones et al., 2009).  This is most likely because the majority of the 

population have average levels of risk factors (Rose, 1981).  Many who develop CVD 

even have one or no traditional risk factors (Greenland et al., 2003; Khot et al., 2003; 

Wang, 2011).  This underscores a lack in identifying a sufficient population that would 
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benefit from either preventive or therapeutic measures.  The extent to what may be 

treated thus is logically limited to what has been discovered and what would be of value 

to treat.  Numerous pathogens and biomarkers have been implicated in the development 

of CVD.  However, unconvincing data from clinical trials of secondary reduction for 

nontraditional risk factors have resulted in recommendations not to assess or treat them 

(US Preventive Services Task Force, 2009).  The task is not so much to discover novel 

biomarkers than can be modulated, but rather to look more in depth mechanistically to 

see what processes cause CVD in order to develop preventive and therapeutic measures 

accordingly (Wang, 2011). 

The overall aim of this research was to discover novel pathways by which 

homocysteine (Hcy) contributes to CVD in order to expand upon knowledge of CVD 

mechanisms and to develop preventive and therapeutic strategies accordingly.  

Epidemiological and experimental studies have already confirmed an independent risk for 

CVD attributable to plasma Hcy levels with a myriad of suggestive pathological 

mechanisms (Wald et al., 2002; Humphrey et al., 2008; Maron and Loscalzo, 2009).  

Previous trials of secondary intervention have not demonstrated improvement after 

lowering plasma Hcy levels (Bønaa et al., 2006; Lonn et al., 2006), prompting redesigned 

trials to examine the effects of lowering Hcy as a form of primary prevention 

(MacMahon et al., 2000; Bassuk et al., 2004).  Following from the discussion above, the 

aim here was to understand not only what sequelae but also what mechanisms are being 

prevented via reduction of Hcy.  Thus to assess the role of Hcy in CVD, the 

investigations herein determined: 
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1. The network of CVD pathways regulated by Hcy in endothelial cells (EC).  High-

throughput profiling of Hcy-modulated microRNA (miRNA) and messenger RNA 

(mRNA) was performed to elaborate this network. 

2. How Hcy-mediated regulation of the cell cycle contributes to EC growth inhibition.  

This was determined by sequentially assessing the regulatory effects of Hcy on D-

type cyclins, retinoblastoma protein (pRB) phosphorylation, and E2F1 regulation. 

3. How Hcy epigenetically regulates its targets.  Promoters of known gene targets of 

Hcy were analyzed to determine common sequences subject to Hcy regulation via 

hypomethylation.  Confirmatory next-generation sequencing (NGS) was performed. 

 

Hcy Epidemiology 

In 1969, Kilmer McCully was the first to propose that hyperhomocysteinemia 

(HHcy), an elevated plasma Hcy level, was a risk factor for atherothrombotic CVD 

(McCully, 1969).  He examined case studies of autopsied young patients with 

homocystinuria who had passed from atherothrombotic complications and reconciled the 

known literature of patients with homocystinuria, suggesting that perhaps HHcy 

contributed to observed atherothrombotic pathologies (Gibson et al., 1964; Schimke et 

al., 1965; McCully, 1969).  Normal fasting plasma levels of Hcy are within 5-15µM, 

leading to the following classification of derangements: (1) Moderate HHcy: 15 < [Hcy] 

≤ 30; (2) Intermediate HHcy: 30 < [Hcy] ≤100; (3) Severe HHcy: 100 < [Hcy] (Kang et 

al., 1992; Malinow et al., 1999).  Given the metabolism of Hcy (to be discussed later, see 

also Fig. 1.2), it was clear that deficiencies in folate, vitamin B6, or vitamin B12 would 

lead to elevated Hcy and that supplementation with these vitamins could potentially 
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reduce Hcy levels.  Kang et al. demonstrated that subjects with serum folate < 4.5nM had 

significantly increased Hcy levels while subjects with low-normal serum folate between 

4.5-8.8nM also had increased Hcy compared to subjects with normal serum folate > 

8.8nM (Kang et al., 1987).  In a study on patients with clinically overt folate deficiency, 

HHcy was seen in 112 of 123 patients, implying a 91.1% diagnostic sensitivity (Savage et 

al., 1994).  However, low serum folate does not always represent folate deficiency, and 

thus predicting prevalence of HHcy based on folate levels in the general population 

surveys is not so straightforward.  27 of 48 (56.3%) patients with serum folate < 4.5nM 

had [Hcy] > 13.6µM in one study (Hall and Chu, 1990).  Another study found that folate 

< 362nM in red blood cells identified 35 of 130 (26.9%) patients with [Hcy] > 13.7µM  

(Curtis et al., 1994).  A survey of elderly men and women with serum folate < 5.7nM 

found 12 of 22 (54.5%) to have HHcy (Carmel et al., 1999).  Unlike folate deficiency, 

vitamin B6 deficiency has little effect on plasma Hcy levels most likely because 

metabolic pathways using folate and vitamin B12 are sufficient to normalize Hcy levels 

(Gregory, 2001).  Like folate deficiency, vitamin B12 deficiency also leads to HHcy, but 

to a greater degree.  HHcy was observed in 95.9% of 434 patients with vitamin B12 

deficiency (Savage et al., 1994).  Among general population surveys, 38.5-63.8% of 

asymptomatic individuals with vitamin B12 levels < 148pM had HHcy (Carmel, 2001).  

While B vitamin status was initially thought to account for 67% of HHcy, it seems that 

serum folate is a better predictor, especially among younger adults (Selhub et al., 1993; 

Selhub et al., 1999; Carmel, 2001).  However, this shifts somewhat in the elderly, as 

survey data reports folate deficiency is prevalent in 1-7.8% of the elderly compared to 

vitamin B12 deficiency in 6.3-20% of the elderly (Carmel, 2001). 
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A number of lifestyle factors have also been associated with HHcy.  Results from 

the Hordaland Homocysteine Study (Nygård et al., 1995), the Physicians’ Health Study 

(Ma et al., 1996), and a population study in indigenous Australians (Shaw et al., 1999) 

demonstrated an association between smoking and increased Hcy after correcting for 

potential confounding by diet, age, and gender.  Two studies demonstrated a positive 

association between coffee consumption and Hcy levels (Nygård et al., 1997; 

Stolzenberg-Solomon et al., 1999).  These studies were not confounded by the 

relationship between smoking and coffee consumption, but residual confounding from 

the relationship between coffee and diet may be present.  Alcohol consumption has been 

associated with Hcy levels in a number of studies, but confounding factors such as diet, 

smoking, and folate levels have been shown to negate this observation in other studies 

(Vollset et al., 2001).  Focused studies on diet and consumption of specific foods has 

shown some associations with Hcy in some studies, but most significant associations are 

derived from items containing folate, and hence the relationship cannot be determined 

independent of folate intake (Vollset et al., 2001). 

As a final note on the prevalence of elevated Hcy levels, HHcy is associated with 

a number of administered medications and disease processes that are not necessarily 

mediated by elevated Hcy as a primary causal factor.  Renal disease elevates Hcy by as 

much as 10-20µM (Wilcken et al., 1980; Hultberg et al., 1993; Bostom et al., 1995).  

Cancer and proliferative diseases like psoriasis also increase Hcy (Refsum et al., 1989; 

Refsum et al., 1991; Corona et al., 1997).  Several studies have demonstrated increased 

plasma Hcy levels in patients with rheumatoid arthritis (Roubenoff et al., 1997; 

Pettersson et al., 1998; Hernanz et al., 1999).  Hypothyroidism too has been implicated in 
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elevated plasma Hcy levels (Ingenbleek et al., 1986; Nedrebø et al., 1998; Hussein et al., 

1999; Lien et al., 2000; Diekman et al., 2001).  Unlike these diseases where the basis for 

induced HHcy is not always clear, most administered medications that cause HHcy 

interfere with known pathways of Hcy metabolism.  For example, antiepileptic 

medications like phenobarbital, carbamazepine, primidone, valproate, and phenytoin 

inhibit folate metabolism, resulting in folate deficiency and hence HHcy (Fig. 1.2) 

(Lambie and Johnson, 1985; Refsum and Ueland, 1990; Hishida and Nau, 1998).  Other 

commonly used antifolates like methotrexate, trimethoprim, and sulfasalazine similarly 

increase plasma Hcy.  Interestingly, diabetic medication metformin has been shown to 

increase Hcy most likely consequent to reduction of both vitamin B12 and folate (Carlsen 

et al., 1997).  Medications that interfere with vitamin B6 like isoniazid, cycloserine, 

hydralazine, phenelzine, procarbazine, and theophylline may also increase Hcy levels 

(Refsum and Ueland, 1990).  Thus acquired HHcy in both pathological and 

nonpathological states is not so uncommon, and may have bearing on when Hcy is being 

targeted as a pathological condition versus an incidental elevation due to metabolism. 

During the ensuing 40 years after McCully’s pronouncement of HHcy as a 

potential cause of atherothrombotic disease, researchers worldwide have investigated the 

association between Hcy and CVD with vitamin-based interventions designed to reduce 

plasma Hcy levels.  In 1995, Boushey et al. published a meta-analysis of 27 studies that 

examined Hcy, CVD, and Hcy-lowering interventions in different populations observed 

prospectively, cross-sectionally, and retrospectively.  They reported that an increase in 

plasma Hcy by 5µM corresponded to an increased odds ratio (OR) for CAD of 1.6 for 

men and 1.8 for women (Boushey et al., 1995).  In 2002, The Homocysteine Studies 
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Collaboration published a meta-analysis of 30 studies, concluding that lowering plasma 

Hcy by 25% corresponded to an 11% CAD risk reduction and a 19% CVA risk reduction 

(Homocysteine Studies Collaboration, 2002).  To examine whether observational studies 

associating HHcy with CVD was dependent on etiology, Wald et al. conducted a 

combined meta-analysis of 72 studies in which Hcy was elevated secondary to 

methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR) mutation and 20 studies in which genetics 

was not considered.  From the 72 studies that accounted for MTHFR genetics, the authors 

found that homozygous deficiency correlated with a 2.7µM increase in plasma Hcy and a 

1.21 OR for ischemic heart disease as compared to unaffected participants with no 

MTHFR mutations.  Moreover, heterozygous deficiency correlated with a 0.29µM 

increase in plasma Hcy and a 1.06 OR for ischemic heart disease as compared to 

unaffected participants.  In the 20 studies where genetics was not considered, OR for a 

5µM increase in plasma Hcy was found to be 1.32 after adjusting for confounding 

variables (Wald et al., 2002).  The similar ORs found from a known source of HHcy and 

from a random population sampling of other etiologies provides compelling evidence for 

a possible causal relationship between Hcy and CVD, noting of course that correlation 

does not strictly prove causation. 

The compelling results from observational studies relating Hcy to CVD motivated 

large-scale randomized controlled trials to assess the potential benefits of Hcy-lowering 

therapy.  The Vitamin Intervention for Stroke Prevention (VISP) trial examined the 

effects of dosing vitamins B6, B12, and folate on recurrent CVA, coronary events, and 

mortality in patients recovering from nondisabling CVA.  Plasma Hcy was lowered by 

2µM in the high dose group as compared to the low dose group with no observed effect 
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on primary or secondary outcomes, though the trial had no placebo group.  Subanalysis, 

however, mirrored earlier observational studies: a 3µM lower baseline of plasma Hcy 

correlated with a 10% lower risk of CVA, a 26% lower risk of coronary events, and a 

16% lower risk of mortality (Toole et al., 2004).  The Norwegian Vitamin Trial 

(NORVIT) enrolled patients with recent myocardial infarction (MI) and randomized them 

to different combinations of folate, vitamin B6, and vitamin B12 or placebo with the 

composite primary endpoint of recurrent MI, CVA, or mortality.  Hcy-lowering was seen 

in groups who received folate or vitamin B12, but not those who received vitamin B6 

alone.  Despite Hcy reduction by as much as 3.6µM, no benefit was seen in primary 

outcome.  In fact, there was a trend toward worse outcome in the group that received 

folate, vitamin B6, and vitamin B12 together (Bønaa et al., 2006).  In the Health 

Outcomes Prevention Evaluation 2 (HOPE 2) study, patients with a history of CVD 

and/or DM were randomized to placebo or treatment with folate, vitamin B6, and vitamin 

B12 together.  Hcy was lowered by 2.4µM in the treatment group compared to an 

increase of 0.8µM in the placebo group.  During a 5yr followup, no change was seen in 

the composite outcome of morality from CVD, MI, or CVA.  There was a noted decrease 

in rate of CVA in the treatment group and an increase in the rate of hospitalization for 

angina in the placebo group (Lonn et al., 2006). 

Renal dysfunction is associated both with CVD and with HHcy.  The 

Homocysteine Study (HOST) trial examined the effect of Hcy-lowering on 

cardiovascular events in male patients with chronic kidney disease (CKD).  Treatment 

with high doses of folate, vitamin B6, and vitamin B12 together reduced plasma Hcy by 

6.3µM, but did not significantly affect morality or incidence of cardiovascular events 
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(Jamison et al., 2007).  The Women’s Antioxidant and Folic Acid Cardiovascular Study 

(WAFACS) similarly focused on a specific patient population: female US health 

professionals aged 42 years or older with CVD or ≥ 3 coronary risk factors.  They were 

randomized to placebo or a combination of folate, vitamin B6, and vitamin B12.  After 

7.3yrs followup, no reduction in cardiovascular events was seen consequent to Hcy-

lowering (Albert et al., 2008).  A second trial in Norway, the Western Norway B Vitamin 

Intervention Trial (WENBIT), treated subjects undergoing coronary angiography with the 

same treatment groups as in NORVIT.  No effect was seen on cardiovascular events or 

mortality (Ebbing et al., 2008).  Taken together, these trials exemplify a trend wherein 

Hcy-lowering via vitamin therapy does not deliver the expected results suggested by the 

strong associations in observational studies.  One popular interpretation is suggesting that 

Hcy is a biomarker for disease and not a causative factor (Antoniades et al., 2009).  

However, this ignores the body of work demonstrating Hcy-induced pathology (Maron 

and Loscalzo, 2009).  A second interpretation is that vitamin therapy as a mode of 

combating Hcy-induced pathology is an oversimplified solution.  By dosing patients with 

vitamins, are their disease processes being treated or simply their levels of plasma Hcy? 

In 2001, Yap et al. conducted a pooled, multicenter, multinational analysis of 

studies on patients with cystathionine-β-synthase (CBS) deficiency (Yap et al., 2001).  

Like MTHFR deficiency, CBS deficiency causes HHcy, however to a much more severe 

degree with measured plasma Hcy levels > 100µM.  Inborn CBS deficiency is associated 

with high mortality secondary to atherothrombotic vascular events at an early age (Joseph 

et al., 2009).  Hcy-lowering in these patients has been shown to effectively reduce high 

vascular event rates as verified by Yap et al.  With 2822 patient-years of treatment, 
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vascular events were seen to be reduced from an expected 112 to 17, representing a risk 

reduction of 91% (Yap et al., 2001).  A randomized placebo controlled study would be 

unethical in such a group of patients, and hence a pooled, multicenter study is the most 

adequate possible analysis.  Interestingly, while severely high levels of Hcy were reduced 

via treatment, they still remained moderately elevated compared to normal circulating 

levels.  Taken together with the unimpressive results from vitamin therapy trials in 

patients with moderate elevations in Hcy, this result suggests that lowering very high 

levels of plasma Hcy has a demonstrable effect on CVD outcomes whereas lowering 

moderately elevated levels of plasma Hcy does not.  This points to the inadequacy of 

simply targeting patients with CVD and HHcy without recognizing the mechanisms 

contributing to these derangements.  This speaks to a prolonged history of failing to 

identify an adequate population that would benefit from Hcy reduction as the mechanism 

of Hcy pathology was not fully elucidated before interventional trials began. 

In 1996, the United States began fortifying grain products with folate, achieving 

complete implementation by 1998.  A similar mandate was implemented in Canada in 

1998 as well (Joseph et al., 2009).  Given the effect of folate in reducing plasma Hcy as 

utilized by interventional Hcy-lowering trials, Yang et al. considered the effect of this 

fortification on baseline Hcy levels of North Americans as compared to European 

counterparts where grain was not fortified with folate.  As expected, plasma folate levels 

were elevated and plasma Hcy concentrations were decreased in North Americans as 

compared to persons from England and Wales.  With this baseline, Yang et al. examined 

CVA mortality rates both before and after folate fortification.  They found that CVA 

mortality rates declined in North Americans after folate fortification compared to before 
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folate fortification whereas CVA mortality rates remained the same during both time 

periods in England and Wales (Yang et al., 2006).  Though correlation does not prove 

causation, this highly suggests that folate fortification was responsible in part for 

observed reduction in CVA mortality over time.  The advent of folate fortification 

prompted Bostom et al. to hypothesize that results from the North American VISP, 

HOPE 2, and WAFACS trials would be weakened in Hcy-lowering effects and therefore 

underpowered to detect significant treatment effect (Bostom et al., 2001).  Indeed, these 

trials achieved a Hcy level reduction of 2.5µM at best, whereas risk calculations from 

observational studies were associated with Hcy fluctuations of 5µM (Boushey et al., 

1995; Toole et al., 2004; Lonn et al., 2006; Albert et al., 2008).  Notwithstanding, the 

Norwegian NORVIT and WENBIT trials were conducted on populations with unfortified 

grains and achieved Hcy reductions of 3.6µM at best with still no significant observed 

benefit (Bønaa et al., 2006; Ebbing et al., 2008).  Furthermore, HOST trial subjects 

demonstrated Hcy level reductions of 6.2µM in a post-fortification era with still no 

demonstrable outcome benefit (Jamison et al., 2007).  Nevertheless, these discrepancies 

in Hcy-lowering effectiveness beg a mechanistic question in terms of why patients with 

CKD had such a sensitive response to Hcy-lowering treatment.  Further, as suggested by 

the adversely trending results from NORVIT, does vitamin therapy itself have a 

confounding effect on the outcomes it seeks to assess (Bønaa et al., 2006)? 

In 2004, a study by Lange et al. implicated treatment with folate, vitamin B6, and 

vitamin B12 in combination to increased rates of restenosis in patients undergoing 

percutaneous coronary intervention (Lange et al., 2004).  It has been suggested that 

supplemental folate via increased thymidine synthesis can promote cell proliferation to 
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explain this phenotype.  Moreover, supplemental folate can augment asymmetric 

dimethylarginine (ADMA) formation (Joseph et al., 2009).  ADMA is a potent inhibitor 

of endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS), and increased levels can lead to decreased 

bioavailability of nitric oxide (NO), leading to endothelial dysfunction (Antoniades et al., 

2009).  Thus contrary to lowering Hcy in effort to combat CVD, vitamin supplementation 

may have caveats in terms of actually promoting CVD through wayward mechanisms.  

Such confounding is not considered in any of the trials that report negative results from 

Hcy-lowering. 

An additional universal criticism of Hcy-lowering trials is the length of followup.  

Though it is difficult to follow significantly large numbers of participants for 

significantly long periods of time, CVD is such that subclinical processes require years to 

decades to manifest.  Noting this, the question arises whether there is any benefit to short-

term Hcy-lowering therapy.  Joseph et al. developed a model of dietary-induced HHcy in 

hypertensive rats wherein 10wks of HHcy led to myocardial fibrosis and worsening 

diastolic dysfunction (Joseph et al., 2002).  Extending this study to 20wks wherein HHcy 

was abrogated after week 10 allowing for recovery in one treatment group led to the 

observation that an intermediate phenotype develops.  The rats with attenuated Hcy after 

10wks exhibited abnormal cardiac dysfunction worse than the control, but better than 

those with 20wks of HHcy (Devi et al., 2006).  This suggests that Hcy-induced changes 

continue to have a physiological impact even after correction of HHcy.  In agreement 

with such a process, a substudy from WENBIT found that Hcy-lowering had no effect on 

reducing the expression of specific inflammatory markers, suggesting that despite 

reducing plasma Hcy levels, the rest of the pathological milieu does not improve (Ebbing 
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et al., 2008).  This again reinforces the idea that the mechanisms of Hcy pathology need 

to be elucidated before proper treatment can be defined. 

 

Hcy Biochemistry 

 Pathological mechanisms initiated by Hcy have been attributed both to its reactive 

thiol group (Fig. 1.1) as well as to its position in one-carbon metabolic pathways (Fig. 

1.2) (Lee and Wang, 1999; Jakubowski, 2004; Jacobsen et al., 2005; Joseph and 

Loscalzo, 2013).  Hcy, named because of its similarity to amino acid cysteine (Cys), is an 

intermediary product of methionine (Met) metabolism (Fig. 1.1) (Butz and du Vigneaud, 

1932).  70-80% of plasma total Hcy is bound to protein in healthy individuals (Refsum et 

al., 1985).  The 20-30% of “free soluble Hcy” largely occurs in the forms of homocystine 

(dimerized Hcy), an Hcy-Cys mixed disulfide, or other mixed disulfide compounds, but 

rarely monomeric Hcy, as it is very reactive (pKA = 10) (Wilcken and Wilcken, 1976; 

Jacobsen et al., 2005).  Indeed, mechanisms of direct incorporation of Hcy into proteins, 

or homocysteinylation, has been observed both in vitro and in vivo (Lim et al., 2003).  

Jakubowski et al. describe a similar product via two-step N-homocystinylation.  First Hcy 

is converted to Hcy thiolactone via involvement of enzyme methionyl tRNA synthetase.  

Then, Hcy thiolactone reacts with lysine residues in proteins, resulting in N-

homocystinylation.  They found that increasing Hcy levels corresponded to increased N-

homocystinylation, which could be abrogated with addition of folate (Jakubowski et al., 

2000).  Hcy has been demonstrated to have multiple molecular targets such as albumin, 

fibronectin, transthyretin, annexin II, and coagulation factor V, but the consequences of 

these associations are yet to be elucidated (Jacobsen et al., 2005). 
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Met, an essential amino acid, reacts with adenosine triphosphate (ATP) to form s-

adenosylmethionine (SAM) in a reaction catalyzed by methionine adenosyltransferase 

(MAT) (Fig. 1.2) (Catoni, 1953; Kotb et al., 1997).  SAM is a major methyl donor for 

cellular methylation reactions catalyzed by methyltransferases.  Loss of a methyl group 

from SAM yields s-adenosylhomocysteine (SAH), which is the precursor to all Hcy in 

the human body (Clarke and Banfield, 2001).  SAH hydrolase (AHCY) catalyzes the 

dissociation of SAH into Hcy and adenosine (Ade) (Prigge and Chiang, 2001).  Hcy may 

then be remethylated to reform Met or transulfurated to create Cys.  Remethylation may 

be catalyzed by two different enzymes.  In the liver only, betaine-homocysteine 

methyltransferase (BHMT) catalyzes the transfer of a methyl group from betaine to Hcy, 

thus recreating Met and byproduct dimethylglycine (DMG).  In other cells as well as in 

the liver, methyltetrahydrofolatehomocysteine methyltransferase (MTR) can catalyze the 

transfer of a methyl group from 5-methyltetrahydrofolate to Hcy, creating Met and 

tetrahydrofolate (THF).  Maintenance of MTR requires reduction of vitamin B12 for 

enzymatic activity.  Also of note, the substrates for MTR are derived from folate one-

carbon metabolism via MTHFR.  Thus remethylation of Hcy in non-liver cells requires 

folate and vitamin B12.  Transsulfuration of Hcy occurs in a two-step process, the first of 

which is catalyzed by CBS.  The tissue distribution of CBS is limited, and the two-step 

transsulfuration pathway largely occurs in the liver and kidneys.  Using vitamin B6 as a 

cofactor, CBS converts Hcy to cystathionine.  Then, cystathionine-γ-lyase (CTH) also 

using vitamin B6 as a cofactor catalyzes the breakdown of cystathionine into α-

ketobutyrate and Cys, which subsequently can form the antioxidant glutathione.  Hcy 
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thus sits at the complex intersection of methylation, one-carbon metabolic, and 

antioxidant pathways (Finkelstein, 2001). 

Linked with both one-carbon metabolism and methylation, Hcy has potential roles 

in DNA regulation via regulation of substrates and their modification.  SAM is a methyl 

donor for DNA methylation reactions, and as a precursor to Hcy, its donor activity is 

inhibited by high levels of Hcy according to Le Chatelier’s principle (Clarke and 

Banfield, 2001).  In terms of one-carbon metabolism, the byproduct of Hcy remethylation 

to Met is THF, which can be converted to back to methylenetetrahydrofolate (MTHF).  

MTHF is a methyl donor for the conversion of deoxyuridine monophosphate to 

deoxythymidine monophosphate, a nucleotide.  One-carbon metabolism is also involved 

in purine synthesis, wherein MTHF donates a formyl group for the process (Joseph and 

Loscalzo, 2013).  Thus the connection between Hcy metabolism and folate one-carbon 

metabolism has implications in DNA synthesis, specifically processes involving 

methylation.  Moreover, methylation metabolic pathways of Hcy involve methyl donor 

SAM, thus potentially affecting DNA methylation among other methylation reactions. 

Quite clearly, elevated Hcy could represent a number of individual or interrelated 

processes.  Excess dietary Met, vitamin deficiency (folate, vitamin B6, vitamin B12), or 

enzymatic deficiency (e.g. MTHFR, CBS) could all elevate Hcy.  Moreover, HHcy has 

pathogenic consequences along pathways involving methylation, one-carbon metabolism, 

and oxidation.  What makes HHcy modeling difficult and where clinical trials 

oversimplify is in choosing which processes to focus upon.  Studies of folate and vitamin 

B12 supplementation focus on Hcy remethylation to Met, which only represents 50% of 

Hcy metabolism and completely disregards transsulfuration to Cys.  Similarly, studies  
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only supplementing vitamin B6 ignore the remethylation pathway, preferentially 

promoting transsulfuration.  Cell-specific physiology is also at play, as distribution of 

enzymes that metabolize Hcy with various vitamin cofactors have differential expression 

across cell types.  Pan supplementation ignores the delicate equilibria responsible for Hcy 

regulation and supraphysiological concentrations of these agents could potentially 

derange these equilibria.  Given what is known about the biochemistry and metabolism of 

Hcy, etiology of HHcy should always be appreciated when designing treatments for 

specific targets. 

 

Hcy Pathology 

 Hcy has been implicated in a number of disease processes affecting organ systems 

ranging from the heart to the joints.  Keeping Hcy biochemistry and metabolism in mind 

is key to unpacking the complicated sequelae of HHcy.  The earliest reports of Hcy-

related pathology date from 1962.  Children with genetic CBS deficiency were seen to 

have high concentrations of dimerized homocystine in their urine, thus lending the name 

homocystinuria to their constellation of symptoms (Carson et al., 1963).  They also had 

increased circulating plasma levels of homocystine, Hcy-Cys mixed disulfide, and Met.  

This led Mudd et al. to discover that CBS deficiency was the cause, thus explaining both 

increased Hcy and Met.  CBS-deficient patients frequently presented with four hallmark 

symptoms: (1) downward dislocation of the ocular lens; (2) Marfanoid habitus; (3) 

mental retardation; (4) thromboembolic disease (Mudd et al., 1964).  In 1969, Mudd et al. 

came upon a patient with homocystinuria and methylmalonic aciduria, but low plasma 

Met (Mudd et al., 1969).  This patient had a deficiency in the remethylation pathway of 
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Hcy metabolism as opposed to a deficiency in the CBS-mediated transsulfuration 

pathway.  Taken together, this evidence led McCully to hypothesize that the pathology in 

these patients was a consequence of elevated Hcy, which was the common link between 

remethylation and transsulfuration deficiencies (McCully, 1969). 

Embryologically, HHcy is associated with a number of pathologies involving the 

vasculature, the central nervous system, and connective tissue.  Such observations, again, 

are likely due to the position of Hcy in various metabolic processes, and the nature of 

each pathology is related to specific biochemical derangements in Hcy metabolism.  

Smithells et al. convincingly demonstrated that folate supplementation during pregnancy 

prevents more than 50% of all neural tube defects (Smithells et al., 1980).  As discussed 

earlier, folate supplementation has implications in regulating Hcy levels.  Inborn errors of 

folate absorption and transport include hereditary folate malabsorption, MTFHR 

deficiency, and glutamate formiminotransferase deficiency.  Of these, only MTFHR 

deficiency causes HHcy.  There are more than 20 different mutations that cause MTFHR 

dysfunction in addition to a number of polymorphisms that also contribute to phenotypic 

disease (Rosenblatt, 2001).  MTHFR catalyzes the reduction of MTHF to form 5-

methyltetrahydrofolate, the substrate necessary for MTR to methylate Hcy to form Met.  

Deficiency of this enzyme leads to moderate HHcy and low plasma Met.  MTHFR 

deficiency has also been shown to increase the risk of congenital neural tube defects two-

fold (van der Put et al., 1997).  Infants are seen to have microcephaly, developmental 

delay, motor abnormalities, seizures, and psychiatric manifestations (Erbe, 1986; Kishi et 

al., 1994; Pasquier et al., 1994; Ogier de Baulny et al., 1998).  Pathological changes 

include dilated cerebral ventricles, internal hydrocephalus, microgyria, perivascular 
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changes, demyelination, macrophage infiltration, gliosis, and astrocytosis (Rosenblatt, 

2001).  Death in these patients is largely attributable to arterial and venous thrombosis 

(Mandel et al., 1996; Goyette et al., 1998).  Enzyme deficiency is diagnosable prenatally 

via enzyme assay, however, treatment has been difficult despite various regimens 

supplementing substrates from the one-carbon folate metabolism (folate, 5-

methyltetrahydrofolate), B vitamins (vitamin B2, vitamin B6, vitamin B12), and 

substrates from Met metabolism (Met, carnitine, betaine) (Rosenblatt, 2001).  

Interestingly, the best results in patient outcome have been seen with supplementation of 

methyl donor betaine, which has not been included in many large-scale clinical trials that 

try to treat HHcy in MTHFR deficient patients (Wendel and Bremer, 1984; Holme et al., 

1989; Ronge and Kjellman, 1996).  Despite early diagnosis, successful treatment of 

MTHFR deficiency remains variable at best.  The finding that betaine preferentially helps 

these patients as compared to other supplements points to cell-type specificity underlying 

their pathology. 

 As with inborn errors of folate metabolism, inborn errors of vitamin B12 

metabolism cause HHcy via derangement of the remethylation pathway.  Methylated 

vitamin B12 is a cofactor for MTR-mediated remethylation of Hcy (Fig. 1.2).  Deficiency 

in a number of substrates and enzymes involved in vitamin B12 metabolism may be 

classified into eight complementation classes (Gravel et al., 1975; Willard et al., 1978; 

Watkins and Rosenblatt, 1989).  Deficiency of methylated vitamin B12 causes HHcy, 

homocystinuria, and hypomethioninemia, with additional methylmalonic aciduria.  In two 

complementation classes, this occurs as a result of partial deficiencies of cyanocobalamin 

β-ligand transferase and microsomal cob(III)alamin reductase (Mellman et al., 1979; 
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Pezacka, 1993).  Clinical presentation is variable, though most patients present for 

medical attention within 1yr of life with poor feeding, failure to thrive, and megaloblastic 

anemia (Mitchell et al., 1986; Rosenblatt et al., 1997).  Late childhood and adolescence 

manifestations include spasticity, delirium, and psychosis (Shinnar and Singer, 1984).  

Hydrocephalus, cor pulmonale, hepatic failure, and retinopathy have also been described 

(Rosenblatt, 2001).  Treatment of this combined deficiency is difficult, with later 

presentations having a more favorable prognosis.  Betaine again is seen to have beneficial 

effects in combination with hydroxocobalamin (Bartholomew et al., 1988; Andersson and 

Shapira, 1998).  Two other complementation classes describe deficiency in methylated 

vitamin B12 consequent to deficiencies in enzymes methionine synthase reductase 

(MTRR) or MTR.  These derangements are characterized by HHcy, homocystinuria, and 

hypomethioninemia without methylmalonic aciduria.  Most patients become ill within the 

first two years of life and present with findings of megaloblastic anemia, developmental 

delay, cerebral atrophy, nystagmus, hypertonia, seizures, blindness, and ataxia (Watkins 

and Rosenblatt, 1989; Rosenblatt, 2001).  Hydroxocobalamin supplementation corrects 

anemia and metabolic defects, but once neurologic defects are manifest, it is difficult to 

reverse them. 

 Returning to CBS deficiency, it is now recognized to be the major cause of 

inherited HHcy (McKusick, 1998).  Plasma Hcy is severely elevated, usually at 

concentrations ranging from 100-500µM, though concentrations as low as 45µM have 

been reported (de Franchis et al., 1994).  Many patients respond well to therapy with 

vitamin B6, reducing plasma Hcy levels to < 50µM (Kraus and Kožich, 2001).  Hallmark 

symptoms were discussed earlier including proclivity toward neurological and 
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atherothrombotic diseases (Mudd et al., 1964).  Mortality by age 30 is estimated to occur 

in 15% of patients with CBS deficiency, with a significant difference in mortality 

between those who respond to vitamin B6 treatment (4%) and those who do not (23%) 

(Mudd et al., 1985).  Additional treatment recommendations include supplementation 

with Cys, betaine, folate, and vitamin B12 while restricting Met intake (Kraus and 

Kožich, 2001). 

 Acquired HHcy in adults is associated with a number of vitamin deficiencies, 

chronic diseases, and lifestyle factors as discussed earlier.  To differentiate between the 

pathological contributions of these derangements and HHcy, comparison with congenital 

etiologies of HHcy is revealing.  HHcy consistently has implications in neurological and 

cardiovascular diseases.  However, folate deficiency for example, only has neurological 

implications during early development.  Acquired folate deficiency in adults presents 

with symptoms of anemia, but without neurological consequences.  Similarly, vitamin 

B12 deficiency in adults presents with neurological symptoms, but has no lasting 

cardiovascular consequences.  In these examples, HHcy is not the primary derangement, 

and appropriate treatment with vitamin supplementation resolves symptoms.  However, 

in patients with HHcy that is not simply a result of dietary deficiency, vitamin 

supplementation merely reduces Hcy levels instead of targeting pathological pathways.  

Knowledge of the biochemistry and metabolism of Hcy allow for a more thorough 

exploration of Hcy-specific pathology by culling confounding derangements in other 

metabolic pathways that may result in HHcy, but ultimately do not have a role in Hcy-

mediated pathology. 
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Hcy in CVD 

 As discussed above, epidemiological evidence and observational studies in 

patients with inborn errors of Hcy metabolism consistently indicate a potential causal role 

for Hcy in the development of CVD.  What remains is to experimentally demonstrate 

what mechanisms underlie these pathologies of Hcy.  As the biochemistry and 

metabolism of Hcy involves numerous biological pathways and processes, experimental 

evidence of Hcy pathology similarly involves a myriad of different mechanisms.  

Considering first the overall picture of CVD, HHcy in murine models has been shown to 

promote accelerated atherosclerosis (Zhou et al., 2001).  This study used diet-induced 

HHcy on a hyperlipidemia mouse model and another study using a similar system also 

found accelerated atherosclerosis consequent to HHcy with the additional suggestion that 

an inflammatory mechanism may underlie Hcy-induced pathology (Hofmann et al., 

2001).  An additional refinement confirming the role of HHcy in acceleration of 

atherosclerosis was performed on a murine model with baseline HHcy and 

hyperlipidemia that did not require dietary modification to demonstrate Hcy-related 

pathology (Wang et al., 2003).  Thus, both baseline and induced HHcy were 

demonstrated to accelerate atherosclerosis. 

 Hofmann et al. implicated increased expression of vascular inflammatory markers 

in their study while Wang et al. implicated increased macrophage uptake of modified 

low-density lipoprotein in their study (Hofmann et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2003).  Along 

these lines, it has been suggested that Hcy activates inflammatory pathways via monocyte 

activation (Meng et al., 2013).  Indeed Zhang et al. have demonstrated that HHcy induces 

the generation of inflammatory subsets of monocytes using a murine model (Zhang et al., 
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2009; Zhang et al., 2012).  Furthermore, studies have also shown that Hcy increases the 

expression and secretion of monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1) and 

interleukin-8 in monocytes and EC (Poddar et al., 2001; Zeng et al., 2003).  MCP-1 

enhances monocyte binding and recruitment to endothelium, precursor steps in 

atherosclerotic plaque formation. 

Involvement of Hcy in pro-inflammatory pathways is not surprising given its 

metabolic position with respect to glutathione formation (Fig. 2).  Glutathione is a major 

antioxidant with roles in regulating cell proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis 

(Joseph et al., 2009).  Handy et al. showed that Hcy inhibits expression of antioxidant 

enzyme glutathione peroxidase 1, which is one of several mechanisms by which Hcy has 

been shown to increase oxidant stress (Loscalzo, 1996; Handy et al., 2005).  Interestingly, 

Dayal et. al suggest an mechanism in vivo whereby Hcy-induced oxidative stress leads to 

thrombosis (Dayal et al., 2006).  Other studies have confirmed procoagulant roles for 

Hcy, including factor V activation (Rodgers and Kane, 1986), protein C inhibition 

(Rodgers and Conn, 1990), aberrant thrombomodulin processing (Lentz and Sadler, 

1991), tissue factor activation (Fryer et al., 1993), and inhibition of tissue plasminogen 

activator (Hajjar et al., 1998).  Inflammation, oxidative stress, and thrombosis all have 

demonstrated roles in CVD pathology, making a compelling argument for a pathologic 

role for Hcy in CVD. 

Common to many of the mechanisms discussed earlier is their location.  

Atherosclerosis is mainly a disease of large- and medium-sized arteries.  The cross-

sectional anatomy of arteries involves three main layers – the intima, the media, and the 

adventitia – surrounding the lumen through which blood flows.  The innermost lining of 
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the intima is the endothelium, which consists of a layer of EC immediately adjacent to 

bloodflow.  The endothelium is separated by the internal elastic lamina from the media, 

which largely consists of smooth muscle cells (SMC).  The endothelium has numerous 

physiological functions including maintenance of vascular tone and integrity, hemostasis, 

and cell and nutrient trafficking (Aird, 2004).  The interplay and crosstalk between EC 

and SMC contributes to maintaining vessel integrity, and pathologic processes like 

atherosclerosis serve to derange this balance by damaging endothelium or promoting 

SMC proliferation into the lumen.  Much of Hcy-induced pathology affects EC, though 

its actions have effects on interactions between EC, SMC, monocytes, and other 

mediators of atherosclerosis as well. 

Hcy-mediated endothelial injury has been observed both in vitro (Wall et al., 

1980; de Groot et al., 1983; Starkebaum and Harlan, 1986; Dudman et al., 1991) and in 

vivo using both small (Hladovec, 1979) and large animal models (Harker et al., 1974; 

Harker et al., 1983).  Mechanistic explanations include induction of endoplasmic 

reticulum stress (Roybal et al., 2004), induction of apoptosis (Zhang et al., 2001; Lee et 

al., 2005), and inhibition of growth (Zhang et al., 2005).  This has consequences in 

endothelial functioning, which may be assessed in terms of endothelium-dependent blood 

vessel relaxation (Cheng et al., 2009).  EC production of NO leads to SMC relaxation and 

vasodilation, allowing unimpeded bloodflow.  Inhibition of NO leads to vasoconstriction 

with potential implications for CVD.  Studies have demonstrated that Hcy impairs EC 

production and release of NO (Stamler et al., 1993; Cheng et al., 2011).  A consistent 

phenotype has been observed in large animal models of HHcy wherein diet-induced 
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HHcy caused impairment of vasomotor regulatory function (Rolland et al., 1995; Lentz et 

al., 1996). 

A number of molecular mechanisms relating HHcy to endothelial dysfunction 

have been explored in the literature.  Chief among these is regulation of NO synthesis and 

release.  Jiang et al. found that HHcy impairs the functioning of eNOS via activation of 

protein kinase C.  A number of other studies have also noted that eNOS inhibitor ADMA 

is increased consequent to HHcy (Dayal and Lentz, 2005; Antoniades et al., 2009).  Once 

produced, NO is subject to reaction with superoxides and thiols among other reactive 

compounds, thus decreasing its bioavailability.  Stamler et al. report that Hcy may be 

nitrosylated in EC, thereby decreasing NO bioavailability (Stamler et al., 1993).  Other 

mechanisms implicated in endothelial dysfunction include activation of eicosanoid-

mediated vasoconstriction (Wang et al., 1993; Ungvari et al., 2000; Bagi et al., 2001), 

inhibition of endothelium-derived hyperpolarizing factor-mediated vasorelaxation (Cheng 

et al., 2011), activation of angiotensin (Kassab et al., 2006; Sen et al., 2007), induction of 

endothelin-1 (Gottsater et al., 2000; Duan et al., 2008), and oxidative stress as discussed 

earlier. 

The many enzymes that mediate Hcy metabolism have tissue-specific 

distributions, promoting Hcy processing along different pathways (Chen et al., 2010).  It 

follows then that HHcy would have different effects on different cell types on the basis of 

what cellular pathways are available for Hcy metabolism.  In the context of 

atherosclerosis, Hcy has been demonstrated to simultaneously promote SMC proliferation 

and inhibit EC proliferation (Tsai et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1997; Tan et al., 2006).  In 

line with this observation, Hcy was seen to induce cyclin A expression in SMC while 
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inhibiting cyclin A transcription in EC (Tsai et al., 1996; Wang et al., 2002).  This 

prompted Jiang et al. to investigate regulation of Hcy transport into SMC and EC (Jiang 

et al., 2007).  In a series of very interesting experiments, they found that Hcy transport 

into SMC was 4-fold greater than transport into EC most likely as a consequence of 

transport capacity.  Moreover, EC affinity for Hcy was greater than SMC affinity for 

Hcy.  Their study of transport systems by which Hcy enters cells also discovered a unique 

lysosomally-dependent pathway for Hcy transport into ECs that was absent in SMCs 

(Jiang et al., 2007).  This suggests that the cell-type specificity of Hcy is mediated 

through a complex arrangement of mechanisms involving differential transport, 

differential concentration gradients, and a net result of differential genotypic and 

phenotypic changes. 

 

General Summary of Objectives 

While ever more information is available describing the development and 

underlying mechanisms of CVD, there is still much to explore.  The contribution of Hcy 

to CVD is evidenced epidemiologically, clinically, and experimentally, yet therapy 

remains elusive.  Therapeutic interventions applied historically have merely reduced 

circulating Hcy levels, ignoring its complex pathology.  As endeavors in experimental 

science have elaborated a more rigorous network of the actions of Hcy at cellular and 

molecular levels, even more questions arise.  How does Hcy mediate its purported array 

of effects?  How does Hcy affect specific cell types?  Does cell type-specific processing 

of Hcy mediate Hcy-specific pathology? 
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The investigations conducted herein endeavored to explore the effects of Hcy in a 

cell type-specific manner.  The overarching hypothesis of this work is that the 

contribution of Hcy to CVD is largely mediated through specific effects on EC.  As 

evidenced in the literature, Hcy can induce differential expression of genes across 

different cell types.  As a point of embarkation, high-throughput analysis of Hcy-induced 

expression changes in EC mRNA and miRNA was performed at the outset in order to 

organize an objective network of pathways modulated by Hcy.  Using this to guide 

further investigations, not only could Hcy-regulated mRNA be determined, but also the 

relationship between Hcy and miRNA and miRNA-mediated regulation of mRNA in EC.  

Hcy has already been demonstrated to regulate the cell cycle in EC and in addition to any 

findings from microarray analysis, the role of Hcy in early cell cycle regulation was 

examined.  Finally, given that Hcy exerts a number of its effects by regulation of gene 

transcription, a theoretical framework was developed to identify potential targets of Hcy 

regulation by analyzing promoters of known Hcy targets and extending these findings.  

Taken together, these approaches will provide insight into the mechanisms by which Hcy 

contributes to CVD and moreover offer new targets for directed therapeutic regulation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

HOMOCYSTEINE-MEDIATED EXPRESSION CHANGES IN ENDOTHELIAL 
CELLS ACTIVATE PATHWAYS OF CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE 

 
Introduction 

The biochemistry of Hcy pathology has been attributed both to its reactive thiol 

group as well as to its position in one-carbon metabolic pathways (Lee and Wang, 1999; 

Jakubowski, 2004; Jacobsen et al., 2005; Joseph and Loscalzo, 2013).  By examining 

global cellular pathways modulated by Hcy treatment, the networks involved in 

mediating EC-specific pathology can be characterized.  Emerging research on the 

dynamics of mRNA regulation has created a more robust picture of how disease 

processes are modulated by a number of different factors at different levels (Turner, 

2011; Chalancon et al., 2012; Ebert and Sharp, 2012).  To this end, mRNA microarrays 

were performed and analyzed in parallel to miRNA microarrays to further characterize 

EC changes after exposure to Hcy.  This is particularly relevant to Hcy biochemistry as 

previous studies have demonstrated a relationship between one-carbon metabolism and 

miRNA expression changes (Marsit et al., 2006; Stone et al., 2011). 

miRNA are small noncoding RNA that were first discovered in nematodes in 

1993 (Lee et al., 1993).  miRNA have complementarity to target mRNA, but 

complementation is not complete nor is complete complementation required for miRNA-

mRNA binding.  This allows miRNA to bind more than one type of target mRNA.  Once 

bound to its target, miRNA generally functions to inhibit mRNA translation either via 

degradation of the target mRNA or inhibition of ribosomal protein synthesis (Bartel, 

2004; He and Hannon, 2004).  It has since been revealed that miRNA are ubiquitously 

expressed and highly conserved in humans, plants, and animals (He and Hannon, 2004).  
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Approximately 2,500 human miRNA have been identified to date (miRBase v20, 

www.mirbase.org), with each predicted to target several hundred target genes, thus 

leading to the conservative estimate that > 60% of human protein-coding genes are 

regulated by miRNA (Mack, 2007; Friedman et al., 2009).  In light of this estimate, it is 

not unreasonable to claim that miRNA can regulate nearly all biological processes (Krol 

et al., 2010).  This regulation, moreover, is thought to be cell type-specific (Calin and 

Croce, 2006).  Given such a regulatory potential, it is not surprising then that miRNA are 

being investigated as potential biomarkers of disease (Creemers et al., 2012), potential 

mediators of disease (Zampetaki and Mayr, 2012), and potential therapeutic targets in 

combating disease (Small et al., 2010; van Rooij et al., 2012). 

Few studies have directly examined the relationship between Hcy and miRNA.  

Microarray studies by Mishra et. al in cardiomyocytes treated with Hcy have implicated 

miR-188 among other miRNA in Hcy-induced cardiac remodeling (Mishra et al., 2009).  

However, no similar studies have been conducted in EC.  Previous mRNA microarray 

studies in EC with Hcy treatment have characterized and confirmed differentially 

expressed transcripts (Outinen et al., 1999; Li and Goligorsky, 2002).  However, with the 

emergence of technologies to detect the dynamics of pre- and post-transcriptional mRNA 

regulation, it has become more salient to report findings in terms of these relationships 

and pathways than simply levels of transcript changes (Turner, 2011; Chalancon et al., 

2012; Ebert and Sharp, 2012).  The following analyses thus consider not only network 

changes in miRNA and mRNA expression after treatment with Hcy, but also the 

relationships between them. 
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Figure 2.1: Flowchart of strategies used to identify genes and pathways regulated

by Hcy in EC. Passage 6 HAEC grown to 80% confluency were treated for 48h with

500µM L-Hcy, 50µM L-Hcy in the presence Ade, and 25µM Ade alone. mRNA and

miRNA were extracted and Affymetrix GeneChip® microarrays were performed. SDE

mRNA and miRNA were identified with P-Values < 0.05 considered as significant.

miRNA-mRNA pairs were identified using databases of experimentally-verified

miRNA-mRNA interactions (TarBase v6.0 and miRTarBase v4.5). Inversely

correlated miRNA-mRNA expression changes were found between SDE pairs, SDE

mRNA and predicted targeting miRNA, and SDE miRNA and predicted target mRNA.

Putative Hcy regulatory network pathways were identified by using IPA software on

matched miRNA-mRNA pair information. The expression changes of selected SDE

mRNA and miRNA were validated using real-time PCR. Abbreviations: Ade,

adenosine; EC, endothelial cells; HAEC, human aortic endothelial cells; Hcy,

homocysteine; IPA, Ingenuity Pathway Analysis; miRNA, microRNA; mRNA,

messenger RNA; SDE, significantly differentially expressed; Tx, treatment.
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Identify
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mRNA

Identify
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Targeting
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Materials and Methods 

Cell Treatment 

 Human aortic endothelial cells (HAEC) (Lonza, Walkersville, MD) were cultured 

as previously described (Wang et al., 1997).  Briefly, HAEC were grown in M199 

medium (HyClone Laboratories, Logan, UT) containing 20% fetal calf serum (Thermo 

Scientific), 50µg/mL endothelial cell growth supplement (ECGS) (BD Biosciences, 

Franklin Lakes, NJ), and 50µg/mL heparin.  Culture media was supplemented with 

penicillin (100units/mL), streptomycin (100µg/mL), and amphotericin (0.25µg/mL) 

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).  Cells from passage 6 were used for experiments.  Cells were 

cultured to 80% confluence and then either treated for 48h with 500µM L-Hcy or 

changed to a control medium containing 25µM Ade and 10µM erythro-9-(2-hydroxy-3-

nonyl)-adenine (EHNA) hydrochloride, an adenosine deaminase inhibitor to stabilize 

Ade, and then treated with 50µM L-Hcy.  Chemicals, if not otherwise specified, were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). 

 

Microarray Expression Profiling 

 RNA was extracted from three biological replicates for each treatment group 

using the miRNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA).  RNA quality was assessed using 

the Nanodrop 2000 Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific).  mRNA microarrays were 

performed using Affymetrix GeneChip® Human Gene 1.0 ST Arrays and miRNA 

microarrays were performed using Affymetrix GeneChip® miRNA 1.0 Arrays 

(Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA).  Pre-processing of microarray data was performed with 
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Partek® Genomics Suite v6.5 (Partek Inc., St. Louis, MO) using a robust multi-array 

average (RMA) algorithm to interpret the raw signal. 

 

Microarray Data Analysis 

Figure 2.1 illustrates the analytic strategies used throughout this series of 

investigations.  Principle components analysis of miRNA microarrays revealed a 

dissimilarity between one particular day of sample collection as compared to the other 

two days.  A similar observation was noted for treatments with Ade in the mRNA 

microarrays (data not shown).  Despite Benjamini-Hochberg correction (Benjamini and 

Hochberg, 1995), the false discovery rate (FDR) alone could not be adequately used as a 

cut-off without the addition of treatment-specific cut-offs using P-Value and absolute 

fold change.  Significantly differentially expressed (SDE) mRNA after treatment with 

500µM L-Hcy were defined as those with FDR < 0.01, P-Value < 0.05, and absolute fold 

change ≥ 1.5.  SDE mRNA after treatment with 50µM L-Hcy in the presence of Ade or 

with 25µM Ade alone were defined using a criteria of P-Value < 0.05 and absolute fold 

change ≥ 1.3.  All SDE miRNA were defined using a cut-off of P-Value < 0.05 and 

absolute fold change ≥ 1.5. 

 

miRNA-mRNA Matching 

Numerous algorithms and prediction tools exist to suggest miRNA-mRNA pairs, 

of which experimentally-verified databases of miRNA-mRNA interactions also exist 

(Hsu et al., 2011; Vergoulis et al., 2012).  SDE mRNA were inputted into these databases 

to determine targeting miRNA.  Similarly, SDE miRNA were also inputted into these 
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databases to determine target mRNA.  These imputed miRNA and mRNA were then 

checked against microarray expression changes.  Inversely correlated miRNA-mRNA 

pairs were then considered for further analysis. 

 

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis 

IPA (www.ingenuity.com) was used to analyze sets of SDE mRNA/miRNA and 

imputed miRNA/mRNA.  Basic core analyses outputted network pathways altered by 

Hcy treatment.  These were then collated according to treatment – for example, the 

overlap between SDE mRNA+imputed targeting miRNA and SDE miRNA+imputed 

target mRNA after treatment with 500µM Hcy were examined together to create a 

representative network. 

 

Validation of Expression Changes 

miRNA and mRNA were reverse-transcribed using the miScript II RT Kit 

(Qiagen) and High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Life Technologies, 

Carlsbad, CA), respectively.  Real-Time RT-PCR was performed using the Applied 

Biosystems® StepOnePlusTM PCR System with SYBR® Green PCR master mixes.  

miRNA primers were preconstructed by Qiagen.  mRNA primers were designed using 

Primer Premier v5.0 (Premier Biosoft, Palo Alto, CA).  miRNA amplification was 

normalized against RNU6 control while mRNA amplification was normalized against β-

Actin control. 
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Gene Name ΔFold P-Value
PMCH Pro-Melanin-Concentrating Hormone 6.35 2.66E-07
SERPINB2 Serpin Peptidase Inhibitor B2 3.32 1.50E-05
MMP1 Matrix Metallopeptidase 1 3.02 7.29E-05
TRIM16 Tripeptide Motif-Containing 16 2.57 1.65E-06
RBM24 RNA Binding Motif Protein 24 2.53 2.50E-05
CXCR4 C-X-C Chemokine Receptor 4 2.28 2.18E-05
CHRNA1 Nicotinic Cholinergic Receptor a1 2.18 6.40E-05
TRIM16L Tripartite Motif-Containing 16-Like 2.11 3.86E-06
PRDM1 PR Domain Zinc Finger Protein 1 2.01 8.32E-05
GJA4 Gap Junction Protein α4 1.98 1.87E-06
TMEM140 Transmembrane Protein 140 1.96 1.87E-05
FAM89A Family with Sequence Similarity 89A 1.93 2.30E-05
SDSL Serine Dehydratase-Like 1.92 9.16E-06
TSPAN13 Tetraspanin 13 1.86 8.75E-05
NID2 Nidogen 2 1.86 8.66E-07
DCN Decorin 1.83 8.75E-05
EIF2B2 Eukaryotic Translation Initiation Factor 2β 1.83 5.54E-07
SLC2A1 Facilitated Glucose Transporter 1 1.83 3.45E-06
CCRL1 C-C Chemokine Receptor-Like 1 1.79 1.25E-04
SLC16A9 Monocarboxylic Acid Transporter 9 1.76 5.55E-05
IFI6 Interferon a -Inducible Protein 6 1.75 7.03E-06
SPATA20 Spermatogenesis Associated 20 1.75 1.08E-06
CYB5R1 Cytochrome B5 Reductase 1 1.75 1.53E-06
CPT1C Carnitine Palmitoyltransferase 1C 1.75 6.95E-06
TSPAN15 Tetraspanin 15 1.73 6.23E-07
ITPKB Inositol 1,4,5-Trisphosphate 3-Kinase B 1.72 1.53E-06
ALDOC Aldolase C 1.72 1.42E-04
RNF144A Ring Finger Protein 144A 1.70 8.59E-06
PGF Placental Growth Factor 1.68 9.02E-07
FAM124B Family with Sequence Similarity 124B 1.67 4.71E-05
HERC6 HECT and RLD Domain Containing E3 Ubiquitin Protein Ligase 6 1.66 1.35E-04
LPCAT3 Lysophosphatidylcholine Acyltransferase 3 1.66 2.65E-08
TMEM171 Transmembrane Protein 171 1.63 3.19E-05
CHST1 Carbohydrate Sulfotransferase 1 1.63 9.83E-06
PCDH12 Protocadherin 12 1.63 4.96E-07
SPRY1 Sprouty Homolog 1 1.62 4.25E-06
RNU11 U11 Small Nuclear RNA 1.61 4.04E-05
MYEOV Myeloma Overexpressed 1.59 8.24E-05
VASH1 Vasohibin 1 1.59 5.67E-06
CTSK Cathepsin K 1.58 7.46E-05
PKP2 Plakophilin 2 1.58 4.08E-05
BCAS3 Breast Carcinoma Amplified Sequence 3 1.57 1.60E-05
ABCB9 ATP-Binding Cassette B9 1.56 3.11E-05
DEPP Decidual Protein Induced By Progesterone 1.56 7.03E-05
IFI27 Interferon a -Inducible Protein 27 1.55 5.14E-05
NUAK1 NUAK Family SNF1-Like Kinase 1 1.55 6.79E-05
TYRO3 TYRO3 Protein Tyrosine Kinase 1.55 3.79E-06
MAP1A Microtubule-Associated Protein 1A 1.55 5.56E-06
FCER1G High Affinity IgE g Polypeptide Receptor Fc Fragment 1.55 1.24E-04
SULF2 Sulfatase 2 1.54 3.53E-06
CLDN5 Claudin 5 1.54 1.64E-05
NTM Neurotrimin 1.53 7.62E-05
ACP2 Lysosomal Acid Phosphatase 2 1.53 4.60E-06

Induced SDE mRNA

Table 2.1: 500µM L-Hcy-mediated SDE mRNA and miRNA changes in EC
A. 500µM L-Hcy-mediated SDE mRNA changes
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Gene Name ΔFold P-Value
PHLDA1 Pleckstrin Homology-Like Domain A1 1.53 2.80E-05
CASP9 Caspase 9 1.53 4.15E-05
PEG10 Paternally Expressed 10 1.53 1.09E-04
GSTM4 Glutathione S-Transferase µ4 1.52 1.74E-05
SOX17 SRY (Sex Determining Region Y)-Box 17 1.52 1.64E-05
CBLN3 Cerebellin 3 Precursor 1.52 1.39E-04
B3GAT3 β1,3-Glucuronyltransferase 3 1.52 3.74E-05
ADM Adrenomedullin 1.51 3.26E-08
AFAP1L1 Actin Filament Associated Protein 1-Like 1 1.51 1.08E-04
LMCD1 LIM and Cysteine-Rich Domains 1 1.51 1.37E-04
DUSP16 Dual Specificity Phosphatase 16 1.50 1.54E-05

Gene Name ΔFold P-Value
IL33 Interleukin 33 -2.97 8.42E-05
SULT1B1 Cytosolic Sulfotransferase 1B1 -2.46 1.43E-05
PTCHD4 Patched Domain Containing 4 -2.22 6.07E-06
LMF1 Lipase Maturation Factor 1 -2.12 6.48E-05
ADAMTS18 ADAM Metallopeptidase with Thrombospondin Type 1 Motif 18 -2.11 2.99E-05
ADAMTS1 ADAM Metallopeptidase with Thrombospondin Type 1 Motif 1 -1.98 2.20E-06
ENTPD1 Ectonucleoside Triphosphate Diphosphohydrolase 1 -1.97 8.21E-05
IMPDH2 Inosine 5'-Monophosphate Dehydrogenase 2 -1.94 1.18E-04
ITGB4 β4 Integrin -1.94 5.83E-05
GJA5 Gap Junction Protein α5 -1.93 5.44E-06
ANGPTL2 Angiopoietin-Like 2 -1.92 7.38E-05
KRT7 Keratin 7 -1.77 9.58E-05
CHAF1B Chromatin Assembly Factor 1B -1.77 5.25E-05
TOX Thymocyte Selection-Associated High Mobility Group Box -1.74 3.21E-05
SEMA5A Semaphorin 5A -1.72 6.94E-05
PMEPA1 Androgen Induced Prostate Transmembrane Protein 1 -1.71 8.13E-06
FLRT2 Fibronectin Leucine Rich Transmembrane Protein 2 -1.70 3.49E-05
KLHL3 Kelch-Like 3 -1.70 3.82E-05
PTPRS Protein Tyrosine Phosphatase Receptor S -1.67 1.18E-05
SLC7A14 Cationic Amino Acid Transporter 14 -1.66 1.08E-07
EGFR Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor -1.65 1.17E-04
MGP Matrix Gla Protein -1.64 4.18E-05
CTBS Di-N-Acetylchitobiase -1.62 4.35E-05
ELMOD1 ELMO/CED-12 Domain Containing 1 -1.60 1.07E-04
RBM4B RNA Binding Motif Protein 4B -1.57 2.28E-05
BNC2 Basonuclin 2 -1.57 1.78E-05
GTF2IRD2B GTF2I Repeat Domain Containing 2B -1.55 6.12E-05
PIR Pirin -1.50 8.12E-07

Induced SDE mRNA (cont.)

Reduced SDE mRNA

Table 2.1, continued 
 A. 500µM L-Hcy-mediated SDE mRNA changes (cont.) 
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Table 2.1, continued 
 B. 500µM L-Hcy-mediated SDE miRNA changes 

miRNA ΔFold P-Value miRNA ΔFold P-Value miRNA ΔFold P-Value
miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02 miR-370 -3.44 3.25E-03 miR-574-3p -1.92 3.89E-02
miR-605 1.96 2.07E-02 miR-148b -2.70 3.28E-03 miR-1256 -1.88 1.93E-02
miR-886-3p 1.91 4.74E-02 miR-543 -2.63 4.30E-02 miR-542-5p -1.84 1.67E-02
miR-193a-3p 1.79 9.11E-03 miR-935 -2.37 2.20E-02 miR-519c-3p -1.82 3.03E-02
miR-519e 1.72 1.17E-02 miR-509-5p -2.35 3.07E-02 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
miR-320d 1.69 5.76E-03 miR-299-5p -2.34 1.75E-02 miR-132 -1.66 1.58E-02
miR-325 1.69 2.71E-02 miR-300 -2.07 1.63E-02 miR-193b* -1.64 3.59E-02
miR-497 1.65 1.49E-02 miR-125b-1* -2.06 1.70E-02 miR-137 -1.63 4.76E-02
miR-199b-5p 1.65 4.63E-02 miR-433 -2.05 4.16E-02 miR-645 -1.61 4.99E-02
miR-585 1.62 3.54E-02 miR-125a-5p -1.98 3.77E-02 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
miR-491-5p 1.61 2.81E-02 miR-505* -1.98 1.60E-02 miR-625 -1.57 2.83E-04
miR-944 1.59 1.35E-02 miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02 miR-384 -1.55 1.62E-02
miR-514 1.58 7.11E-04 miR-335 -1.94 2.87E-02 miR-574-5p -1.53 4.39E-02
miR-576-3p 1.58 4.43E-02 miR-411* -1.93 1.17E-02 miR-638 -1.52 1.16E-02
miR-9 1.56 1.53E-02 miR-126* -1.93 3.52E-02 miR-1308 -1.50 1.07E-02
miR-184 1.54 4.51E-02
miR-453 1.50 2.41E-02

Induced SDE miRNA Reduced SDE miRNA

Table 2.1: 500µM L-Hcy-mediated SDE mRNA and miRNA changes in EC. 

Passage 6 HAEC grown to 80% confluency were treated for 48h with 500µM L-Hcy. 

mRNA and miRNA were extracted and Affymetrix GeneChip® microarrays were 

performed. (A) SDE mRNA were identified using a cut-off of FDR < 0.01 and 

absolute fold change ≥ 1.50, with P-Values < 0.05 considered as significant. (B) SDE 

miRNA were identified using a cut-off of absolute fold change ≥ 1.50 and P-Value < 

0.05. Abbreviations: EC, endothelial cells; FDR, false discovery rate; HAEC, human 

aortic endothelial cells; Hcy, homocysteine; miRNA, microRNA; mRNA, messenger 

RNA; SDE, significantly differentially expressed. 
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Table 2.2: 50µM L-Hcy-mediated SDE mRNA and miRNA changes in EC in the presence of Ade
A. 50µM L-Hcy-mediated SDE mRNA changes in the presence of Ade

Gene Name ΔFold P-Value
PMCH Pro-Melanin-Concentrating Hormone 1.75 2.77E-04
SNORD116-22 Small Nucleolar RNA C/D Box 116-22 1.46 2.51E-02
VGLL3 Vestigial Like 3 1.43 9.35E-03
SCARNA9L Small Cajal Body-Specific RNA 9-Like 1.41 4.18E-02
HIST1H2BK Histone H2B Type 1-K 1.38 2.50E-02
HIBCH 3-Hydroxyisobutyryl-CoA Hydrolase 1.38 4.45E-02
FABP4 Fatty Acid Binding Protein 4 1.36 3.59E-03
IQGAP2 IQ Motif Containing GTPase Activating Protein 2 1.32 4.18E-03
TBC1D8B TBC1 Domain Family 8B with GRAM Domain 1.32 1.15E-02
SCARNA9 Small Cajal Body-Specific RNA 9 1.31 4.63E-02
UBE2MP1 Ubiquitin-Conjugating Enzyme E2M Pseudogene 1 1.31 3.10E-02
SNRPE Small Nuclear Ribonucleoprotein Polypeptide E 1.30 1.77E-03

Gene Name ΔFold P-Value

KIR2DS5 Killer Cell Immunoglobulin-Like Receptor, Two 
Domains, Short Cytoplasmic Tail 5 -1.52 1.84E-02

TMEM229A Transmembrane Protein 229A -1.35 6.23E-03
AMAC1 Acyl-Malonyl Condensing Enzyme 1 -1.35 2.78E-02
FOXN1 Forkhead Box N1 -1.32 8.22E-03
OR10H1 Olfactory Receptor 10H1 -1.32 1.41E-02
APLNR Apelin Receptor -1.31 3.97E-02
ASNS Asparagine Synthetase -1.30 1.02E-02

Induced SDE mRNA

Reduced SDE mRNA

B. 50µM L-Hcy-mediated SDE miRNA changes in the presence of Ade

miRNA ΔFold P-Value miRNA ΔFold P-Value miRNA ΔFold P-Value
miR-381 2.30 9.22E-04 miR-16-2* -2.16 4.84E-02 miR-129-3p -1.67 3.93E-02
miR-510 2.04 2.26E-02 miR-335 -1.88 3.40E-02 miR-483-3p -1.60 1.22E-02
miR-154 1.95 1.77E-02 miR-148b -1.80 3.18E-02 miR-19a* -1.60 3.84E-02
miR-517b 1.81 2.98E-02 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02 miR-509-3p -1.56 2.36E-02
miR-539 1.63 4.43E-02 miR-1296 -1.77 3.42E-02 miR-499-3p -1.53 1.47E-02
miR-486-3p 1.58 3.83E-02 miR-26b -1.74 4.99E-02 miR-583 -1.51 2.72E-02
miR-146a* 1.55 1.22E-03 miR-522 -1.71 2.15E-02 miR-1287 -1.50 4.11E-03

miR-193b* -1.69 3.01E-02

Induced SDE miRNA Reduced SDE miRNA

Table 2.2: 50µM L-Hcy-mediated SDE mRNA and miRNA changes in EC in the

presence of Ade. Passage 6 HAEC grown to 80% confluency were treated for 48h

with 50µM L-Hcy in the presence of Ade. mRNA and miRNA were extracted and

Affymetrix GeneChip® microarrays were performed. (A) SDE mRNA were identified

using a cut-off of absolute fold change ≥ 1.30 and P-Value < 0.05. (B) SDE miRNA

were identified using a cut-off of absolute fold change ≥ 1.50 and P-Value < 0.05.

Abbreviations: Ade, adenosine; EC, endothelial cells; HAEC, human aortic

endothelial cells; Hcy, homocysteine; miRNA, microRNA; mRNA, messenger RNA;

SDE, significantly differentially expressed.
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Table 2.3: 25µM Ade-mediated SDE mRNA and miRNA changes in EC
A. 25µM Ade-mediated SDE mRNA changes

Gene Name ΔFold P-Value
FOLH1 Folate Hydrolase 1 1.57 2.06E-02
SDSL Serine Dehydratase-Like 1.45 2.28E-04
FLJ44896 FLJ44896 Protein 1.40 2.06E-02
PMCH Pro-Melanin-Concentrating Hormone 1.33 8.79E-03

Gene Name ΔFold P-Value
ZNF502 Zinc Finger Protein 502 -1.30 1.57E-02

Induced SDE mRNA

Reduced SDE mRNA

B. 25µM Ade-mediated SDE miRNA changes

miRNA ΔFold P-Value miRNA ΔFold P-Value
miR-1296 2.54 4.29E-03 miR-433 -2.47 1.75E-02
miR-129-3p 2.05 1.02E-02 miR-509-5p -2.15 4.62E-02
miR-551b 1.82 6.74E-04 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
miR-583 1.60 1.65E-02 miR-126* -1.93 3.47E-02
miR-516a-5p 1.54 1.70E-02 miR-1244 -1.90 2.25E-02
miR-633 1.54 3.69E-02 miR-378 -1.71 1.89E-02
miR-509-3p 1.51 3.06E-02 miR-381 -1.52 2.31E-02

Induced SDE miRNA Reduced SDE miRNA

Table 2.3: 25µM Ade-mediated SDE mRNA and miRNA changes in EC. Passage 6

HAEC grown to 80% confluency were treated for 48h with 25µM Ade. mRNA and

miRNA were extracted and Affymetrix GeneChip® microarrays were performed. (A)

SDE mRNA were identified using a cut-off of absolute fold change ≥ 1.30 and P-

Value < 0.05. (B) SDE miRNA were identified using a cut-off of absolute fold change

≥ 1.50 and P-Value < 0.05. Abbreviations: Ade, adenosine; EC, endothelial cells;

HAEC, human aortic endothelial cells; miRNA, microRNA; mRNA, messenger RNA;

SDE, significantly differentially expressed.
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Statistical Analyses 

Pre-processing of microarray data was performed with Partek® Genomics Suite 

v6.5 using an RMA algorithm.  A Benjamini-Hochberg correction was applied for 

multiple testing to adjust FDR (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).  All P-Values were two-

sided and P-Values < 0.05 were considered significant.  All statistical analyses 

subsequent to pre-processing were performed using R v3.0.2. 

 

Results 

Identification of SDE mRNA and miRNA 

 Pre-processing of microarray data was performed using Partek® Genomics Suite 

v6.5.  Principle components analysis of miRNA microarrays revealed a dissimilarity 

between one particular day of sample collection as compared to the other two days.  A 

similar observation was noted for treatments with adenosine in the mRNA microarrays 

(data not shown).  Further analysis thus could not solely take FDR into consideration as 

sole filtering criteria, and thus treatment-specific cut-offs using P-Value and absolute fold 

change were employed.  Of 26,890 mRNA and 1801 miRNA, 92 mRNA and 47 miRNA 

were considered for further analysis after treatment with 500µM L-Hcy using criteria of 

FDR < 0.01, P-Value < 0.05, and absolute fold change ≥ 1.5 (Table 2.1).  Similarly, using 

criteria of P-Value < 0.05 and absolute fold change ≥ 1.3, 19 mRNA and 22 miRNA were 

considered for further analysis after treatment with 50µM L-Hcy in the presence of Ade 

(Table 2.2).  As controls, 5 mRNA and 14 miRNA were identified and analyzed in 

parallel after treatment with 25µM Ade alone (Table 2.3).  Heatmaps for all SDE mRNA 

and miRNA were generated to illustrate expression across biological replicates (Fig. 2.2). 
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Figure 2.2: Heatmap illustrations of SDE mRNA and miRNA in EC. Passage 6 HAEC grown to 
80% confluency were treated for 48h with 500µM L-Hcy, 50µM L-Hcy in the presence Ade, and 25µM 
Ade alone. mRNA and miRNA were extracted and Affymetrix GeneChip® microarrays were performed. 
Standardized gene expression values were log-normalized to create heatmaps using the �pheatmap� 
package of R. SDE mRNA were identified based on differential expression and P-Value < 0.05: (A) 
500µM L-Hcy (FDR < 0.01, absolute fold change ≥ 1.50); (B) 50µM L-Hcy in the presence Ade 
(absolute fold change ≥ 1.30); (C) 25µM Ade (absolute fold change ≥ 1.30). SDE miRNA were 
identified using a cut-off of absolute fold change ≥ 1.50 and P-Value < 0.05 for all treatments: (D) 
500µM L-Hcy, (E) 50µM Hcy in the presence of Ade, and (F) 25µM Ade. Abbreviations: Ade, 
adenosine; EC, endothelial cells; FDR, false discovery rate; HAEC, human aortic endothelial cells; Hcy, 
homocysteine; miRNA, microRNA; mRNA, messenger RNA; SDE, significantly differentially 
expressed. 
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Fig. 2.3: Volcano plot illustrations of SDE mRNA and miRNA changes in EC
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Figure 2.3: Volcano plot illustrations of
SDE mRNA and miRNA changes in
EC. Passage 6 HAEC grown to 80%
confluency were treated for 48h with
500µM L-Hcy, 50µM L-Hcy in the
presence Ade, and 25µM Ade alone.
mRNA and miRNA were extracted and
Affymetrix GeneChip® microarrays were
performed. Volcano plots show the fold
change plotted against the P-Value for
(A-C) SDE mRNA (filled blue circles)
and non-SDE mRNA (empty red circles)
and (D-F) SDE miRNA (filled b lue
circles) and non-SDE mRNA (empty red
circles). The dashed green lines
correspond to a P-Value of 0.01. SDE
mRNA were identified based on
differential expression and P-Value <
0.05: (A) 500µM L-Hcy (FDR < 0.01,
absolute fold change ≥ 1.50); (B) 50µM
L-Hcy in the presence of Ade (absolute
fold change ≥ 1.30); (C) 25µM Ade
(absolute fold change ≥ 1.30). SDE
miRNA were identified using a cut-off of
absolute fold change ≥ 1.50 and P-Value
< 0.05 for all treatments: (D) 500µM Hcy,
(E) 50µM Hcy in the presence of Ade,
and (F) 25µM Ade. Abbreviations: Ade,
adenosine; EC, endothelial cells; FDR,
false discovery rate; HAEC, human aortic
endothelial cells; Hcy, homocysteine;
miRNA, microRNA; mRNA, messenger
RNA; SDE, signif icantly differentially
expressed.
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Fig. 2.3: Volcano plot illustrations of SDE mRNA and miRNA changes in EC
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The relationship between SDE mRNA and miRNA and their source microarrays is shown 

in a series of volcano plots demonstrating imposed cut-offs and range of expression 

changes (Fig. 2.3). 

 

Identification of miRNA-mRNA Pairs 

TarBase v6.0 and miRTarBase v4.5 catalogue experimentally-verified miRNA-

mRNA interactions (Hsu et al., 2011; Vergoulis et al., 2012).  Using SDE mRNA as an 

input into these databases, a list of targeting miRNA was identified (Table 2.4).  

Similarly, using SDE miRNA as input, a list of mRNA targets was identified (Table 2.5).  

For SDE mRNA from treatment with 500µM L-Hcy, 29 experimentally-verified targeting 

miRNA were identified (Table 2.6A).  For SDE mRNA from treatment with 50µM L-

Hcy in the presence of Ade, 3 experimentally-verified targeting miRNA were identified 

(Table 2.6B).  No experimentally-verified targeting miRNA were identified for the 25µM 

treatment group.  The 47 SDE miRNA from treatment with 500µM L-Hcy had 266 

experimentally-verified mRNA targets (for concision, presented in Supplementary Table 

2.9A).  The 22 SDE miRNA from treatment with 50µM L-Hcy in the presence of Ade 

had 78 experimentally-verified mRNA targets (Table 2.9B).  The 14 SDE miRNA from 

treatment with 25µM Ade had 72 experimentally-verified mRNA targets (Table 2.9C).  

Figure 2.4 plots expression changes for all identified miRNA-mRNA pairs with the 

abscissa corresponding to miRNA fold change after treatment and the ordinate 

corresponding to mRNA fold change after treatment.  Canonically miRNA function to 

post-transcriptionally inhibit mRNA expression, and thus only inversely correlated 

miRNA-mRNA pairs (points in quadrants I and III in Fig. 2.4) were considered for 
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further analysis.  Among the miRNA-mRNA pairs identified from SDE mRNA, 22 pairs 

were inversely correlated in the 500µM L-Hcy treatment group and 1 pair was inversely 

correlated in the 50µM L-Hcy treatment group in the presence of Ade (Fig. 2.5C).  For 

the miRNA-mRNA pairs identified from SDE miRNA, 130 pairs were inversely 

correlated in the 500µM L-Hcy treatment group, 33 pairs were inversely correlated in the 

50µM L-Hcy treatment group in the presence of Ade, and 41 pairs were inversely 

correlated in the 25µM Ade treatment group (Fig. 2.5). 

 

Hcy Activates CVD Pathways 

IPA was performed for each treatment group using two sets of inputs.  The first 

set includes identified SDE mRNA and inversely correlated miRNA, whereas the second 

set includes identified SDE miRNA and inversely correlated mRNA.  Table 2.7 shows a 

ranked list of the functional networks to which the SDE mRNA and inversely correlated 

miRNA belong for each treatment group.  Table 2.8 similarly ranks the functional 

networks to which the SDE miRNA and inversely correlated mRNA belong for each 

treatment group.  It was seen that CVD pathways were involved in both analyses of the 

500µM L-Hcy treatment group while the cell cycle was involved in both analyses of the 

50µM L-Hcy treatment group in the presence of Ade (Tables 2.7-2.8).  Figure 2.6 

elaborates a representative network of CVD pathways affected by 500µM L-Hcy derived 

from both sets of IPA.  Similarly, both sets of IPA for the 50µM L-Hcy treatment group 

in the presence of Ade were used to elaborate a representative network of the cell cycle 

affected (Fig. 2.7). 
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Table 2.4: SDE mRNA matched with targeting miRNA
A. 500µM Hcy-altered SDE mRNA matched with targeting miRNA

B. 50µM Hcy-altered SDE mRNA matched with targeting miRNA in the presence of Ade

Table 2.4: SDE mRNA matched with targeting miRNA. Passage 6 HAEC grown to

80% confluency were treated for 48h with 500µM L-Hcy, 50µM L-Hcy in the

presence Ade, and 25µM Ade alone. mRNA and miRNA were extracted and

Affymetrix GeneChip® microarrays were performed. SDE mRNA were identified by

expression change and P-Value < 0.05: (A) 500µM L-Hcy (FDR < 0.01, absolute fold

change ≥ 1.50); (B) 50µM L-Hcy in the presence of Ade (absolute fold change ≥

1.30). miRNA-mRNA pairs were identified using databases of experimentally-verified

miRNA-mRNA interactions (TarBase v6.0 and miRTarBase v4.5). Inversely

correlated miRNA-mRNA expression changes were found between SDE mRNA and

predicted targeting miRNA. No targeting miRNA were identified for the SDE mRNA

from the 25µM Ade treatment group. Abbreviations: Ade, adenosine; EC, endothelial

cells; FDR, false discovery rate; HAEC, human aortic endothelial cells; Hcy,

homocysteine; miRNA, microRNA; mRNA, messenger RNA; SDE, significantly

differentially expressed.

SDE mRNA Targeting miRNA
ABCB9 miR-210-3p
CASP9 let-7a-5p, miR-133a-3p, miR-133b
CXCR4 miR-146a-5p, miR-150-5p, miR-224-5p

EGFR let-7a-5p, miR-7-5p, miR-21-5p, miR-27a-3p, miR-128-3p, miR-128b, miR-133a-3p, 
miR-133b, miR-145-5p, miR-146a-5p, miR-542-5p

IMPDH2 miR-34a-5p

KRT7 miR-30a-3p, miR-125b-5p, miR-133a-3p, miR-145-5p, miR-195-5p, miR-199a-3p, 
miR-199b-3p

MAP1A miR-338-3p
MMP1 miR-145-5p, miR-203a, miR-222-3p
NTM miR-182-5p
PRDM1 let-7a-5p, let-7b-5p, let-7f-5p, miR-9-5p, miR-30a-5p, miR-125b-5p, miR-127-3p

SDE mRNA Targeting miRNA
FABP4 miR-138-5p, miR-369-5p
TBC1D8B miR-155-5p
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Table 2.5: SDE miRNA matched with targeted mRNA
A. 500µM Hcy-altered SDE miRNA matched with targeted mRNA

SDE miRNA Target mRNA

miR-9-5p
AP3B1, BACE1, BCL6, CCND1, CCNG1, CD34, CDH1, CDX2, CHMP2B, ESR1, ETS1, FOXO1, 
FOXO3, GRN, ID2, MMP13, NFKB1, NR2E1, NTRK3, ONECUT2, POU2F2,  PRDM1, RAB34, REST, 
SIRT1, SOCS5, SRF, STMN1, TGFBI, VEGFA, VIM

miR-29c
BACE1, BCL2, CDC42, CDK6, COL1A1, COL1A2, COL3A1, COL4A1, COL4A2, COL7A1, COL15A1, 
COL21A1, DNMT3A, DNMT3B, FBN1, FGA, FGB, FGG, GAPDH, IGFBP1, LAMC1, MCL1, MMP15, 
MMP24, MYCN, PPP1R13B, SPARC, SRSF10, TDG, TFAP2C, WNT4

miR-122

AACS, ACVR1C, ADAM10, ADAM17, AKT3, ALDOA, ANK2, ANXA11, AP3M2, ATP1A2, BAX, 
BCL2L1, BCL2L2, CCNG1, CDK4, CYP7A1, DSTYK, DUSP2, EGLN3, ENTPD4, FAM117B, FOXJ3, 
FOXP1, FUNDC2, G6PC3, GALNT10, GTF2B, GYS1, HMOX1, IGF1R,  MAPK11, MECP2, NCAM1, 
NFATC2IP, NT5C3A, NUMBL, P4HA1, PRDXII, PRKAB1, PRKRA, PTPN1, RAB6B, RAB11FIP1, 
RAC1, RHOA, SLC7A1, SLC7A11, SOCS1, SRF, TBX19, TPD52L2, TRIB1, UBAP2, WNT1, XPO6, 
ZNF395

miR-125a-5p ARID3B, BAK1, CD34, CDKN1A, ELAVL1, ERBB2, ERBB3, HK2, KLF13, LIN28A,  MMP11, NTRK3, 
SMAD4, TNFAIP3, TP53, VEGFA

miR-126* ADAM9, CXCL12, MMP7, PTPN7, SLC45A3
miR-132 ARHGAP32, CCNA2, CCNB1, CDKN1A, CRK, HBEGF, RASA1, RB1, SIRT1, TJAP1, TLN2

miR-137 CDC42, CDK6, CSE1L, CTBP1, E2F6, ESRRA, KDM1A, MITF, NCOA2, PTGS2, PXN, YBX1, 
ZNF804A

miR-148b CCKBR, CSF1, HLA-G, ITGA5, NRAS, PIK3CA, ROCK1

miR-181a
ATM, BCL2, BCL2L11, CDKN1B, CDX2, DDIT4, DUSP5, DUSP6, FOS, GATA6, GPR78, HIPK2, 
HRAS, KAT2B, KLF6, KRAS, MCL1, MTMR3, NLK, NOTCH1, PLAG1, PRAP1, PROX1, PTPN11, 
PTPN22, RALA, RNF2, SIRT1, XIAP, ZNF763

miR-184 AKT2, INPPL1, NFATC2

miR-192
ACVR2B, ATP1B1, BCL2, CDC7, CDKN1B, CUL5, DLG5, DTL, ERCC3, ERCC4, HOXA10, HRH1, 
KIF20B, LMNB2, MAD2L1, MCM10, MIS12, PIM1, PRPF38A, RACGAP1, RB1, SEPT10, SMARCB1, 
TRAPPC2P1, WNK1

miR-193a-3p E2F6, MCL1, PRAP1, PTK2
miR-199b-5p DDR1, ERBB2, HES1, HIF1A, LAMC2, PODXL, SET
miR-299-5p CDKN1A, SPP1
miR-320d RBFOX2

miR-335 ARPC5L, BCL2L2, BIRC5, BRCA1, EPN2, ID4, IGF1R, LRG1, MAPK1, MERTK, MYC, PTPRN2, 
RASA1, RB1, RUNX2, SOX4, SP1, TFF2, TNC, UBE2F

miR-370 CPT1A, HMGA2, MAP3K8, NF1, TGFBR2
miR-384 NTRK3
miR-433 CFTR, FGF20, GRB2, RUNX2
miR-491-5p BCL2L1, CHD4, MMP9, TAF10
miR-497 IGF1R, MAP2K1, RAF1, RUNX2
miR-519c-3p ABCG2, CDKN1A, ELAVL1, HIF1A, PTEN, TIMP2
miR-519e CDKN1A
miR-542-5p EGFR, GRIN3A, SH3GLB2, SRCIN1
miR-574-5p FOXN3
miR-605 CDKN1A, MDM2, SEC24D, TCEAL1, TP53
miR-625 FHIT, ILK, NTRK3
miR-638 OSCP1
miR-886-3p CDC6, CXCL12, MCL1
miR-1256 ICAM1, SELE
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Table 2.5, continued 
 B. 50µM Hcy-altered SDE miRNA matched with targeted mRNA in the presence of Ade 

SDE miRNA Target mRNA
miR-16-2* RARB
miR-26b ABCA1, ARL4C, CCNE1, CDK6, EPHA2, GATA4, PTGS2

miR-29c
BACE1, BCL2, CDC42, CDK6, COL1A1, COL1A2, COL3A1, COL4A1, COL4A2, COL7A1, COL15A1, 
COL21A1, DNMT3A, DNMT3B, FBN1, FGA, FGB, FGG, GAPDH, IGFBP1, LAMC1, MCL1, MMP15, 
MMP24, MYCN, PPP1R13B, SPARC, SRSF10, TDG, TFAP2C, WNT4

miR-129-3p CCP110, SOX4, UBE2F
miR-148b CCKBR, CSF1, HLA-G, ITGA5, NRAS, PIK3CA, ROCK1
miR-154 DICER1

miR-335 ARPC5L, BCL2L2, BIRC5, BRCA1, EPN2, ID4, IGF1R, LRG1, MAPK1, MERTK, MYC, PTPRN2, 
RASA1, RB1, RUNX2, SOX4, SP1, TFF2, TNC, UBE2F

miR-483-3p BBC3, PARD3, SMAD4
miR-509-3p CFTR, NTRK3
miR-510 HTR3E, PDEF, SPDEF
miR-522 FXN, SOX2
miR-583 ESR1
miR-1296 MCM2

 C. 25µM Ade-altered SDE miRNA matched with targeted mRNA 

SDE miRNA Target mRNA

miR-29b

ADAM12, BACE1, BCL2, BMP1, CDC42, CDK6, COL1A1, COL3A1, COL4A1, COL5A3, CTNNBIP1, 
DNAJB11, DNMT1, DNMT3A, DNMT3B, DUSP2, ESR1, FGA, FGB, FGG, FOS, GRN, GSK3B, 
HDAC4, HMGA2, IFNG, IMPDH1, MCL1, MMP2, MMP15, MMP24, MYCN, NASP, NCOA3, NID1, 
NKIRAS2, PIK3CG, PPP1R13B, PTEN, RAX, S100B, SFPQ, SP1, TBX21, TCL1A, TET1, TGFB1, 
TGFB2, VEGFA

miR-126* ADAM9, CXCL12, MMP7, PTPN7, SLC45A3
miR-129-3p CCP110, SOX4, UBE2F
miR-378 CYP19A1, GALNT7, GRB2, MSC, MYC, NPNT, SUFU, TOB2, TUSC2, VEGFA
miR-433 CFTR, FGF20, GRB2, RUNX2
miR-509-3p CFTR, NTRK3
miR-583 ESR1
miR-633 TGFB1
miR-1296 MCM2

Table 2.5: SDE miRNA matched with targeted mRNA. Passage 6 HAEC grown to 
80% confluency were treated for 48h with 500µM L-Hcy, 50µM L-Hcy in the 
presence Ade, and 25µM Ade alone. mRNA and miRNA were extracted and 
Affymetrix GeneChip® microarrays were performed. SDE miRNA were identified 
using a cut-off of absolute fold change ≥ 1.50 and P-Value < 0.05 for all treatments: 
(A) 500µM L-Hcy, (B) 50µM L-Hcy in the presence of Ade, and (C) 25µM Ade alone. 
mRNA targets of SDE miRNA were identified using databases of experimentally-
verified miRNA-mRNA interactions (TarBase v6.0 and miRTarBase v4.5). 
Abbreviations: Ade, adenosine; EC, endothelial cells; HAEC, human aortic 
endothelial cells; Hcy, homocysteine; miRNA, microRNA; mRNA, messenger RNA; 
SDE, significantly differentially expressed. 
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Table 2.6: SDE mRNA expression changes matched with targeting miRNA expression changes

A. 500µM L-Hcy-mediated expression changes

Name ΔFold P-Value Gene ΔFold P-Value
miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01 PRDM1 2.01 8.32E-05
miR-150-5p 1.45 4.51E-01 CXCR4 2.28 2.18E-05
miR-146a-5p 1.27 6.48E-01 CXCR4 2.28 2.18E-05
miR-146a-5p EGFR -1.65 1.17E-04
miR-145-5p 1.18 9.03E-01 MMP1 3.02 7.29E-05
miR-145-5p EGFR -1.65 1.17E-04
miR-145-5p KRT7 -1.77 9.58E-05
miR-34a-5p 1.12 3.90E-01 IMPDH2 -1.94 1.18E-04
miR-195-5p 1.11 4.44E-01 KRT7 -1.77 9.58E-05
miR-133b 1.09 4.81E-01 CASP9 1.53 4.15E-05
miR-133b EGFR -1.65 1.17E-04
miR-199b-3p 1.09 4.66E-01 KRT7 -1.77 9.58E-05
miR-199a-3p 1.04 9.21E-01 KRT7 -1.77 9.58E-05
miR-125b-5p 1.04 5.58E-01 PRDM1 2.01 8.32E-05
miR-125b-5p KRT7 -1.77 9.58E-05
miR-21-5p 1.03 4.84E-01 EGFR -1.65 1.17E-04
miR-127-3p 1.02 7.90E-01 PRDM1 2.01 8.32E-05
miR-30a-5p -1.07 9.54E-01 PRDM1 2.01 8.32E-05
miR-133a-3p -1.14 7.32E-01 CASP9 1.53 4.15E-05

EGFR -1.65 1.17E-04
KRT7 -1.77 9.58E-05

miR-338-3p -1.17 8.43E-01 MAP1A 1.55 5.56E-06
miR-30a-3p -1.22 5.34E-02 KRT7 -1.77 9.58E-05
miR-27a-3p -1.23 3.36E-01 EGFR -1.65 1.17E-04
let-7a-5p -1.27 4.73E-01 PRDM1 2.01 8.32E-05
let-7a-5p CASP9 1.53 4.15E-05

EGFR -1.65 1.17E-04
miR-203a -1.44 1.67E-01 MMP1 3.02 7.29E-05
miR-128-3p -1.45 8.05E-01 EGFR -1.65 1.17E-04
miR-182-5p -1.47 9.80E-01 NTM 1.53 7.62E-05
let-7b-5p -1.48 2.87E-01 PRDM1 2.01 8.32E-05
miR-222-3p -1.49 3.14E-01 MMP1 3.02 7.29E-05
let-7f-5p -1.55 8.37E-01 PRDM1 2.01 8.32E-05
miR-7-5p -1.58 3.37E-01 EGFR -1.65 1.17E-04
miR-224-5p -1.65 3.60E-01 CXCR4 2.28 2.18E-05
miR-542-5p -1.84 9.75E-01 EGFR -1.65 1.17E-04
miR-210-3p -2.24 5.24E-01 ABCB9 1.56 3.11E-05
miR-128b EGFR -1.65 1.17E-04

Name ΔFold P-Value Gene ΔFold P-Value
miR-369-5p 1.14 5.30E-01 FABP4 1.36 3.59E-03
miR-155-5p 1.02 8.09E-01 TBC1D8B 1.32 1.15E-02
miR-138-5p -1.36 3.25E-01 FABP4 1.36 3.59E-03

Targeting miRNA SDE mRNA

Targeting miRNA SDE mRNA

B. 50µM L-Hcy-mediated expression changes
in the presence of Ade

Table 2.6: SDE mRNA expression

changes matched with targeting

miRNA expression changes. Passage 6

HAEC grown to 80% confluency were

treated for 48h with 500µM L-Hcy,

50µM L-Hcy in the presence Ade, and

25µM Ade alone. mRNA and miRNA

were extracted and Affymetrix

GeneChip® microarrays were

performed. SDEmRNA were identified

by expression change and P-Value <

0.05: (A) 500µM L-Hcy (FDR < 0.01,

absolute fold change ≥ 1.50); (B) 50µM

L-Hcy in the presence Ade (absolute

fold change ≥ 1.30). miRNA targeting

SDE mRNA were identified using

databases of experimentally-verified

miRNA-mRNA interactions (TarBase

v6.0 and miRTarBase v4.5). No

targeting miRNA were identified for the

SDE mRNA from the 25µM Ade

treatment group. Abbreviations: Ade,

adenosine; EC, endothelial cells; FDR,

false discovery rate; HAEC, human

aortic endothelial cells; Hcy,

homocysteine; miRNA, microRNA;

mRNA, messenger RNA; SDE,

significantly differentially expressed.
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Figure 2.4: Paired plot illustration of targeted mRNA and targeting miRNA fold 
changes in EC. Passage 6 HAEC grown to 80% confluency were treated for 48h with 
500µM L-Hcy, 50µM L-Hcy in the presence Ade, and 25µM Ade alone. mRNA and 
miRNA were extracted and Affymetrix GeneChip® microarrays were performed. SDE 
mRNA and miRNA were identified with P-Values < 0.05 considered as significant. 
Databases of experimentally-verified miRNA-mRNA interactions (TarBase v6.0 and 
miRTarBase v4.5) were then used to identify correlated miRNA-mRNA expression 
changes. Each point on these plots represents the respective fold changes of (A) an 
SDE mRNA-targeting miRNA pair after treatment with 500µM L-Hcy (blue circles) or 
500µM L-Hcy in the presence Ade (red squares) and (B) a targeted mRNA-SDE 
miRNA pair after treatment with 500µM L-Hcy (blue circles), 500µM L-Hcy in the 
presence Ade (red squares), or 25µM Ade alone (green triangles). Abbreviations: Ade, 
adenosine; HAEC, human aortic endothelial cells; Hcy, homocysteine; miRNA, 
microRNA; mRNA, messenger RNA; SDE, significantly differentially expressed. 
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B. 

A. 

C. 

Figure 2.5: Venn diagram of overlapping 

SDE expression changes. Passage 6 HAEC 

grown to 80% confluency were treated for 48h 

with 500µM L-Hcy, 50µM L-Hcy in the 

presence Ade, and 25µM Ade alone. mRNA 

and miRNA were extracted and Affymetrix 

GeneChip® microarrays were performed. SDE 

mRNA and miRNA were identified with P-

Values < 0.05 considered as significant. 

Databases of experimentally-verified miRNA-

mRNA interactions (TarBase v6.0 and 

miRTarBase v4.5) were then used to identify 

inversely correlated miRNA-mRNA expression 

changes. (A) Overlapping SDE mRNA vs. 

*imputed mRNA from SDE miRNA; (B) 

Overlapping imputed miRNA from SDE 

mRNA vs. *SDE miRNA; (C) Overlapping 

inversely correlated SDE mRNA+imputed 

miRNA pairs vs. *SDE miRNA+imputed 

mRNA pairs. Abbreviations: Ade, adenosine; 

HAEC, human aortic endothelial cells; Hcy, 

homocysteine; Hcy50, treatment with 50µM L-

Hcy in the presence of Ade; Hcy500, treatment 

with 500µM L-Hcy; miRNA, microRNA; 

mRNA, messenger RNA; SDE, significantly 

differentially expressed.  

SDE mRNA Imputed mRNA 
from SDE miRNA 

mRNA 

Imputed mRNA 
+ SDE miRNA 

SDE mRNA + 
Imputed miRNA 

Matched mRNA-miRNA 

SDE miRNA Imputed miRNA 
from SDE mRNA 

miRNA 
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Discussion 

The importance of discovery in the field of CVD risk, prevention, and treatment 

continues to be relevant as CVD is the leading cause of mortality worldwide, and is 

projected to remain so through at least the next decade (Mathers and Loncar, 2006; 

World Health Organization, 2011).  While prevention is the suggested course to approach 

CVD, it remains difficult to identify at-risk individuals as traditional risk factors cannot 

account for many of those who develop CVD (Wang, 2011).  This has led to different 

avenues of investigation.  Should more effort be made to discover new biomarkers and 

targets for measurement and potential prevention or should more pathways and 

mechanisms be identified to direct interventional targeting (Wang, 2011; Wang et al., 

2012)? 

This study aimed for a compromise.  Hcy is an established risk factor for CVD, 

but the mechanism by which it contributes to CVD largely remains to be elucidated.  

Trials of secondary prevention via systemic plasma Hcy level reduction have not 

demonstrated significant improvement in CVD outcomes (Bønaa et al., 2006; Lonn et al., 

2006).  However, this ignores the pathological effects already enacted by Hcy.  Without 

understanding its mechanism of action, secondary prevention cannot correct for these 

primary effects.  By the same token, primary prevention trials that have not demonstrated 

a clear benefit from Hcy reduction ignore the long-term pathogenesis of atherosclerosis 

by focusing upon small followup periods (Albert et al., 2008; Joseph et al., 2009; Study 

of the Effectiveness of Additional Reductions in Cholesterol and Homocysteine 

(SEARCH) Collaborative Group et al., 2010; Pezzini, 2011). 
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Table 2.7: Network of SDE mRNA (matched with experimentally-verified targeting miRNA)
A. 500µM L-Hcy-mediated network changes
Network Mediators

Cancer
ADAMTS1, ADM, DCN, ENTPD1, GJA5, ITGB4, KRT7, let-7a-5p, miR-133a-
3p, miR-145-5p, miR-182-5p, miR-199a-3p, miR-21-5p, miR-221-3p, miR-30c-
5p, MMP1, PGF, PHLDA1, SPRY1, SULF2, TSPAN13

Cell Death and Survival
ACP2, CASP9, EIF2B2, FCER1G, GSTM4, HERC6, IFI6, IL33, ITPKB, 
MAP1A, miR-16-5p, miR-34a-5p, NUAK1, PMCH, PRDM1, SERPINB2, 
SLC2A1, SOX17, TYRO3

Amino Acid Metabolism ABCB9, AFAP1L1, ALDOC, B3GAT3, FAM124B, KLHL3, LPCAT3, miR-224-
5p, miR-338-3p, PEG10, PKP2, RNU11, SEMA5A, SULT1B1

Cardiovascular System Development 
and Function

BNC2, CHST1, CPT1C, CTBS, ELMOD1, GJA4, GTF2IRD2B, LMCD1, NTM, 
PIR, RBM4B, RNF144A, TMEM140, TOX

Neurological Disease ANGPTL2, BCAS3, CHAF1B, CHRNA1, CLDN5, CXCR4, DUSP16, miR-125b-
5p, miR-146a-5p, miR-210-3p, PTPRS, SDSL, TRIM16

Metabolic Disease CYB5R1, LMF1, MYEOV, RBM24, SLC16A9, SLC7A14, SPATA20, TMEM171, 
TRIM16L, TSPAN15, VASH1

Embryonic Development ACKR4, CTSK, EGFR, FLRT2, IFI27, IMPDH2, MGP, miR-203-3p, NID2, 
PMEPA1

Cell-to-Cell Signaling and Interaction PCDH12
Nervous System Development and 
Function CBLN3

B. 50µM L-Hcy-mediated network changes in the presence of Ade
Network Mediators

Cellular Growth and Proliferation APLNR, ASNS, FABP4, FOXN1, HIBCH, HIST1H2BJ/HIST1H2BK, IQGAP2, 
KIR2DS4, miR-138-5p, PMCH, SNRPE, TBC1D88, VGLL3

Tissue Development TMEM229A
Cancer SLC35G3

C. 25µM Ade-mediated network changes
Network Mediators
Small Molecule Biochemistry FOLH1, PMCH, SDSL, ZNF502

Table 2.7: Network of SDE mRNA (matched with experimentally-verified
targeting miRNA). Passage 6 HAEC grown to 80% confluency were treated for 48h
with 500µM L-Hcy, 50µM L-Hcy in the presence Ade, and 25µM Ade alone. mRNA
and miRNA were extracted and Affymetrix GeneChip® microarrays were performed.
SDE mRNA were identified by expression change and P-Value < 0.05: (A) 500µM L-
Hcy (FDR < 0.01, absolute fold change ≥ 1.50); (B) 50µM L-Hcy in the presence of
Ade (absolute fold change ≥ 1.30); (C) 25µM Ade (absolute fold change ≥ 1.30).
miRNA-mRNA pairs were identified using databases of experimentally-verified
miRNA-mRNA interactions (TarBase v6.0 and miRTarBase v4.5). IPA was applied to
SDE mRNA and matched targeting miRNA to determine the most significantly
changed networks after each treatment. Abbreviations: Ade, adenosine; FDR, false
discovery rate; HAEC, human aortic endothelial cells; Hcy, homocysteine; IPA,
Ingenuity Pathway Analysis; miRNA, microRNA; mRNA, messenger RNA; SDE,
significantly differentially expressed.
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Table 2.8: Network of SDE miRNA (matched with experimentally-verified target mRNA)

A. 500µM L-Hcy-mediated network changes
Network Molecules

Metabolic Disease
ANK2, ATP1A2, BCL2L2, CCNG1, DSTYK, FGF20, FOXP1, G6PC3, KLF13, 
MERTK, miR-122-5p, miR-126a-5p, miR-433-3p, MITF, NCAM1, SH3GLB2, 
SOCS5, TBX19, UBAP2, XPO6

Cancer
ABCG2, miR-137-3p, miR-181-5p, miR-184, miR-192-5p, miR-335-5p, miR-370-
3p, miR-381-3p, miR-410-5p, miR-411-3p, miR-519a-3p, miR-576-3p, OSCP1, 
TCEAL1, TRAPPC2P1, UBE2F, ZNF395

Cardiovascular System Development 
and Function

CD34, CDH1, DLG5, ESRRA, GAPDH, HIF1A, KLF6, MCL1, miR-199a-5p, 
miR-320b, miR-543-3p, NR2E1, RUNX2, SELE, TFGB1, TGFBR2, VEGFA

Immunological Disease AP3B1, DUSP2, FOXN3, miR-125b-1-3p, miR-132-3p, miR-192-5p, miR-335-
5p, miR-638, MMP9, PPP1R13B, PTPN7, SET, SIRT1, TP53

Cellular Movement CCND1, CDC42, CRK, ERBB2, IGF1R, ILK, PTGS2, PTK2, RAB34, RAF1, 
RHOA, VIM

Cell Cycle CDK6, CDKN1A, CDKN1B, CDX2, E2F6, miR-137-3p, miR-16-5p, miR-193a-
3p, miR-605-5p, REST, RNF2, SEC24D

Inflammatory Disease BCL6, BCL2L11, CSF1, HIPK2, HLA-G, NFKB1, PRKRA, RALA, TNC, 
TNFAIP3, WNT1

Embyonic Development ARID3B, COL4A1, COL4A2, DDR1, FBN1, FGG, HK2, miR-125b-5p, miR-29b-
3p, PRDX2, SPARC

Nervous System Development and 
Function

DUSP2, HRH1, miR-126a-5p, miR-193b-5p, miR-505-5p, miR-509-5p, miR-
514a-3p, miR-574-3p, miR-574-5p, MTMR3

Organismal Functions AKT3, FGB, GRB2, HBEGF, ICAM1, miR-126a-5p, miR-148b-3p, miR-944, 
MYC, TJAP1

Cell Death and Survival ATP1B1, BAK1, CYP7A1, ERCC3, FOXO1, KAT2B, miR-181a-5p, MMP13, 
NLK

Tissue Development EPN2, FHIT, ITGA5, miR-625-5p, NTRK3, PRAP1, STMN1, TLN2
Cell Morphology BACE1, miR-491-5p, miR-515-3p, miR-9-5p, ONECUT2, PIK3CA, POU2F2
Inflammatory Response CFTR, CXCL12, FOXO3, GRIN3A, P4HA1, PTPRN2, TDG
Endocrine System Disorders miR-384-3p
Organismal Injury and Abnormalities miR-325-5p
Cellular Development miR-585-3p
Developmental Disorder miR-299a-5p
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Table 2.8, continued 

B. 50µM L-Hcy-mediated network changes in the presence of Ade
Network Molecules

Cardiovascular Disease BIRC5, FBN1, HTR3E, MCL1, MERTK, miR-381-3p, miR-510-5p, PIK3CA, 
RASA1, SPDEF

Cellular Development ARL4C, BRCA1, DNMT3B, MAPK1, miR-148b-3p, miR-26a-5p, MYC, 
PPP1R13B, SPARC

Cell Cycle ABCA1, CCNE1, CDK6, FXN, ITGA5, miR-29b-3p, RARB, RB1, SP1
Cancer FGG, IGF1R, miR-335-5p, miR-486-3p, NRAS, PTGS2, ROCK1
Cell-to-Cell Signaling and Interaction miR-224-3p, miR-517a-3p
Cell Death and Survival miR-154-5p, miR-539-5p
Nervous System Development and 
Function

ARPC5L, CCP110, miR-509-3p
Hematological Disease miR-195-3p
Developmental Disorder miR-19b-1-5p
Organismal Injury and Abnormalities miR-129-1-3p
Neurological Disease miR-146a-3p
Inflammatory Disease miR-583
RNA Post-Transcriptional Modification miR-193b-5p
Embryonic Development miR-499-3p
Post-Translational Modification UBE2F
Cellular Assembly and Organization miR-483-3p

C. 25µM Ade-mediated network changes
Network Molecules
DNA Replication, Recombination, and 
Repair

DNMT1, DNMT3A, DNMT3B, HDAC4, MCM2, miR-381-3p, miR-509-3p, 
MYCN, NCOA3, NPNT, NTRK3, TCL1A

Developmental Disorder BMP1, COL1A1, COL4A1, COL5A3, FGA, FGB, FGG, miR-126a-5p, miR-29b-
3p, MMP2

Cell Death and Survival DNAJB11, ESR1, FOS, IMPDH1, miR-516a-5p, MYC, PPP1R13B, TGFB1
Cellular Development CFTR, DUSP2, GRN, NKIRAS2, PTPN7, S100B, SOX4
Cell-to-Cell Signaling and Interaction CDC42, FGF20, GRB2, miR-433-3p, MSC
Nervous System Development and 
Function CTNNBIP1, NKIRAS2, RAX, TUSC2

Cancer miR-129-1-3p
Organismal Injury and Abnormalities miR-633
Inflammatory Disease miR-583
Cardiac Fibrosis miR-551b-3p
Cellular Growth and Proliferation miR-509-5p

Table 2.8: Network of SDE miRNA (matched with experimentally-verified target 
mRNA). Passage 6 HAEC grown to 80% confluency were treated for 48h with 
500µM L-Hcy, 50µM L-Hcy in the presence Ade, and 25µM Ade alone. mRNA and 
miRNA were extracted and Affymetrix GeneChip® microarrays were performed. SDE 
miRNA were identified using a cut-off of absolute fold change ≥ 1.50 and P-Value < 
0.05 for all treatments: (A) 500µM L-Hcy, (B) 50µM L-Hcy in the presence of Ade, 
and (C) 25µM Ade alone. Databases of experimentally-verified miRNA-mRNA 
interactions (TarBase v6.0 and miRTarBase v4.5) were then used to identify inversely 
correlated miRNA-mRNA expression changes. IPA was applied to SDE miRNA and 
matched targeted mRNA to determine the most significantly changed networks after 
each treatment. Abbreviations: Ade, adenosine; HAEC, human aortic endothelial cells; 
Hcy, homocysteine; IPA, Ingenuity Pathway Analysis; miRNA, microRNA; mRNA, 
messenger RNA; SDE, significantly differentially expressed. 
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Using an objective snapshot of all EC functioning after Hcy treatment, the 

microarray analyses from this study have reified the role of Hcy in CVD pathology and 

more specifically in mechanisms affecting the cell cycle.  The study used two different 

Hcy treatment conditions – one in which the culture medium contained Ade and one 

which did not.  Earlier in vitro experiments with Hcy only used high doses of Hcy as with 

earlier Hcy mRNA microarrays (Lee and Wang, 1999; Outinen et al., 1999).  However, 

as the biochemistry of Hcy pathology became better studied, it was seen that 

physiologically relevant concentrations of Ade were required to better represent Hcy 

pathology in vitro (Borchardt, 1980; Barber and Clarke, 1984; Bergmann et al., 1994; 

Riksen et al., 2003).  Subsequent studies were able to use lower doses of Hcy in the 

presence of Ade (Wang et al., 1997; Wang et al., 2002; Jamaluddin et al., 2007).  It is 

therefore significant that analyses of these two treatment conditions presents a concordant 

picture of Hcy-mediated pathology via CVD pathways in order to bridge together nearly 

four decades of Hcy research. 

Emerging research and technology on the dynamics of mRNA regulation has 

created a more robust picture of how disease processes are modulated by a number of 

different factors at different levels (Turner, 2011; Chalancon et al., 2012; Ebert and 

Sharp, 2012).  This study took advantage of two types of microarrays to compare the 

relationship between mRNA expression changes and miRNA expression changes in the 

same system.  It is telling that from considering each set alone – either the SDE mRNA 

and their imputed targeting miRNA or the SDE miRNA and their imputed mRNA targets 

– the resultant pathway targets upon CVD as a main outcome. 
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Figure 2.6: CVD pathways activated by Hcy in EC. Passage 6 HAEC grown to
80% confluency were treated for 48h with 500µM L-Hcy, 50µM L-Hcy in the
presence Ade, and 25µM Ade alone. mRNA and miRNA were extracted and
Affymetrix GeneChip® microarrays were performed. SDE mRNA were identified
using a cut-off of FDR < 0.01 and absolute fold change ≥ 1.50, with P-Values < 0.05
considered as significant for treatment with 500µM L-Hcy. SDE mRNA for treatment
with 50µM L-Hcy in the presence of Ade and for treatment with 25µM Ade alone
were identified using a cut-off of absolute fold change ≥ 1.50 and P-Value < 0.05.
SDE miRNA were identified using a cut-off of absolute fold change ≥ 1.50 and P-
Value < 0.05 for all treatments. Databases of experimentally-verified miRNA-mRNA
interactions (TarBase v6.0 and miRTarBase v4.5) were then used to identify inversely
correlated miRNA-mRNA expression changes. IPA was applied to SDE
mRNA/miRNA and matched targeting/targeted miRNA/mRNA to determine the most
significantly changed networks after each treatment. Red mediators were upregulated
in micoarray analysis while blue mediators were downregulated. Abbreviations: Ade,
adenosine; FDR, false discovery rate; HAEC, human aortic endothelial cells; Hcy,
homocysteine; IPA, Ingenuity Pathway Analysis; miRNA, microRNA; mRNA,
messenger RNA; SDE, significantly differentially expressed.
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Figure 2.7: Network of cell cycle mediators altered by Hcy in EC. Passage 6
HAEC grown to 80% confluency were treated for 48h with 500µM L-Hcy, 50µM L-
Hcy in the presence Ade, and 25µM Ade alone. mRNA and miRNA were extracted
and Affymetrix GeneChip® microarrays were performed. SDE mRNA were identified
using a cut-off of FDR < 0.01 and absolute fold change ≥ 1.50, with P-Values < 0.05
considered as significant for treatment with 500µM L-Hcy. SDE mRNA for treatment
with 50µM L-Hcy in the presence of Ade and for treatment with 25µM Ade alone
were identified using a cut-off of absolute fold change ≥ 1.50 and P-Value < 0.05.
SDE miRNA were identified using a cut-off of absolute fold change ≥ 1.50 and P-
Value < 0.05 for all treatments. Databases of experimentally-verified miRNA-mRNA
interactions (TarBase v6.0 and miRTarBase v4.5) were then used to identify inversely
correlated miRNA-mRNA expression changes. IPA was applied to SDE
mRNA/miRNA and matched targeting/targeted miRNA/mRNA to determine the most
significantly changed networks after each treatment. Red mediators were upregulated
in micoarray analysis while blue mediators were downregulated. Abbreviations: Ade,
adenosine; FDR, false discovery rate; HAEC, human aortic endothelial cells; Hcy,
homocysteine; IPA, Ingenuity Pathway Analysis; miRNA, microRNA; mRNA,
messenger RNA; SDE, significantly differentially expressed.
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While IPA overlays canonical CVD pathways established by the literature onto 

this study’s SDE miRNA and SDE mRNA networks, there are still some pathways that 

have never been studied in the context of Hcy.  VEGF (Yan et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2011; 

Zhang et al., 2012) and TGFβ (Raaf et al., 2011) have already been demonstrated in some 

capacity to mediate the pathological effects of Hcy, but molecules like GJA4 that have 

only been characterized in stroke, thrombosis, monocyte adhesion, and as a predictive 

biomarker after acute coronary syndrome now have a context in Hcy-mediated pathology 

(Wong et al., 2006; Lanfear et al., 2007; Leu et al., 2011; Vaiyapuri et al., 2012).  

Moreover, all reported relationships between Hcy and miRNA herein are novel.  miR-

199a has previously been studied in the context of angiogenesis, cell proliferation, and 

DNA methylation (Shatseva et al., 2011; He et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2013; He et al., 

2013), which are all studied mechanisms of Hcy-mediated pathology (Wang et al., 1997; 

Lee and Wang, 1999; Jamaluddin et al., 2007; Jacovina et al., 2009).  Similarly, miR-320 

has implications in angiogenesis, cell proliferation and diabetes (Schaar et al., 2009; 

Wang et al., 2009; Feng and Chakrabarti, 2012; Wu et al., 2014) that may provide a 

missing link for similar Hcy-mediated pathology (Wang et al., 1997; Jacovina et al., 

2009; Pansuria et al., 2012).  Such relationships are significant for better understanding 

the mechanisms through which Hcy mediates its effects in EC.  Followup studies to 

explore these specific pathways should be performed to better characterize what this 

study suggests are novel pathways for Hcy-mediated CVD. 

This study thus contributes new results while confirming some previously 

reported ones to the growing field of Hcy-mediated CVD.  The novelty of this study is 

that it is the first to examine the relationship between Hcy and miRNA in EC while 
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simultaneously comparing this to the relationship between Hcy and gene expression 

changes in EC.  The results of this study have important clinical and research 

implications.  While specific interventions cannot be designed from this study alone, it 

does contribute to a larger body of work to elucidate the pathways by which Hcy 

contributes to CVD so as to target these networks.  Further, the wealth of data generated 

from high-throughput microarray analysis also lends itself to subsequent analysis and 

hypothesis generation/investigation.  Such results can be used to identify associations and 

potential populations that might benefit from individualized attention to specific network 

targeting. 

While this study presents interesting findings and raises additional questions for 

further investigation, several limitations require acknowledgement.  An initial principle 

components analysis showed dissimilarity between replicates, thus limiting the utility of 

FDR in this study.  Real-Time RT-PCR was therefore used to validate expression 

changes.  In addition, dynamic modeling of expression changes in cells suggests that 

timecourse studies would best characterize the course of regulation and potential lag 

between miRNA and mRNA expression changes (Kim et al., 2011; Port et al., 2011).  

This study only examined one timepoint, and a followup should consider an extended 

timecourse.  This would also provide insight into dynamic expression changes in mRNA 

and miRNA.  Moreover, as technology improves and costs trend downward, the use of 

alternate and ancillary tools such as NGS could prove useful to expanding microarray 

findings.  Nevertheless, this study also has several strengths, including novelty, 

physiologically relevant conditions, an experimentally-based design and validation, and a 

hypothesis-driven rationale grounded in and supporting in turn the literature. 
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Figure 2.8: Summary schematic of findings. The results of these investigations may

be summarized in terms of the effects of Hcy via methylation-dependent and

methylation-independent pathways. Both conditions were seen to result in CVD with

the methylation-dependent pathway having additional implications in cell cycle

regulation. All pathways were able to be constructed from both SDE mRNA and from

SDE miRNA, suggesting that miRNA mediates portions of these networks.

Abbreviations: CVD, cardiovascular disease; Hcy, homocysteine; miRNA,

microRNA; mRNA, messenger RNA; SDE, significantly differentially expressed.
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To summarize, this study confirms the role of Hcy in CVD development and 

further suggests a myriad of canonical pathways by which Hcy exerts these effects (Fig. 

2.8).  This conclusion was reached by not only considering Hcy-mediated mRNA 

expression changes but also Hcy-mediated miRNA expression changes.  These two 

networks of changes were used to objectively identify an overlapping pathway with an 

underlying basis of cardiovascular pathology.  While this study cannot prescribe specific 

interventions, it does affirm previous studies’ observations while also contributing a 

wealth of new knowledge to the field of Hcy-mediated CVD research. 
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Table 2.9: SDE miRNA expression changes matched with target mRNA expression changes 
A. 500µM L-Hcy-mediated expression changes

Gene ΔFold P-Value Name ΔFold P-Value
PRDM1 2.01 8.32E-05 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
LAMC2 1.52 7.35E-04 miR-199b-5p 1.65 4.63E-02
ICAM1 1.51 5.40E-02 miR-1256 -1.88 1.93E-02
SELE 1.46 2.10E-01 miR-1256 -1.88 1.93E-02
ABCG2 1.45 7.00E-03 miR-519c-3p -1.82 3.03E-02
CD34 1.37 2.57E-04 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01

miR-125a-5p -1.98 3.77E-02
FHIT 1.36 2.26E-03 miR-625 -1.57 2.83E-04
ENTPD4 1.33 4.78E-03 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
BCL2L11 1.31 1.53E-02 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
FUNDC2 1.28 7.49E-02 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
SOCS1 1.28 5.85E-03 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
NLK 1.26 5.95E-04 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
HMOX1 1.26 4.88E-04 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
HBEGF 1.25 6.73E-03 miR-132 -1.66 1.58E-02
ILK 1.24 1.70E-04 miR-625 -1.57 2.83E-04
FBN1 1.24 2.08E-03 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
SLC7A1 1.22 2.00E-04 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
SLC7A11 1.22 5.76E-02 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
TNFAIP3 1.22 1.04E-01 miR-125a-5p -1.98 3.77E-02
KAT2B 1.21 1.60E-03 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
MITF 1.21 7.42E-04 miR-137 -1.63 4.76E-02
TRAPPC2P1 1.20 8.58E-02 miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02
SH3GLB2 1.20 6.53E-04 miR-542-5p -1.84 9.75E-01
BCL2L1 1.19 2.16E-05 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02

miR-491-5p 1.61 2.81E-02
CDKN1B 1.19 6.48E-03 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03

miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02
NFATC2 1.19 3.43E-03 miR-184 1.54 4.51E-02
ATP1B1 1.18 6.87E-03 miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02
RAB11FIP1 1.18 3.25E-03 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
HLA-G 1.18 3.13E-05 miR-148b -2.70 3.28E-03
MERTK 1.17 1.59E-02 miR-335 -1.94 2.87E-02
KLF6 1.16 9.33E-04 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
ESRRA 1.16 7.05E-02 miR-137 -1.63 4.76E-02
MAP2K1 1.16 2.20E-03 miR-497 1.65 1.49E-02
ARID3B 1.15 6.66E-02 miR-125a-5p -1.98 3.77E-02
ETS1 1.15 1.77E-02 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
RAB6B 1.14 4.96E-03 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
ADAM17 1.14 1.33E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
COL4A2 1.14 3.01E-04 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
NT5C3A 1.14 2.92E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
GALNT10 1.13 7.58E-03 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
IGF1R 1.13 2.76E-02 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02

miR-497 1.65 1.49E-02
miR-335 -1.94 2.87E-02

FGB 1.13 1.32E-01 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
TLN2 1.13 1.27E-01 miR-132 -1.66 1.58E-02
TRIB1 1.13 6.41E-02 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
FOXN3 1.12 2.30E-02 miR-574-5p -1.53 4.39E-02
TJAP1 1.11 4.56E-03 miR-132 -1.66 1.58E-02
CDK6 1.11 3.36E-01 miR-137 -1.63 4.76E-02

miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
BAK1 1.09 2.27E-01 miR-125a-5p -1.98 3.77E-02

mRNA miRNA
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Table 2.9, continued 

Gene ΔFold P-Value Name ΔFold P-Value
HK2 1.09 2.21E-02 miR-125a-5p -1.98 3.77E-02
RALA 1.09 1.14E-01 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
DLG5 1.09 2.19E-03 miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02
ERCC3 1.09 1.66E-01 miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02
RAC1 1.09 4.03E-02 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
BAX 1.08 2.62E-02 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
ERBB2 1.08 7.41E-02 miR-199b-5p 1.65 4.63E-02

miR-125a-5p -1.98 3.77E-02
FAM117B 1.08 1.80E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
E2F6 1.08 2.87E-01 miR-193a-3p 1.79 9.11E-03

miR-137 -1.63 4.76E-02
PRKAB1 1.08 9.39E-02 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
MYC 1.08 6.66E-03 miR-335 -1.94 2.87E-02
GYS1 1.08 3.32E-02 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
MECP2 1.07 1.37E-02 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
TPD52L2 1.07 1.11E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
GTF2B 1.07 5.01E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
ADAM10 1.07 3.95E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
PTGS2 1.07 6.11E-01 miR-137 -1.63 4.76E-02
INPPL1 1.07 1.37E-01 miR-184 1.54 4.51E-02
PTPRN2 1.07 2.25E-01 miR-335 -1.94 2.87E-02
EPN2 1.06 5.74E-02 miR-335 -1.94 2.87E-02
GRB2 1.06 5.24E-02 miR-433 -2.05 4.16E-02
PIK3CA 1.06 6.96E-01 miR-148b -2.70 3.28E-03
COL4A1 1.06 3.26E-02 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
PTPN7 1.06 4.61E-01 miR-126* -1.93 3.52E-02
CRK 1.06 1.00E-01 miR-132 -1.66 1.58E-02
GRN 1.06 2.98E-01 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
ITGA5 1.06 1.90E-02 miR-148b -2.70 3.28E-03
TGFBR2 1.06 2.64E-02 miR-370 -3.44 3.25E-03
CDKN1A 1.06 3.73E-01 miR-605 1.96 2.07E-02

miR-519e 1.72 1.17E-02
miR-132 -1.66 1.58E-02
miR-519c-3p -1.82 3.03E-02
miR-125a-5p -1.98 3.77E-02
miR-299-5p -2.34 1.75E-02

HRH1 1.05 4.49E-01 miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02
CDC42 1.05 2.00E-01 miR-137 -1.63 4.76E-02

miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
TAF10 1.05 8.38E-02 miR-491-5p 1.61 2.81E-02
MTMR3 1.05 4.08E-02 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
CDK4 1.05 1.49E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
PTPN1 1.05 1.70E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
SPARC 1.05 9.48E-04 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
AP3M2 1.05 4.74E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
AACS 1.05 2.13E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
AKT2 1.04 2.83E-01 miR-184 1.54 4.51E-02
PPP1R13B 1.04 1.94E-01 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
ESR1 1.04 6.24E-01 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
SRF 1.04 5.05E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02

miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
TDG 1.04 6.94E-01 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
MAPK11 1.04 3.80E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
HIF1A 1.03 5.28E-01 miR-199b-5p 1.65 4.63E-02

miR-519c-3p -1.82 3.03E-02

mRNA miRNA
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Table 2.9, continued a. 500µM L-Hcy-mediated expression changes (cont.)

Gene ΔFold P-Value Name ΔFold P-Value
FGG 1.03 4.25E-01 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
RNF2 1.03 6.33E-01 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
FOXJ3 1.03 2.97E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
OSCP1 1.03 6.71E-01 miR-638 -1.52 1.16E-02
KLF13 1.03 5.12E-01 miR-125a-5p -1.98 3.77E-02
ACVR1C 1.02 6.24E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
ID2 1.02 7.60E-01 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
CFTR 1.02 6.03E-01 miR-433 -2.05 4.16E-02
NFATC2IP 1.02 5.92E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
TNC 1.02 7.51E-01 miR-335 -1.94 2.87E-02
EGLN3 1.02 7.73E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
ANXA11 1.02 5.96E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
NUMBL 1.02 7.36E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
CHD4 1.02 5.44E-01 miR-491-5p 1.61 2.81E-02
FGF20 1.01 7.81E-01 miR-433 -2.05 4.16E-02
PODXL 1.01 5.96E-01 miR-199b-5p 1.65 4.63E-02
HIPK2 1.01 5.50E-01 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
GAPDH 1.01 3.18E-01 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
CHMP2B 1.01 9.38E-01 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
UBE2F 1.01 8.45E-01 miR-335 -1.94 2.87E-02
MDM2 1.01 8.76E-01 miR-605 1.96 2.07E-02
HES1 1.01 7.20E-01 miR-199b-5p 1.65 4.63E-02
ARPC5L 1.01 8.75E-01 miR-335 -1.94 2.87E-02
CDC6 1.01 9.73E-01 miR-886-3p 1.91 4.74E-02
RBFOX2 1.00 9.31E-01 miR-320d 1.69 5.76E-03
GRIN3A 1.00 9.77E-01 miR-542-5p -1.84 9.75E-01
ALDOA 1.00 9.00E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
CSF1 1.00 9.76E-01 miR-148b -2.70 3.28E-03
MCL1 1.00 9.70E-01 miR-886-3p 1.91 4.74E-02

miR-193a-3p 1.79 9.11E-03
miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02

DNMT3B -1.00 9.99E-01 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
DUSP5 -1.00 9.77E-01 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
BCL2L2 -1.00 9.48E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02

miR-335 -1.94 2.87E-02
ATP1A2 -1.00 9.16E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
G6PC3 -1.00 8.57E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
ELAVL1 -1.01 8.44E-01 miR-519c-3p -1.82 3.03E-02

miR-125a-5p -1.98 3.77E-02
P4HA1 -1.01 9.39E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
ANK2 -1.01 7.95E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
ATM -1.01 9.58E-01 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
LRG1 -1.01 9.11E-01 miR-335 -1.94 2.87E-02
RHOA -1.01 5.24E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
YBX1 -1.01 6.06E-01 miR-137 -1.63 4.76E-02
COL21A1 -1.01 8.48E-01 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
POU2F2 -1.01 8.34E-01 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
RAF1 -1.01 3.54E-01 miR-497 1.65 1.49E-02
GPR78 -1.01 8.83E-01 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
COL15A1 -1.01 8.56E-01 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
CCKBR -1.02 8.30E-01 miR-148b -2.70 3.28E-03
FOXO1 -1.02 7.48E-01 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
MAPK1 -1.02 1.80E-01 miR-335 -1.94 2.87E-02

mRNA miRNA
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Table 2.9, continued 

Gene ΔFold P-Value Name ΔFold P-Value
BCL6 -1.02 5.10E-01 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
TFAP2C -1.02 7.78E-01 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
SP1 -1.02 5.59E-01 miR-335 -1.94 2.87E-02
BRCA1 -1.03 8.46E-01 miR-335 -1.94 2.87E-02
XPO6 -1.03 1.28E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
PTPN11 -1.03 7.84E-01 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
SPP1 -1.03 7.08E-01 miR-299-5p -2.34 1.75E-02
PTPN22 -1.03 8.37E-01 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
VIM -1.03 1.26E-01 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
TBX19 -1.03 5.85E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
FOXO3 -1.03 8.08E-01 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
DNMT3A -1.03 3.57E-01 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
CDX2 -1.03 6.81E-01 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01

miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
PRDXII -1.03 2.76E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
CPT1A -1.04 1.31E-01 miR-370 -3.44 3.25E-03
TCEAL1 -1.04 2.45E-01 miR-605 1.96 2.07E-02
PLAG1 -1.04 7.56E-01 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
ERBB3 -1.04 6.10E-01 miR-125a-5p -1.98 3.77E-02
NF1 -1.04 6.81E-01 miR-370 -3.44 3.25E-03
XIAP -1.04 6.77E-01 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
FOS -1.04 4.06E-01 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
MMP7 -1.04 3.63E-01 miR-126* -1.93 3.52E-02
ERCC4 -1.05 6.60E-01 miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02
MMP11 -1.05 4.38E-01 miR-125a-5p -1.98 3.77E-02
ID4 -1.05 5.22E-01 miR-335 -1.94 2.87E-02
MIS12 -1.05 6.68E-01 miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02
ONECUT2 -1.05 5.41E-01 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
DDR1 -1.05 4.35E-01 miR-199b-5p 1.65 4.63E-02
PRAP1 -1.05 6.42E-01 miR-193a-3p 1.79 9.11E-03

miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
HOXA10 -1.05 5.51E-01 miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02
PTK2 -1.05 2.37E-01 miR-193a-3p 1.79 9.11E-03
ZNF763 -1.05 4.78E-01 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
RUNX2 -1.06 6.75E-02 miR-497 1.65 1.49E-02

miR-335 -1.94 2.87E-02
miR-433 -2.05 4.16E-02

REST -1.06 3.73E-01 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
NFKB1 -1.06 1.00E-01 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
FGA -1.06 3.95E-01 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
SEPT10 -1.06 3.72E-01 miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02
CDH1 -1.06 4.02E-01 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
NRAS -1.06 2.73E-01 miR-148b -2.70 3.28E-03
NOTCH1 -1.06 3.56E-01 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
DSTYK -1.07 2.30E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
COL7A1 -1.07 4.38E-01 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
IGFBP1 -1.07 5.04E-01 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
NCAM1 -1.07 5.87E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
DUSP6 -1.07 3.26E-03 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
UBAP2 -1.07 7.18E-02 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
SMARCB1 -1.07 1.11E-01 miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02
NR2E1 -1.07 3.15E-01 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
KRAS -1.07 4.88E-01 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
MMP24 -1.08 2.95E-01 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02

mRNA miRNA
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Table 2.9, continued a. 500µM L-Hcy-mediated expression changes (cont.)

Gene ΔFold P-Value Name ΔFold P-Value
DUSP2 -1.08 2.97E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
TIMP2 -1.08 1.78E-01 miR-519c-3p -1.82 3.03E-02
WNT1 -1.08 5.12E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
LAMC1 -1.08 2.08E-02 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
CTBP1 -1.08 6.59E-02 miR-137 -1.63 4.76E-02
HRAS -1.08 1.24E-01 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
SEC24D -1.08 1.55E-02 miR-605 1.96 2.07E-02
CUL5 -1.09 4.84E-01 miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02
SET -1.09 2.64E-03 miR-199b-5p 1.65 4.63E-02
PRPF38A -1.09 1.37E-01 miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02
SRCIN1 -1.09 5.84E-02 miR-542-5p -1.84 9.75E-01
SOX4 -1.10 9.47E-02 miR-335 -1.94 2.87E-02
WNK1 -1.10 2.00E-03 miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02
NCOA2 -1.10 1.35E-01 miR-137 -1.63 4.76E-02
WNT4 -1.10 1.40E-01 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
PIM1 -1.10 4.20E-02 miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02
COL1A1 -1.11 1.76E-01 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
KDM1A -1.11 5.27E-02 miR-137 -1.63 4.76E-02
SIRT1 -1.11 8.32E-02 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01

miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
miR-132 -1.66 1.58E-02

ZNF804A -1.11 4.04E-02 miR-137 -1.63 4.76E-02
TFF2 -1.11 3.39E-01 miR-335 -1.94 2.87E-02
BCL2 -1.11 8.44E-02 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03

miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02

MMP15 -1.12 1.64E-01 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
MMP9 -1.12 1.52E-01 miR-491-5p 1.61 2.81E-02
MMP13 -1.12 7.98E-02 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
SOCS5 -1.13 8.78E-02 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
ACVR2B -1.13 6.52E-02 miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02
SLC45A3 -1.13 1.33E-01 miR-126* -1.93 3.52E-02
LIN28A -1.13 2.26E-01 miR-125a-5p -1.98 3.77E-02
CCND1 -1.14 1.61E-01 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
MAP3K8 -1.14 1.08E-01 miR-370 -3.44 3.25E-03
STMN1 -1.14 3.30E-02 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
BACE1 -1.14 1.44E-02 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01

miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
MYCN -1.14 3.20E-02 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
AKT3 -1.15 1.42E-01 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
NTRK3 -1.15 5.38E-02 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01

miR-384 -1.55 1.62E-02
miR-625 -1.57 2.83E-04
miR-125a-5p -1.98 3.77E-02

CYP7A1 -1.15 9.45E-02 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
RASA1 -1.15 2.00E-01 miR-132 -1.66 1.58E-02

miR-335 -1.94 2.87E-02
BIRC5 -1.15 1.34E-01 miR-335 -1.94 2.87E-02
COL3A1 -1.15 1.51E-03 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
PRKRA -1.16 2.53E-03 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
TP53 -1.16 1.67E-02 miR-605 1.96 2.07E-02

miR-125a-5p -1.98 3.77E-02
PROX1 -1.16 2.37E-02 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
CXCL12 -1.17 1.31E-01 miR-886-3p 1.91 4.74E-02

miR-126* -1.93 3.52E-02

mRNA miRNA
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Table 2.9, continued 

Gene ΔFold P-Value Name ΔFold P-Value
RAB34 -1.18 2.13E-02 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
SMAD4 -1.18 2.33E-03 miR-125a-5p -1.98 3.77E-02
ROCK1 -1.18 1.42E-01 miR-148b -2.70 3.28E-03
DTL -1.18 6.30E-02 miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02
PXN -1.19 3.15E-02 miR-137 -1.63 4.76E-02
PTEN -1.19 5.33E-04 miR-519c-3p -1.82 3.03E-02
GATA6 -1.20 4.50E-03 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
ARHGAP32 -1.20 3.24E-02 miR-132 -1.66 1.58E-02
FOXP1 -1.21 5.15E-04 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
VEGFA -1.21 7.59E-03 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01

miR-125a-5p -1.98 3.77E-02
DDIT4 -1.21 3.44E-04 miR-181a -1.61 6.36E-03
ADAM9 -1.22 2.67E-02 miR-126* -1.93 3.52E-02
RB1 -1.23 1.60E-02 miR-132 -1.66 1.58E-02

miR-335 -1.94 2.87E-02
miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02

CSE1L -1.23 2.78E-02 miR-137 -1.63 4.76E-02
CDC7 -1.23 1.01E-01 miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02
MCM10 -1.24 4.47E-02 miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02
ZNF395 -1.24 6.78E-03 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02
LMNB2 -1.24 2.34E-02 miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02
RACGAP1 -1.26 1.18E-01 miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02
AP3B1 -1.28 3.38E-04 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
CCNG1 -1.29 1.28E-04 miR-122 2.04 1.29E-02

miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
MAD2L1 -1.33 1.15E-01 miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02
CCNB1 -1.34 9.89E-02 miR-132 -1.66 1.58E-02
COL1A2 -1.38 2.63E-04 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02
TGFBI -1.42 1.08E-04 miR-9-5p 1.56 7.38E-01
CCNA2 -1.50 2.80E-02 miR-132 -1.66 1.58E-02
HMGA2 -1.51 1.42E-03 miR-370 -3.44 3.25E-03
KIF20B -1.55 5.03E-02 miR-192 -1.98 3.04E-02
EGFR -1.65 1.17E-04 miR-542-5p -1.84 9.75E-01
SRSF10 miR-29c -1.79 2.03E-02

mRNA miRNA
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Table 2.9, continued 
B. 50µM L-Hcy-mediated expression changes in the presence of Ade

Gene ΔFold P-Value Name ΔFold P-Value
BRCA1 1.27 9.75E-02 miR-335 -1.88 3.40E-02
CCP110 1.17 2.40E-01 miR-129-3p -1.67 3.93E-02
ROCK1 1.17 1.67E-01 miR-148b -1.80 3.18E-02
CDK6 1.12 2.86E-01 miR-26b -1.74 4.99E-02

miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
PIK3CA 1.12 4.78E-01 miR-148b -1.80 3.18E-02
ABCA1 1.10 1.75E-01 miR-26b -1.74 4.99E-02
RARB 1.08 7.88E-02 miR-16-2* -2.16 4.84E-02
BIRC5 1.06 5.01E-01 miR-335 -1.88 3.40E-02
ARPC5L 1.05 3.58E-01 miR-335 -1.88 3.40E-02
RASA1 1.04 6.72E-01 miR-335 -1.88 3.40E-02
CCNE1 1.04 4.21E-01 miR-26b -1.74 4.99E-02
SP1 1.04 3.65E-01 miR-335 -1.88 3.40E-02
UBE2F 1.04 4.33E-01 miR-129-3p -1.67 3.93E-02

miR-335 -1.88 3.40E-02
MERTK 1.03 5.53E-01 miR-335 -1.88 3.40E-02
ARL4C 1.02 5.20E-01 miR-26b -1.74 4.99E-02
MCL1 1.02 7.17E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
IGF1R 1.02 6.73E-01 miR-335 -1.88 3.40E-02
NRAS 1.02 7.27E-01 miR-148b -1.80 3.18E-02
DICER1 1.02 8.58E-01 miR-154 1.95 1.77E-02
DNMT3B 1.02 7.60E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
RB1 1.02 8.14E-01 miR-335 -1.88 3.40E-02
FBN1 1.02 7.24E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
ITGA5 1.01 4.68E-01 miR-148b -1.80 3.18E-02
PTGS2 1.01 9.39E-01 miR-26b -1.74 4.99E-02
MAPK1 1.01 5.78E-01 miR-335 -1.88 3.40E-02
PPP1R13B 1.01 8.12E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
SPARC 1.01 4.18E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
MYC 1.00 8.38E-01 miR-335 -1.88 3.40E-02
FGG 1.00 9.29E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
FXN 1.00 9.28E-01 miR-522 -1.71 2.15E-02
MMP15 -1.00 9.65E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
GAPDH -1.00 6.35E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
SOX4 -1.01 8.85E-01 miR-129-3p -1.67 3.93E-02

miR-335 -1.88 3.40E-02
LAMC1 -1.01 7.05E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
DNMT3A -1.01 6.52E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
MCM2 -1.01 8.54E-01 miR-1296 -1.77 3.42E-02
SMAD4 -1.01 6.68E-01 miR-483-3p -1.60 1.22E-02
BCL2L2 -1.02 6.83E-01 miR-335 -1.88 3.40E-02
RUNX2 -1.02 5.35E-01 miR-335 -1.88 3.40E-02
CDC42 -1.02 8.14E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
CSF1 -1.02 8.03E-01 miR-148b -1.80 3.18E-02
WNT4 -1.02 7.59E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
EPHA2 -1.02 4.90E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
HLA-G -1.03 1.34E-01 miR-148b -1.80 3.18E-02
COL4A1 -1.03 2.55E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
GATA4 -1.03 6.21E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
PARD3 -1.03 5.95E-01 miR-483-3p -1.60 1.22E-02
COL4A2 -1.04 6.44E-02 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
FGA -1.04 5.25E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
EPN2 -1.04 1.62E-01 miR-335 -1.88 3.40E-02
CFTR -1.04 2.71E-01 miR-509-3p -1.56 2.36E-02

mRNA miRNA
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Table 2.9, continued 

Gene ΔFold P-Value Name ΔFold P-Value
TFAP2C -1.05 5.22E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
BACE1 -1.05 2.31E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
TNC -1.06 3.47E-01 miR-335 -1.88 3.40E-02
LRG1 -1.06 4.26E-01 miR-335 -1.88 3.40E-02
SOX2 -1.06 4.21E-01 miR-522 -1.71 2.15E-02
TFF2 -1.07 5.65E-01 miR-335 -1.88 3.40E-02
BCL2 -1.07 2.72E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
HTR3E -1.07 5.38E-01 miR-510 2.04 2.26E-02
COL15A1 -1.07 4.16E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
TDG -1.07 4.63E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
MYCN -1.07 1.93E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
PTPRN2 -1.08 1.84E-01 miR-335 -1.88 3.40E-02
ID4 -1.09 2.67E-01 miR-335 -1.88 3.40E-02
COL21A1 -1.09 2.00E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
COL3A1 -1.09 1.62E-02 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
SPDEF -1.09 2.09E-01 miR-510 2.04 2.26E-02
FGB -1.10 2.25E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
COL1A2 -1.10 5.78E-02 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
NTRK3 -1.11 1.11E-01 miR-509-3p -1.56 2.36E-02
COL1A1 -1.12 1.28E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
COL7A1 -1.13 1.89E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
IGFBP1 -1.13 2.66E-01 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
MMP24 -1.13 9.74E-02 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02
CCKBR -1.13 1.92E-01 miR-148b -1.80 3.18E-02
BBC3 -1.15 2.05E-01 miR-483-3p -1.60 1.22E-02
ESR1 -1.24 2.53E-02 miR-583 -1.51 2.72E-02
SRSF10 miR-29c -1.78 2.03E-02

mRNA miRNA
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Table 2.9, continued 
C. 25µM Ade-mediated expression changes

Gene ΔFold P-Value Name ΔFold P-Value
FGB 1.14 9.99E-02 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
NKIRAS2 1.12 2.56E-04 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
GRN 1.09 1.42E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
TUSC2 1.08 3.32E-02 miR-378 -1.71 1.89E-02
DNAJB11 1.08 3.48E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
ESR1 1.08 3.56E-01 miR-583 1.60 1.65E-02

miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
BMP1 1.07 1.58E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
UBE2F 1.06 2.09E-01 miR-129-3p 2.05 1.02E-02
COL4A1 1.06 3.35E-02 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
NPNT 1.06 2.57E-01 miR-378 -1.71 1.89E-02
PTPN7 1.05 5.17E-01 miR-126* -1.93 3.47E-02
GRB2 1.05 1.15E-01 miR-378 -1.71 1.89E-02

miR-433 -2.47 1.75E-02
CTNNBIP1 1.04 4.71E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
DUSP2 1.04 5.65E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
CFTR 1.04 3.12E-01 miR-509-3p 1.51 3.06E-02

miR-433 -2.47 1.75E-02
TGFB1 1.03 2.18E-01 miR-633 1.54 3.69E-02

miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
PPP1R13B 1.03 3.39E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
MMP2 1.03 1.93E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
COL5A3 1.03 7.35E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
DNMT3A 1.03 3.96E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
HDAC4 1.03 7.18E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
MYCN 1.02 6.30E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
MSC 1.02 6.74E-01 miR-378 -1.71 1.89E-02
FOS 1.02 6.53E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
MYC 1.02 2.93E-01 miR-378 -1.71 1.89E-02
CDC42 1.02 5.92E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
FGF20 1.02 7.05E-01 miR-433 -2.47 1.75E-02
RAX 1.02 6.47E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
S100B 1.01 8.50E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
TCL1A 1.01 8.74E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
DNMT1 1.01 8.84E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
COL1A1 1.01 9.04E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
IMPDH1 1.01 8.86E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
FGA 1.01 9.15E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
DNMT3B 1.01 9.14E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
FGG 1.00 9.18E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
NCOA3 1.00 9.74E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
SUFU -1.00 9.86E-01 miR-378 -1.71 1.89E-02
GALNT7 -1.00 9.86E-01 miR-378 -1.71 1.89E-02
BACE1 -1.00 9.61E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
NID1 -1.00 9.59E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
NASP -1.01 9.49E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
ADAM12 -1.01 9.00E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
TBX21 -1.01 8.96E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
ADAM9 -1.01 8.47E-01 miR-126* -1.93 3.47E-02
SOX4 -1.01 7.63E-01 miR-129-3p 2.05 1.02E-02
COL15A1 -1.02 8.43E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
MMP24 -1.02 8.04E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
TOB2 -1.02 7.22E-01 miR-378 -1.71 1.89E-02
IFNG -1.02 8.71E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02

mRNA miRNA
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Table 2.9, continued 

Gene ΔFold P-Value Name ΔFold P-Value
SP1 -1.03 5.17E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
RUNX2 -1.03 3.26E-01 miR-433 -2.47 1.75E-02
GSK3B -1.03 6.53E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
NTRK3 -1.03 6.17E-01 miR-509-3p 1.51 3.06E-02
MMP15 -1.03 6.79E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
COL3A1 -1.04 2.06E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
MCL1 -1.04 4.74E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
CYP19A1 -1.04 5.12E-01 miR-378 -1.71 1.89E-02
MMP7 -1.05 3.41E-01 miR-126* -1.93 3.47E-02
PIK3CG -1.05 3.88E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
CDK6 -1.05 6.10E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
TET1 -1.05 2.26E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
CCP110 -1.06 6.59E-01 miR-129-3p 2.05 1.02E-02
CXCL12 -1.07 4.87E-01 miR-126* -1.93 3.47E-02
MCM2 -1.07 3.85E-01 miR-1296 2.54 4.29E-03
SLC45A3 -1.07 3.57E-01 miR-126* -1.93 3.47E-02
BCL2 -1.08 2.01E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
PTEN -1.08 2.96E-02 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
VEGFA -1.08 1.63E-01 miR-378 -1.71 1.89E-02

miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
TGFB2 -1.10 4.77E-01 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
SFPQ -1.15 3.93E-02 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02
HMGA2 -1.16 8.74E-02 miR-29b -2.11 3.36E-02

mRNA miRNA

Table 2.S: SDE miRNA expression changes matched with target mRNA 

expression changes. Passage 6 HAEC grown to 80% confluency were treated for 48h 

with 500µM L-Hcy, 50µM L-Hcy in the presence Ade, and 25µM Ade alone. mRNA 

and miRNA were extracted and Affymetrix GeneChip® microarrays were performed. 

SDE miRNA were identified using a cut-off of absolute fold change ≥ 1.50 and P-

Value < 0.05 for all treatments: (A) 500µM L-Hcy, (B) 50µM L-Hcy in the presence of 

Ade, and (C) 25µM Ade alone. mRNA targeted by SDE miRNA were identified using 

databases of experimentally-verified miRNA-mRNA interactions (TarBase v6.0 and 

miRTarBase v4.5). Abbreviations: Ade, adenosine; EC, endothelial cells; HAEC, 

human aortic endothelial cells; Hcy, homocysteine; miRNA, microRNA; mRNA, 

messenger RNA; SDE, significantly differentially expressed. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EARLY CELL CYCLE SUPPRESSION CONTRIBUTES TO HOMOCYSTEINE-
INDUCED ENDOTHELIAL CELL GROWTH INHIBITION 

 
Introduction 

The objective results of the microarray studies presented earlier implicate the cell 

cycle as a potential mediator of the effects of Hcy in EC.  Indeed, this is supported in the 

literature, where it was first noted that Hcy arrests EC at the G1/S phase transition (Wang 

et al., 1997).  This study further elucidated that this arrest was specific to EC – as 

confirmed in three different EC lines – and had no effect in SMC.  In fact, Hcy has the 

opposite effect in SMC – Hcy promotes SMC growth and proliferation (Tsai et al., 1994).  

Further evaluation of cell cycle arrest in EC determined that the mechanism underlying 

this observation in EC was transcriptional repression of cyclin A (Wang et al., 2002).  

Correspondingly, Hcy has the opposite effect of inducing cyclin A expression in SMC 

(Tsai et al., 1996).  To ensure that reduced cyclin A transcription was responsible for the 

cell cycle arrest observed in EC, Wang et al. further evaluated cyclin A mRNA stability 

and promoter activity.  To demonstrate proof of principle, adenoviral vectors were 

constructed to supplement cyclin A expression after treatment with Hcy, which restored 

cell proliferation and cell cycle progression into the S phase (Wang et al., 2002). 

As noted in the microarray studies, the treatment conditions that preferentially 

emphasize the physiological effects of Hcy in hypomethylation led to expression changes 

in cell cycle mediators (Borchardt, 1980; Barber and Clarke, 1984; Lee and Wang, 1999).  

Again, this objective result is well supported by the literature.  Jamaluddin et al. 

demonstrated that Hcy-mediated inhibition of cyclin A transcription in EC involves 

hypomethylation of the cyclin A promoter (Jamaluddin et al., 2007).  They identified site-
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specific regions of hypomethylation following treatment with Hcy and further 

demonstrated that the net effect of EC proliferation was reversible via overexpression of 

DNA methyltransferase 1 (DNMT1) in Hcy-treated EC. 

While these studies demonstrate novel mechanisms of cell cycle regulation by 

Hcy (Wang et al., 2002; Jamaluddin et al., 2007), the question nevertheless remains 

whether cyclin A is the only locus of cell cycle regulation by Hcy, especially in light of 

microarray data suggesting that Hcy may affect multiple mediators of the cell cycle.  

Canonical investigations of cell cycle regulation have considered more rapid processes of 

protein-protein interaction and phosphorylation in addition to more longterm changes like 

gene expression changes (Graña et al., 1998).  In the following set of experiments, the 

cell cycle was re-explored following treatment with Hcy.  Cell cycle mediators upstream 

of cyclin A were examined to determine if Hcy regulates these mediators prior to, in lieu 

of, or in addition to regulating cyclin A. 

The D-type cyclins are the earliest mediators of the cell cycle induced by 

mitogenic signals (Fig. 3.1) (Sherr, 1995; Sánchez and Dynlacht, 2005).  There are three 

known D-type cyclins – cyclin D1, cyclin D2, and cyclin D3 – located on chromosomes 

11, 12, and 6, respectively (Sherr, 1995).  Their relative expression varies across cell 

types, with cyclin D1 being the most abundant across organ tissue types, cyclin D2 being 

the most abundant in nerves and muscle, and cyclin D3 being the most abundant in the 

spleen and thymus (Fig. 3.2).  In vascular tissue, cyclin D1 has the greatest relative 

expression, followed by cyclin D3 and then cyclin D2.  Canonically, the D-type cyclins 

function to transduce mitogenic signals to initiate cell cycle progression through the G1 

phase (Graña and Reddy, 1995; Sherr, 1995; Sánchez and Dynlacht, 2005). 
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Figure 3.1: Canonical progression through cell cycle. This simplified schematic

illustrates progression through the cell cycle via assembly, activation, and disassembly

of cyclin-CDK complexes that mediate various cell cycle phase transitions.

Abbreviations: CDK, cyclin-dependent kinase.
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Figure 3.2: Relative D-type cyclin expression across tissue types. The NCBI

Unigene database was used to determine relative gene expression patterns of cyclins

D1, D2, and D3 across (A) different tissue types (B) and in vasculature. Arbitrary

units of expression were normalized by β-actin expression across the same tissues.

Abbreviations: Cyc, cyclin; NCBI, National Center for Biotechnology Information.
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They bind to cyclin-dependent kinases (CDK) 4 and/or 6 to activate enzymatic activity.  

This then sets into motion a series of subsequent substrate and cyclin-CDK activations 

that bring the cell through mitosis (Fig. 3.1) (Graña et al., 1998).  The specificity and 

order of the interactions between cyclins and their respective CDKs have been confirmed 

and extensively reviewed in the literature prior to studies in knockout mice (Graña and 

Reddy, 1995). 

Experiments with various cyclin and CDK knockout mice demonstrated, 

surprisingly, that many of these mice were still viable (Sherr and Roberts, 2004; Sánchez 

and Dynlacht, 2005; Hochegger et al., 2008).  This overturned dogmatic views of the 

essentiality of cyclin and CDK functioning.  While early studies demonstrated that CDK 

4 and 6 could only be activated by D-type cyclins and not cyclins A, B, C, or E 

(Matsushime et al., 1992; Kato et al., 1993; Meyerson and Harlow, 1994), they also 

demonstrated that CDK 2 can functionally bind cyclins D2 and D3, but not D1 (Ewen et 

al., 1993; Kato et al., 1993; Matsushime et al., 1994).  Not surprisingly, then, experiments 

with CDK 4 and CDK 6 double-knockout mice revealed that cyclin D2 bound to CDK 2 

functioned as a compensatory kinase complex to phosphorylate pRB to advance the cell 

cycle (Malumbres et al., 2004).  Knockout of any one D-type cyclin yielded viable mice 

with phenotypes deficient in specific tissues (Fantl et al., 1995; Sicinski et al., 1995; 

Sicinski et al., 1996; Huard et al., 1999; Lam et al., 2000; Solvason et al., 2000; Sicinska 

et al., 2003).  These deficiencies correspond to tissues where the specific D-type cyclin is 

overexpressed.  For example, cyclin D2 knockouts had impaired neuronal development 

and cyclin D3 knockouts had impaired thymic development (Fig. 3.2) (Huard et al., 1999; 

Sicinska et al., 2003).  D-type cyclin double knockout (any combination of two D-type 
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cyclins) and D-type cyclin triple knockout mice all had embryonic lethality or mortality 

within 2mo (Ciemerych et al., 2002; Kozar et al., 2004).  Whether or not the functional 

flexibility of cyclins and CDKs in knockout mice has parallels in pathological disease 

processes is unknown.  At the very least, these studies speak to a wealth of regulatory 

mechanisms and functioning still unexplored in the early cell cycle. 

Continuing with the canonical progression of the cell cycle, the D-type cyclin-

CDK4/6 complex phosphorylates its well-characterized substrate, pRB (Graña et al., 

1998; Sánchez and Dynlacht, 2005).  pRB belongs to a family of proteins known as 

pocket proteins, which also include proteins p107 and p130.  pRB has been characterized 

as a tumor suppressor given that its primary function is to halt cell cycle progression 

(Graña et al., 1998).  p107 and p130, though less extensively characterized as pRB, have 

also been noted to have structural and functional similarity to pRB.  Collectively, pocket 

proteins inhibit cell growth and proliferation via binding transcription factors and other 

proteins involved in transcription such as RNA polymerase (White, 1997; Johnson and 

Schneider-Broussard, 1998; Mayol and Graña, 1998; Yee et al., 1998).  Pocket proteins 

are phosphoproteins and their activity is largely regulated by their phosphorylation status 

(Buchkovich et al., 1989; Chen et al., 1989; DeCaprio et al., 1989; Mihara et al., 1989; 

Beijersbergen et al., 1995; Mayol et al., 1996; Xiao et al., 1996).  The majority of 

identified phosphorylation sites on pocket proteins have CDK consensus elements, which 

are primarily serine/threonine, proline-directed sites.  pRB is the best characterized 

pocket protein, and the majority of its known phosphorylation sites in vivo have been able 

to be phosphorylated in vitro (Graña et al., 1998).  More recent studies, however, have 

demonstrated that pRB is capable of being phosphorylated by non-CDKs like ERK and 
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p38MAPK (Wang et al., 1999; Hou et al., 2002; Nath et al., 2003; Garnovskaya et al., 

2004). 

The classical view of pocket protein functioning is that they negatively regulate 

the E2F transcription factor family (Johnson and Schneider-Broussard, 1998).  

Phosphorylation of pocket proteins abrogates their binding to E2F complexes (Suzuki-

Takahashi et al., 1995; Zhu et al., 1995), thus freeing them to transcribe downstream cell 

cycle mediators like cyclin A (Nevins, 1992; Graña et al., 1998; Cobrinik, 2005).  

However, the relationship between pocket proteins and the E2F family is now known to 

be much more complex.  E2F1, E2F2, and E2F3a are known to activate transcription of 

the genes that they target.  Their activity is inhibited via binding to pRB.  In contrast, 

E2F3b, E2F4, E2F5, E2F6, and E2F7 are known to repress transcription of the genes that 

they target (Cobrinik, 2005).  E2F4 and E2F5 preferentially bind and are inhibited by 

p107 and p130 while E2F3b preferentially binds its inhibitor pRB (Leone et al., 2000; 

Cobrinik, 2005).  E2F6 and E2F7 enact transcriptional repression independent of pocket 

protein binding (Dimova and Dyson, 2005). 

Preceding cyclin A transcription and activation, canonical activation of the cell 

cycle involves D-type cyclin activation and binding with CDK followed by pRB 

phosphorylation and E2F family activation.  Cross-regulation may occur through a 

number of mechanisms involving inhibitors, phosphatases, and inhibitory E2F complexes 

and aberrant activation may occur through novel, uncharacterized pathways.  The 

following studies began by examining the effects of Hcy on the canonical pathway of 

cyclin A activation at the levels of D-type cyclin expression, pRB phosphorylation, and 

E2F1 activity before theorizing on potential novel mechanisms of regulation. 
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Materials and Methods 

Cell Treatment 

 Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) (Lonza) were cultured as 

previously described (Jamaluddin et al., 2007).  Briefly, HUVEC were grown in M199 

medium (HyClone) containing 20% fetal bovine serum (HyClone), 50µg/mL ECGS (BD 

Biosciences), and 50µg/mL heparin (Sigma).  Culture media was supplemented with 

penicillin (100units/mL), streptomycin (100µg/mL), and amphotericin (0.25µg/mL) 

(Invitrogen).  Cells from passages 6-8 were used for experiments.  Cells were cultured to 

80% confluence and then transferred to a control medium containing 40µM Ade and 

10µM EHNA to stabilize Ade, and then treated with 50µM D,L-Hcy.  Chemicals, if not 

otherwise specified, were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

 

Immunoblotting 

 Following treatment, whole-cell extracts were prepared from HUVEC and 

immunoblotting was performed as described previously (Wang et al., 1997; Wang et al., 

2002).  Briefly, cells were homogenized in lysis buffer (50mM Tris-Cl pH 6.8, 100mM 

NaCl, 1mM DTT, 1mM EDTA, 1mM PMSF, 1% SDS, 3.25% glycerol, protease 

inhibitor) on ice and then boiled for 10min followed by sonication.  Protein 

concentrations were determined using the assay developed by Lowry et al. (Lowry et al., 

1951).  Protein extracts (50-100µg) were solubilized in sample buffer (0.1 M Tris-Cl, 2% 

SDS, 1% glycerol, 0.1% bromophenol blue, 100mM DTT), boiled for 10min, and then 

subjected to SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and transferred to nitrocellulose 

membranes.  Membranes were stained with 1% Ponceau S to verify equal loading.  
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Membranes were subsequently blocked for 1 hour at room temperature in blocking 

solution consisting of 5% nonfat dry milk and Tween-TBS and then incubated overnight 

at 4OC with one of the following antibodies: β-actin (1:10000) (Sigma), cyclin D2 

(1:1000), cyclin D3 (1:1000), E2F1 (1:1000), pRB (1:1000) (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, 

Santa Cruz, CA), ppRBSer780 (1:1000), ppRBSer795 (1:1000), ppRBSer807/811 (1:1000).  All 

antibodies, unless otherwise specified, were from Cell Signaling Technology (Beverly, 

MA).  Membranes were then washed four times with TBST for 10min and then incubated 

in either anti-mouse, anti-rabbit, or anti-goat secondary antibodies conjugated to 

horseradish peroxidase (Cell Signaling) for 1hr at room temperature.  Membranes were 

washed again four times with TBST for 10min.  Immunoreactivity was visualized by 

chemiluminescence following incubation in Supersignal West Pico Chemiluminescent 

Substrate (Pierce, Rockford, IL) with bands being quantified using the FujiFilm 

Intelligent Dark Box II, IR LAS-100 Pro v3.1, and Image Gauge v4.22 (Fujifilm Medical 

Systems, Stamford, CT). 

 

Real-Time RT-PCR 

mRNA was extracted from cultured cells using TRIzol (Invitrogen) followed by 

chloroform extraction and isopropyl alcohol precipitation.  Reverse transcription was 

performed using the High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Life Technologies) 

and Real-Time RT-PCR was performed using the Applied Biosystems® StepOnePlusTM 

PCR System with SYBR® Green PCR master mixes.  mRNA primers were designed 

using Primer Premier v5.0 (Premier Biosoft).  cDNA amplification was normalized 

against β-Actin control. 
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Adenoviral Vector Construction and Transduction 

 A recombinant adenovirus expressing E2F1 was constructed with replication-

defective adenoviral shuttle vector pAdtrack-CMV-GFP and adenoviral backbone 

plasmid pAdEasy-1 (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) as previously described (Wang et al., 

2002; Jamaluddin et al., 2007).  The E2F1 open reading frame (OriGene Technologies, 

Rockville, MD) was inserted into the pAdtrack-CMV-GFP vector and then transfected 

into BJ5183 E. coli.  Recombinant plasmid pAd-E2F1 was transfected into adenovirus 

packaging 293 cells.  Recombinant adenoviruses were expanded, purified, and titrated.  

Recombinant adenovirus encoding green fluorescent protein was used as a control.  

HUVEC grown to 70% confluency were infected with purified adenovirus at indicated 

multiplicity of infection (MOI) 24hrs before treatment with Hcy. 

 

[3H]-Thymidine Incorporation Assay 

 Proliferation of HUVEC was assayed by measurement of [3H]-thymidine 

incorporation into proliferating cells as previously described (Wang et al., 1997).  Briefly, 

HUVEC were plated onto 24-well plates, treated as described above, and metabolically 

labeled with 1µCi (0.037MBq)/mL [methyl-3H]-thymidine (20Ci/mmol (7.4 x 1010 

Bq/mmol)) (DuPont/NEN, Boston, MA) for the final 3hrs of treatment.  After labeling, 

cells were washed with PBS, fixed with cold 10% trichloroacetic acid, and then washed 

with 95% ethanol.  Incorporated [methyl-3H]-thymidine was extracted in 0.2N sodium 

hydroxide and measured in a liquid scintillation counter. 
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Statistical Analyses 

All experiments were performed in biological triplicate.  All P-Values were two-

sided and P-Values < 0.05 were considered significant.  All statistical analyses were 

performed using R v3.0.2. 

 

Results 

Hcy reduces cyclin D2 and D3 expression 

 Previous studies demonstrated that Hcy does not affect the expression of cyclin 

D1 in EC (Wang et al., 2002; Jamaluddin et al., 2007).  Hcy has, however, been shown to 

increase cyclin D1 expression in SMC (Tsai et al., 1996).  To date, no studies have 

examined the effect of Hcy on cyclin D3, and the only study that considered the 

relationship between Hcy and cyclin D2 determined that Hcy treatment did not affect its 

localization in neurons (Ye and Blain, 2010).  As shown in Figure 3.3A, Hcy decreases 

protein levels of both cyclin D2 and cyclin D3 as early as 6hrs and more dramatically by 

14hrs as compared to Cys and no treatment controls.  This timing precedes observed 

decreases in cyclin A expression by 24hrs in the literature (Wang et al., 2002).  

Moreover, as Hcy mediates its effects on cyclin A at the level of transcription, mRNA 

levels of cyclin D2 and cyclin D3 were assessed as shown in Figure 3.3B.  Again, Hcy is 

seen to significantly decrease cyclin A transcription in addition to upstream cyclin D2 

and cyclin D3 and downstream E2F1, but not cyclin D1. 
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Figure 3.3: Hcy reduces cyclin D2 and D3 expression in EC. Passage 6-8 HUVEC

were treated with 50µM Hcy or 50µM Cys in the presence of 40µM Ade. (A) Protein

was isolated and immunoblotting was performed at the indicated times for cyclin D2

and cyclin D3. β-actin was used as a control. (B) mRNA was isolated after 24h and

Real-Time RT-PCR was performed for cyclin D1, cyclin D2, cyclin D3, E2F1, and

cyclin A. Expression was normalized by β-actin. *Statistically significant P-Value <

0.05. Abbreviations: Ade, adenosine; Cyc, cyclin; Cys, cysteine; EC, endothelial cells;

Hcy, homocysteine; HUVEC, human umbilical vein endothelial cells.
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Figure 3.4: Hcy inhibits pRB phosphorylation in EC. Passage 6-8 HUVEC were 

treated with 50µM Hcy or Cys in the presence of 25µM Ade. Protein was isolated and 

immunoblotting was performed for pRB and phospho-specific pRB at phosphorylation 

sites Ser780, Ser795, and Ser807/811. β-Actin and Ponceau S was used as loading 

controls. Abbreviations: Ade, adenosine; Cys, cysteine; EC, endothelial cells; Hcy, 

homocysteine; HUVEC, human umbilical vein endothelial cells; pRB, retinoblastoma 

protein. 
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Hcy inhibits pRB phosphorylation 

 Following the canonical pathway of cell cycle progression, one way to assess the 

downstream effects of Hcy-mediated cyclin D2 and cyclin D3 reduction is to examine the 

phosphorylation status of their downstream target, pRB (Fig. 3.1).  As shown in Figure 

3.4, treatment with Hcy inhibits pRB phosphorylation in EC.  This is seen both in terms 

of total pRB phosphorylation and phosphorylation of pRB at specific Ser residues.  pRB 

functions as a cell cycle inhibitor among other tumor suppressor roles, and its activity is 

largely, though not always, determined by its phosphorylation status.  Phosphorylation of 

pRB inactivates it, and releases proteins it sequesters through binding like E2F1.  Here, 

pRB phosphorylation in EC was seen to be inhibited consequent to treatment with Hcy.  

One explanation may be the reduction of cyclin D2 and cyclin D3 levels, and another 

may be effects of Hcy on CDK.  Though the effect of Hcy on CDK was not examined 

here, other studies have shown no effect of Hcy on CDK in EC compared to possible 

increased in CDK in whole vascular tissue (including SMC) (Lubec et al., 1996; Wang et 

al., 2002). 

 

E2F1 overexpression rescues Hcy-induced EC growth inhibition 

 Transcription factor E2F1 is sequestered by pRB and thereby inhibited from 

activating its targets.  Phosphorylation of pRB inactivates it, thereby releasing E2F1.  

Downstream transcriptional targets of E2F1 include cyclin A, and E2F1 itself.  As shown 

in Figure 3.3B, E2F1 transcription is inhibited by Hcy.  Similarly, Figure 3.5A shows that 

Hcy abolishes E2F1 protein expression.  Incubating EC with an E2F1 adenoviral vector 

restores E2F1 expression even in the presence of Hcy as confirmed in Figure 3.5A. 
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Figure 3.5: E2F1 rescues Hcy-induced EC growth inhibition. Passage 6-8 HUVEC

were pre-treated with adenoviral vectors expressing E2F1 or control for 24h and then

treated 50µM Hcy in the presence of 40µM Ade for an additional 24h. (A) Protein

was isolated and immunoblotting was performed for E2F1. β-actin was used as a

loading control. (B) [3H]-thymidine uptake assay was performed to assay cell

proliferation. Abbreviations: Ade, adenosine; Adv, adenovirus; EC, endothelial cells;

Hcy, homocysteine; HUVEC, human umbilical vein endothelial cells.
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Whereas Hcy is known to inhibit EC proliferation as confirmed in Figure 3.5B, 

restoration of E2F1 expression using the adenoviral vector is seen to rescue EC 

proliferation in the presence of Hcy.  Thus, this set of experiments identifies a potential 

pathway of cell cycle arrest induced by Hcy involving cyclin D2, cyclin D3, pRB, and 

E2F1 that can be reversed by restoring the depleted final regulatory product, E2F1 or 

even its downstream target cyclin A as demonstrated in the literature (Wang et al., 2002). 

 

Discussion 

The cell cycle has been implicated in a number of CVD pathologies (Boehm and 

Nabel, 2003).  Specific to this investigation, Hcy has been previously seen to promote 

SMC proliferation while simultaneously inhibiting EC proliferation via modulation of 

cyclin A transcription in these respective cell types (Tsai et al., 1996; Wang et al., 2002).  

However, as the cell cycle represents a complex network of successively regulated 

processes, it is not clear whether the effects of Hcy on cyclin A are the result of a direct 

effect of Hcy on cyclin A transcription or downstream of an effect of Hcy on some other 

mediator.  While in vitro therapies restoring cyclin A reversed the effects of Hcy on EC 

growth inhibition (Wang et al., 2002; Jamaluddin et al., 2007), such a jumpcut does not 

fully consider potential upstream derangements secondary to Hcy.  Before recommending 

therapies that target but the end result of a pathway, it is best to rule out any preceding 

pathologies as they may have other consequences as well. 

This study considered three cell cycle mediators canonically upstream of cyclin A 

activation (Fig. 3.6).  The D-type cyclins are the earliest mediators of cell cycle 

progression, and while cyclin D1 was previously shown to be unaffected by Hcy in EC 
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(Wang et al., 2002; Jamaluddin et al., 2007), this study revealed that Hcy reduces cyclin 

D2 and cyclin D3 expression.  Consequently, the D-type cyclin substrate, pRB was seen 

to be hypophosphorylated potentially due to reduced cyclin D2 and cyclin D3.  This in 

turn likely increased sequestering of E2F1 by pRB.  This was evidenced by decreased 

E2F1 transcription and protein expression since E2F1 is a transcription factor that 

regulates its own transcription.  E2F1 similarly promotes cyclin A transcription, and thus 

inhibition of E2F1 may explain the results from studies that observed Hcy-induced 

inhibition of cyclin A transcription in EC.  Restoration of EC proliferation with 

supplementation of E2F1 demonstrates that a cell cycle mediator upstream of cyclin A is 

also capable of restoring cell cycle progression. 

While these investigations are very illuminating, they also raise many more topics 

for investigation.  Though E2F1 expression was dramatically reduced by Hcy, this could 

nevertheless represent the summative effects of upstream cyclin D2 and cyclin D3 

inhibition and pRB hypophosphorylation.  Moreover, given the abundance of other cell 

cycle mediators that regulate pRB and E2F1, it is worth exploring whether or not Hcy has 

effects on these as well (Cobrinik, 2005).  It should be noted, however, that tracing out 

these pathways assumes a strictly canonical approach to cell cycle regulation.  Few 

studies have considered specific effects of Hcy on the cell cycle, and more recent studies 

have implicated novel modes of regulation like DNA methylation (Jamaluddin et al., 

2007).  In addition, given the results of the microarray studies presented earlier, it is also 

possible that Hcy modulates the cell cycle through miRNA regulatory mechanisms. 
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Figure 3.6: Working model of Hcy in EC cell cycle. This schematic illustrates the 

findings from this series of experiments and also identifies further experiments to 

confirm these observations. Hcy decreases cyclin D2 and D3 expression. Hcy inhibits 

pRB phosphorylation. These effects and the progression of the cell cycle are resolved 

with overexpression of E2F1. Abbreviations: CDK, cyclin-dependent kinase; ChIP, 

chromatin immunoprecipitation; EC, endothelial cells; Hcy, homocysteine; IB, 

immunoblotting; IP, immunoprecipitation; pRB, retinoblastoma protein. 
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A canonical exploration of the cell cycle is not without value, as regulation of cell 

cycle mediators alludes to a greater repertoire of regulatory mechanisms for Hcy.  Hcy 

thus has been seen to regulate cyclin A transcription via DNA hypomethylation and 

inhibition of transcription factor E2F1.  Similarly, it is worth noting that Hcy 

downregulates cyclin D2 and cyclin D3 mRNA, indicating again either transcriptional or 

post-transcriptional regulation.  Both DNA methylation and miRNA regulation represent 

novel modes of cell cycle regulation that are only now starting to be explored (Probst et 

al., 2009; Bueno and Malumbres, 2011), and thus represent exciting avenues for further 

investigation. 
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CHAPTER 4 

HOMOCYSTEINE-MEDIATED METHYLATION CHANGES AND GENE 
PROMOTER TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR BINDING 

 
Introduction 

The biochemistry of Hcy and its position in one-carbon metabolism pathways 

have consequences on cellular methylation.  Hcy levels affect cellular equilibrium 

concentrations of universal methyl donor SAM by Le Chatelier’s Principle.  Wang et. al 

found that HHcy corresponded with protein hypomethylation (Wang et al., 1997).  

Jamaluddin et al. found that HHcy also corresponded with DNA hypomethylation.  

Further, they found that altered gene promoter methylation affected transcription factor 

binding and gene expression (Jamaluddin et al., 2007).  The cellular currency for 

methylation reactions, so to speak, is reflected in concentrations of SAM and its 

byproduct SAH.  Hcy combined with Ade reforms SAH, and inhibits methyl donation by 

SAM in the model of Hcy-induced hypomethylation used in the investigations presented 

earlier.  Studies have shown that HHcy shifts the balance in favor of SAH specifically in 

EC but not in SMC (Wang et al., 1997). 

DNA methylation is an epigenetic modification wherein a methyl group is added 

to cytosine residues in DNA by the action of DNMT enzymes.  Four such enzymes have 

been characterized – DNMT1, DNMT3a, DNMT3b, DNMT3L.  DNMT1 is the most 

abundantly expressed and predominantly methylates hemimethylated DNA to maintain 

epigenetic patterns.  The DNMT3 family methylates both unmethylated and 

hemimethylated DNA and can therefore carry out de novo DNA methylation.  

Methylated cytosines are adjacent to guanine residues, and hence DNA methylation is 

said to occur at CpG sites.  Clustered regions of CpG dinucleotides (generally ~1000bp 
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regions with >50% GC content) are known as CpG islands (CGI).  56% of human genes 

have CGI in their promoters, and these regions are thought to regulate gene expression 

via their methylation status (Suzuki and Bird, 2008). 

Canonically, DNA methylation has been associated with gene transcription 

suppression.  This stems from early observations that X chromosome silencing was 

largely associated with DNA hypermethylation (Mohandas et al., 1981; Venolia et al., 

1982).  The reasoning was that methylated cytosine residues prevented RNA polymerase 

from binding to gene promoters.  However, recent studies have demonstrated that X 

chromosome silencing is cannot be explained thusly because silent chromosome X is in 

fact less methylated than active chromosome X (Weber et al., 2005; Hellman and Chess, 

2007).  As further studies have revealed the dynamic nature of DNA methylation and 

demethylation, the significance of a single methylated site has no meaning in itself, but 

rather in a larger regulatory and temporal context.  DNA hypomethylation can in fact lead 

to gene suppression.  For example, DNA methylation can prevent transcriptional 

repressors from binding to the promoter, and hence hypomethylation allows the 

repressors to bind thereby preventing gene transcription (Jamaluddin et al., 2007). 

DNA methylation has strong implications in CVD.  Hypomethylation has been 

associated with atherosclerosis in humans and has been demonstrably associated with 

atherosclerotic plaques in animal models (Baccarelli et al., 2010).  The role of epigenetics 

in CVD has come into focus both in the scientific research community and in the 

investigations presented earlier.  In the first set of investigations, miRNA regulation was 

seen to have roles in CVD and cell cycle regulation.  In the next set of investigations, 

Hcy was seen to regulate the cell cycle via canonical mechanisms of post-translational 
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modification as well as novel mechanisms of transcriptional modification and epigenetic 

regulation.  Here the goal will be to elucidate common mechanisms and targeting by Hcy 

in EC by observing methylation patterns of genes known to be regulated by Hcy. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Identification of Relevant Genes and Promoters 

An extensive literature search was performed for all combinations of the 

keywords “homocysteine,” “hyperhomocysteinemia,” “gene,” “transcription,” “human,” 

“endothelial cell,” and “mRNA” in order to determine all genes transcriptionally 

modulated by Hcy in human EC.  Demonstration of significant experimentally-verified 

transcriptional change was used as a criterion to exclude genes only identified through 

microarrays without followup. Five genes (aldolase A, β-actin, glyceraldehyde-3-

phosphate dehydrogenase, rho GDP dissociation inhibitor, ubiquitin C) routinely used as 

controls in experiments involving Hcy were selected as housekeeping controls.  Analysis 

applied to Hcy-modulated genes was also applied to housekeeping controls for the 

purpose of normalization.  The putative promoters of all genes were defined as 5000bp 

upstream of the transcription start site using the NCBI Gene Database 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene). 

 

Prediction of CpG Islands in Gene Promoters 

The 5000bp putative gene promoter sequences were analyzed using the University 

of Southern California’s CpG Island Searcher (http://cpgislands.usc.edu) (Takai and 

Jones, 2002).  The criteria of Gardiner-Garden and Frommer (Gardiner-Garden and 
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Frommer, 1987) was applied for CGI identification since its efficacy has been 

experimentally confirmed (Jamaluddin et al., 2007).  CGIs were defined to include ≥ 50% 

GC content, ≥ 0.60 Observed/Expected CpG ratio, ≥ 200bp length, and ≥ 100 gap 

between islands.  Identified CGIs using the USC CpG Island Searcher were compared to 

CGIs identified by search algorithms available from MethPrimer and EMBOSS using 

consistent criteria.  As the three CGI search algorithms did not consistently identify the 

same CGIs, analysis continued with only the USC CpG Island Searcher as its utility has 

been supported both mathematically (Zhao and Han, 2009) and experimentally 

(Jamaluddin et al., 2007). 

 

Analysis of Transcription Factor Binding Frequencies 

Putative promoter and CGI sequences were used as input into the University of 

Pennsylvania’s Transcription Element Search System (TESS): 

http://www.cbil.upenn.edu/cgi-bin/tess/tess.  TESS outputs a ranked list of predicted 

transcription factor binding sites for the inputted DNA sequence.  Using this output, the 

total number of binding sites for a number of well-characterized transcription factors 

relevant to major cellular pathways was determined.  For analysis of transcription factor 

binding to the whole promoter, the total number of binding sites for a transcription factor 

on a given gene promoter was normalized by the average number of binding sites for that 

transcription factor on housekeeping gene promoters.  Binding sites on housekeeping 

gene promoters were used to establish a threshold of significance – i.e. transcription 

factor binding sites on gene promoters that exceeded the average number of binding sites 

on housekeeping gene promoters plus two standard deviations was considered significant.  
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For analysis of transcription factor binding to CGIs, the number of binding sites was first 

normalized by the length of the CGI before normalization by housekeeping controls and 

further establishment of a threshold of significance. 

 

Cell Treatment 

 HUVEC (Lonza) were cultured as previously described in earlier studies.  Cells 

from passage 4 were used for experiments.  Cells were cultured to 80% confluence and 

then transferred to a control medium containing 25µM Ade and 10µM EHNA to stabilize 

Ade, and then treated with 50µM L-Hcy.  Chemicals, if not otherwise specified, were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

 

Bisulfite Next-Generation Sequencing 

Genomic DNA was extracted from HUVEC after treatment and then modified by 

bisulfite, which converts unmethylated cytosine to uracil as described in the literature 

(Olek et al., 1996).  This conversion was performed at the University of Pennsylvania’s 

Next-Generation Sequencing Core according to protocol (ngsc.med.upenn.edu).  Services 

of the NGSC were then enlisted to perform comparative next-generation sequencing of 

DNA from HUVEC treated with and without Hcy analyzed for whole genome 

methylation patterns. 
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Table 4.1: Hcy-altered gene expression in human EC

Table 4.1: Hcy-altered gene expression in human EC. An extensive literature
search identified genes whose transcription is altered by Hcy. Fold changes along with
published experimental conditions (cell type, Hcy concentration, treatment duration)
are listed for each gene. Promoter CpG islands (CGI) were determined using the USC
CpG Island Searcher (http://cpgislands.usc.edu). PubMed ID# refers to the PubMed
Database ID of the publication in which the gene was demonstrated to be
transcriptionally altered by Hcy. Abbreviations: CGI, CpG island; Hcy, homocysteine.
a“NS” indicating “not specified” represents experiments that did not specifically
quantify fold change or represented fold change as a range of values. “+” indicates
that Hcy treatment increased gene transcription and “–” indicates that Hcy treatment
decreased gene transcription.

A. Hcy-Upregulated Genes Gene
ID# ΔFolda Cell

Type
Hcy 
(µM)

Time 
(hr) #CGI Function PubMed

ID#
Apoptosis

DNA-Damage-Inducible Transcript 3 (DDIT3) 1649 +3.4 HUVEC 1000 4 3 Proapoptotic TF 10419887
TNF Receptor Superfamily, Member 6 (FAS) 355 +NS HUVEC 2000 12 0 Proapoptotic 15117910
Growth Arrest and DNA-Damage-Inducible 
(GADD45A) 1647 +3.8 HUVEC 5000 4 1 Proapoptotic; Cell Cycle 

Arrest 10419887

T-Cell Death-Associated Gene 51 (TDAG51) 22822 +NS HUVEC 1000 2 1 Proapoptotic 12738777
Atherosclerosis

C-C Motif Chemokine Ligand 2 (CCL2) 6347 +3.0 HAEC 50 3 0 Proatherosclerotic 11390343
Endothelin 1 (EDN1) 1906 +NS HUVEC 500 24 2 Vasoconstriction 17900592
Interleukin 8 (IL8) 3576 +1.3 HAEC 10 3 1 Proinflammatory 11390343

Stromal Cell-Derived Factor 1 (SDF1) 6387 +6.0 HAEC + 
HUVEC 100 4 2 Proangiogenic 19745163

Tissue Factor (TF) 2152 +3.8 HUVEC 10000 3 1 Prothrombotic 8364016
Thrombomodulin (THBD) 7056 +2.0 HUVEC 3000 6 2 Antithrombotic 1316788
Vascular Cell Adhesion Molecule 1 (VCAM1) 7412 +5.0 HAEC 100 3 0 Proatherosclerotic 11950695

Lipid Metabolism
3-Hydroxy-3-Methylglutaryl-CoA Reductase 
(HMGCR) 3156 +2.6 HUVEC 50 24 4 Cholesterol Synthesis 11877351

Sterol Regulatory Element Binding Transcription 
Factor 2 (SREBF2) 6721 +2.3 HUVEC 5000 4 3 LDL Clearance 10419887

Signal Transduction
Connexin 43 (GJA1) 2697 +2.2 HUVEC 50 24 1 Gap Junction Component 12003820
78kDa Glucose-Regulated Protein (GRP78) 3309 +NS HUVEC 3000 4 4 Chaperone 8939898
β1 Integrin (ITGB1) 3688 +1.9 HUVEC 50 24 1 Cell Adhesion; Pro-MAPK 11937763
NCK Adaptor Protein 1 (NCK1) 4690 +3.0 HUVEC 50 24 2 TyrK Signaling Mediator 11937763

Transcriptional Regulation
Activating Transcription Factor 3 (ATF3) 467 +4.0 HUVEC 300 4 0 Transcription Repression 10979959
Inhibitor of DNA Binding 1 (ID1) 3397 +7.8 HUVEC 1000 4 4 Basic H-L-H TF Inhibitor 10419887

Translational Regulation
Elongation Factor 1α 1 (EEF1A1) 1915 +NS HUVEC 5000 4 4 Translation 9677419
Elongation Factor 1β 2 (EEF1B2) 1933 +NS HUVEC 5000 4 5 Translation 9677419
Elongation Factor 1δ (EEF1D) 1936 +NS HUVEC 5000 4 3 Translation 9677419

B. Hcy-Downregulated Genes

Antioxidant
Natural Killer-Enhancing Factor B (NKEFB) 7001 –1.3 HUVEC 1000 4 5 Antioxidant 10419887
Proliferation-Associated Glycoprotein (PRDX1) 5052  –2.5 HUVEC 1000 4 3 Antioxidant 10419887
Sirtuin 1 (SIRT1) 23411  –2.0 HUVEC 500 48 6 Antioxidant 20224429

Apoptosis
Clusterin (CLU) 1191 –5.0 HUVEC 1000 4 1 Proapoptotic 10419887

Cell Growth
Cyclin A2 (CCNA2) 890 –6.7 HUVEC 50 30 1 Cell Cycle Progression 11806997
Fibroblast Growth Factor 2 (FGF2) 2247 –1.7 HCAEC 100 24 2 Cell Growth 18309099

Vasorelaxation
Dimethylarginine Dimethylaminohydrolase 2 
(DDAH2) 23564 –NS HUVEC 300 72 1 Vasorelaxation 18167189

Endothelial Nitric Oxide Synthase (eNOS) 4846 –NS HUVEC 100 72 2 Vasorelaxation 18167189
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Table 4.2: CpG islands on Hcy-altered genes 

Table 4.2: CpG islands on Hcy-altered genes.  The USC CpG Island Searcher (http://cpgislands.usc.edu) was used to determine 
CpG island (CGI) locations on putative gene promoters 5kb upstream of the transcription start site.  A. Hcy-Upregulated Genes.  
18 of 22 Hcy-upregulated genes have CGIs.  B. Hcy-Downregulated Genes.  All 8 Hcy-downregulated genes have CGIs.  Hcy, 
homocysteine; CGI, CpG island. 
aCGIs extending into the proximal 1kb of the promoter are delineated in bold. 

A. Hcy-Upregulated Genes Promoter CGI Locationa

(Start, End)
CGI Schematic

Apoptosis
T-Cell Death-Associated Gene 51 
(TDAG51)

(–1100, 0)

Growth Arrest and DNA-Damage-
Inducible (GADD45A)

(–395, –51)

DNA-Damage-Inducible Transcript 3 
(DDIT3)

(–2783, –1967), (–1479, –695), (–653, 0)

Atherosclerosis

Tissue Factor (TF) (–724, 0)

Thrombomodulin (THBD) (–1952, –593), (–367, 0)

Stromal Cell-Derived Factor 1 (SDF1) (–2654, –1511), (–1427, 0)

Endothelin 1 (EDN1) (–2704, –2232), (–240, –14)

Interleukin 8 (IL8) (–3236, –2756)

Lipid Metabolism
Sterol Regulatory Element Binding 
Transcription Factor 2 (SREBF2)

(–2161, –1964), (–1821, –1592), (–783, 0)

3-Hydroxy-3-Methylglutaryl-CoA 
Reductase (HMGCR)

(–4334, –3742), (–3479, –3068), (–2549, –2114), 
(–743, 0)

Signal Transduction

β1 Integrin (ITGB1) (–518, 0)

NCK Adaptor Protein 1 (NCK1) (–1100, –520), (–335, 0)

Connexin 43 (GJA1) (–1535, –1252)

78kDa Glucose-Regulated Protein 
(GRP78)

(–4367, –3704), (–2842, –2574), (–1813, –1431), 
(–729, 0)

Transcriptional Regulation

Inhibitor of DNA Binding 1 (ID1) (–4809, –4079), (–1978, –1411), (–1243, –329), 
(–291, 0)

Translational Regulation

Elongation Factor 1α 1 (EEF1A1)
(–4149, –3882), (–3570, –3365), (–2975, –1572), 
(–905, 0)

Elongation Factor 1β 2 (EEF1B2)
(–4477, –4246), (–3549, –3297), (–2562, –2287), 
(–1738, –1265), (–580, 0)

Elongation Factor 1δ (EEF1D) (–5000, –4212), (–2430, –2099), (–1423, –1117)

B. Hcy-Downregulated Genes

Antioxidant
Proliferation-Associated Glycoprotein 
(PRDX1)

(–1561, –1362), (–1153, –742), (–402, 0)

Sirtuin 1 (SIRT1) (–4686, –4367), (–4242, –4043), (–3104, –2743), 
(–2630, –2407), (–1776, –1370), (–434, 0)

Natural Killer-Enhancing Factor B 
(NKEFB)

(–5000, –4357), (–4142, –3611), (–3237, –2102), 
(–985, –607), (–343, 0)

Apoptosis

Clusterin (CLU) (–317, –5)

Cell Growth

Cyclin A2 (CCNA2) (–338, 0)

Fibroblast Growth Factor 2 (FGF2) (–1520, –1233), (–388, 0)

Vasorelaxation
Dimethylarginine 
Dimethylaminohydrolase 2 (DDAH2)

(–352, 0)

Endothelial Nitric Oxide Synthase 
(eNOS)

(–4108, –3673), (–2310, –2111)

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500

–5000 0–2500
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Statistical Analyses 

All P-Values were two-sided and P-Values < 0.05 were considered significant.  

All statistical analyses were performed using R v3.0.2. 

 

Results 

Transcription factor binding sites on whole promoter 
 

An extensive literature search was performed to assemble groups of genes 

transcriptionally regulated by Hcy in human EC (Table 4.1).  All genes considered were 

experimentally verified in the literature by northern blotting or RT-PCR; cDNA 

microarray results were not considered by themselves without verification.  Though a 

variety of treatment conditions were used throughout the literature, the majority of 

experiments were conducted in HUVEC.  Some transcriptional changes were seen 

acutely (within hours) at a myriad of doses whereas other changes were seen over longer 

periods of time (up to three days).  When considered functionally, the identified genes 

were in accord with ideas of Hcy as an independent risk factor for CVD via endothelial 

damage and dysfunction.  Indeed, among the categories of the 22 upregulated genes were 

several proapoptotic (DDIT3, FAS, GADD45A, TDAG51), proatherosclerotic (CCL2, 

VCAM1), proinflammatory (CCL2, IL8), and prothrombotic (SDF1, TF) genes.  

Conversely, the 8 Hcy-downregulated genes were classifiable as antioxidant (NKEFB, 

PRDX1, SIRT1), proliferative (CCNA2, FGF2), and vasorelaxant (DDAH2, eNOS). 

 Since Hcy has a dramatic effect on numerous genes at the transcriptional level, 

this study aimed to determine common transcription factors and pathways that might 

mediate Hcy pathology.  TESS was applied to determine transcription factor binding sites 
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on the putative promoters of genes modulated by Hcy.  Binding sites for well-established 

transcription factors commonly used in transcription factor arrays were specifically 

considered.  As seen in Figure 4.1A, Hcy-upregulated gene promoters had significantly 

more binding sites for AR and ETS as compared to housekeeping controls and Hcy-

downregulated genes, which did not have as significantly many.  Figure 4.2 further 

provides representative transcription factor profiles across all genes considered. 

 

Transcription factor binding sites on promoter CGI 
 

As this study examined how Hcy affects DNA methylation of CGI with 

consequent changes in transcription factor binding, the next focus was upon transcription 

factor binding sites in promoter CGI as opposed to the whole promoter.  The University 

of Southern California’s CpG Island Searcher was used to determine promoter CGI 

(Table 4.2).  Figure 4.1B shows that Hcy-downregulated genes have significant numbers 

of NF-κB, ATF, and CREB binding sites as compared to housekeeping controls and as 

compared to Hcy-upregulated genes with the exception of NF-κB.  This pattern of 

transcription factor binding in promoter CGIs differs from the general transcription factor 

binding pattern in the whole promoter (Fig. 4.1A).  As the consequences of DNA 

methylation changes are most significant in CGI located near transcription start sites 

(Baccarelli et al., 2010), the noted difference in transcription factor binding pattern likely 

identifies a network of Hcy-regulated transcription factors consequent to DNA 

methylation changes. 
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of transcription factor binding sites on Hcy-altered gene 
promoters. TESS (http://www.cbil.upenn.edu/cgi-bin/tess/tess) was used to determine 
the total number of transcription factor binding sites on the putative promoters and 
CGIs of Hcy-altered genes. The total number of binding sites for a transcription factor 
on a given gene promoter or CGI was normalized by the average number of binding 
sites for that transcription factor on housekeeping gene promoters or CGIs and then by 
the length of the promoter or CGI in basepairs. Binding sites on housekeeping gene 
promoters and CGIs were used to establish a threshold of significance – i.e. binding 
sites on gene promoters and CGIs that exceeded the average number of binding sites 
on housekeeping gene promoters and CGIs plus two standard deviations was 
considered significant. (A) Transcription factor binding sites on Hcy-altered gene 
promoters. (B) Transcription factor binding sites on Hcy-altered gene promoter CGIs. 
CGIs were identified using the USC CpG Island Searcher (http://cpgislands.usc.edu). 
Abbreviations: CGI, CpG island; Hcy, homocysteine; TESS, Transcription Element 
Search System. 
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NGS confirmation of Hcy-altered promoter methylation pattern 

 Bisulfite NGS was performed in order to determine the effect of Hcy on global 

DNA methylation patterns in EC.  Figure 4.3 shows an example of how methylation 

changes were detected between cells treated with and without Hcy.  Table 4.3 notes the 

transcription factor binding sites affected by Hcy-altered DNA methylation patterns.  Of 

the 30 genes whose expression is modulated by Hcy at the transcriptional level in EC, 

only the 2 genes involved in vasorelaxation (both downregulated by Hcy) – eNOS and 

dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase 2 – showed no major changes in DNA 

methylation within the 5kb putative promoter region.  The other 28 genes exhibited 

differentially methylated promoter and CGI regions between control and treatment with 

Hcy.  Comparing methylation patterns after treatment with Hcy to control treatment, 

regions with greater DNA methylation were said to be “hypermethylated” whereas 

regions with less DNA methylation were said to be “hypomethylated.”  Throughout the 

5kb putative promoters, most genes had both regions of hypermethylation and 

hypomethylation.  These differentially methylated regions were then considered in terms 

of transcription factor binding sites.  Differentially-methylated regions after Hcy 

treatment exhibited some notable patterns of transcription factor binding.  Of the 6 Hcy-

downregulated genes with methylation changes, no transcription factor binding sites were 

affected by methylation changes in CGI.  Moreover, only 9 of the 18 Hcy-upregulated 

genes with promoter CGI had methylation changes affecting transcription factor binding 

sites in CGI.  Of these 9 genes, 3 had specific types of methylation changes affecting 

transcription factoring binding sites in CGI – connexin 43 and tissue factor exhibited 

patterns of hypomethylation in CGI transcription factor binding sites and stromal cell-
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derived factor 1 (SDF1) had patterns of hypermethylation in CGI transcription factor 

binding sites – whereas CGI transcription factor binding sites affected by Hcy occurred in 

patterns of both hypermethylation and hypomethylation in DNA-damage-inducible 

transcript 3, 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA reductase, 78kDA glucose-regulated 

protein, inhibitor of DNA binding 1, elongation factor 1α 1, and elongation factor 1β 2.  

Hcy-downregulated genes had promoter-wide transcription factor binding sites affected 

in both hypermethylation and hypomethylation patterns while some Hcy-upregulated 

genes had promoter-wide transcription factor binding sites affected in specific patterns: 

transcription factor binding sites on growth arrest and DNA-damage-inducible and SDF1 

followed only a hypermethylation pattern whereas transcription factor binding sites on 

sterol regulatory element binding transcription factor 2, activating transcription factor 3, 

and elongation factor 1δ followed only a hypomethylation pattern. 
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Figure 4.3: Example of Hcy-induced promoter methylation changes. HUVEC were 

treated for 24h with 50µM Hcy in the presence of Ade. Genomic DNA was extracted 

and subjected to bisulfite treatment before NGS was performed to evaluation DNA 

methylation patterns. Gene promoter regions were analyzed for Hcy-induced 

methylation changes by comparison with control. Transcription factor binding sites 

regions with Hcy-altered DNA methylation were identified using TFSearch (http://

www.cbrc.jp/research/db/TFSEARCH.html). Abbreviations: Ade, adenosine; Hcy, 

homocysteine; HUVEC, human umbilical vein endothelial cells; NGS, next-generation 

sequencing. 
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Table 4.3: Transcription factor binding sites altered by Hcy methylation changes 

A. Hcy-Upregulated Genes Hypermethylated Binding Sites Hypomethylated Binding Sites
Apoptosis

DNA-Damage-Inducible Transcript 3 (DDIT3)
AP-1, CAP, CAP*, c-REL, GATA1, 
GATA2, HSF, Ik-2, NFKB, NF-Y, 
PBX1, SRY

ADR1, ADR1*, ATF*, CREB*, 
CREBBP*, GATA1, GATA2, Ik-2, 
NIT2, NKX2*, OCT1, SREBP*, USF*

TNF Receptor Superfamily, Member 6 (FAS) CCAAT, SRY, VBP CAP, HSF, Ik-2, MYB
Growth Arrest and DNA-Damage-Inducible 
(GADD45A)

CAP, C/EBP, CP2, GATA1, GATA2, 
NIT2, NKX2

T-Cell Death-Associated Gene 51 (TDAG51) ADR1, CAP, C/EBP, GFI1, HSF, 
MATa1p, OCT1, XFD-3, YY1

CAP, HSF, Ik-2, MATa1p, MyoD, 
OCT1, S8

Atherosclerosis

C-C Motif Chemokine Ligand 2 (CCL2) ADR1, AML-1a, CAP, c-ETS, HSF, 
SRY, TATA CAP, GATA1, GATAX, NIT2

Endothelin 1 (EDN1)
ADR1, CAP, c-ETS, GATA1, GATA2, 
GCM, HSF, LYF1, MZF1, RORA, v-
Myb

AP-1, CAP, CREB, HSF, SRY

Interleukin 8 (IL8) GATA1, GATA3 HNF-3b, SRY, TATA

Stromal Cell-Derived Factor 1 (SDF1) ADR1*, CF1*, GATA1*, GATA2*, 
GATA3*, GC Box*, HSF*, S8*

Tissue Factor (TF) AP-1, CAP, c-ETS, GATA1, GATA2, 
GCN4, HSF, NIT2, SRY, XFD-2

CAP, E47, GATA1*, GATA3*, HSF, 
MyoD, NIT2*

Thrombomodulin (THBD) ADR1, CAP, GATA1, NIT2 CAP, GATA2, MyoD

Vascular Cell Adhesion Molecule 1 (VCAM1) ADR1 AP-1, CAP, C/EBP, GATA1, HSF1, 
HSF2, MYB, OCT1, S8, SBF-1, SRY

Lipid Metabolism

3-Hydroxy-3-Methylglutaryl-CoA Reductase 
(HMGCR)

ADR1, CAP*, c-Myb, E47, E47*, 
GATA1, GATA1*, GATA2*, HSF, 
MyoD, SRY, USF

Ik-2*, Sp1*

Sterol Regulatory Element Binding Transcription 
Factor 2 (SREBF2) GATA1, HSF, c-Myc, EVI1, SRY

Signal Transduction

Connexin 43 (GJA1)
ADR1, CAP, C/EBP, c-Myb, EVI1, 
HSF, MATa1p, NF-E2, SOX5, Sp1, 
SRY

HFH-2*

78kDa Glucose-Regulated Protein (GRP78)

ADR1, ADR1*, CAP, CAP*, C/EBP, 
CF1*, c-Myb*, CP2, E2F*, GATA1, 
GATA1*, GATA2*, GATA3, HFH-2*, 
HNF-3b*, HSF, HSF*, LyF-1, NKX2*, 
OCT1*, S8*, Sp1*, SRY, USF*

Sp1*

β1 Integrin (ITGB1) CAP, CDP, HSF, PBX1, SRY, STRE CAP, HSF
NCK Adaptor Protein 1 (NCK1) CAP, c-ETS, HSF CAP

Transcriptional Regulation

Activating Transcription Factor 3 (ATF3) ADR1, C/EBP, CF2-II, HNF-3b, Ik2, 
MATa1p, NIT2, XFD2

Inhibitor of DNA Binding 1 (ID1) ADR1*, CF1*, GATA1*, Ik-2*, LyF-1*, 
MyoD*, Sp1

ADR1, c-ETS, GATA1, HSF, Ik-2*, 
LyF-1*, MATa1, MyoD*, PBX1b, S8

Translational Regulation

Elongation Factor 1α 1 (EEF1A1)

ADR1*, AP-1, AP-4, AP-4*, CAP*, 
CREB*, c-Rel*, HSF, HSF*, MyoD, 
MZF1*, SBF-1, Sp1*, RREB-1*, S8*, 
STRE*

CAP, C/EBP, CREB*, HSF*, Ik-2, 
NIT2

Elongation Factor 1β 2 (EEF1B2)
ADR1, ADR1*, CAP, CAP*, c-Myb, 
GATA1*, GATA3*, HSF, Ik-2, MyoD, 
p300*, SOX5, SREB, SRY, USF

ADR1*, AP-1, AP-4*, CAP, CAP*, c-
ETS*, E2F*, GATA2*, GATA3, 
GATA3*, GCR1*, HSF, NF-Y, p300, 
SRY

Elongation Factor 1δ (EEF1D) ADR1, CAP, GATA1, MZF1, RREB-1
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Table 4.3, continued 

B. Hcy-Downregulated Genes Hypermethylated Binding Sites Hypomethylated Binding Sites
Antioxidant

Natural Killer-Enhancing Factor B (NKEFB) ADR1, CAP, OCT1 ADR1, AP-4, CAP, LyF-1, MyoD
Proliferation-Associated Glycoprotein (PRDX1) C/EBP, SRY ADR1, GATA1, GATA2, GATA3, HSF

Sirtuin 1 (SIRT1) AP-1, CAP, c-Rel, GATA1, GATA2, 
HSF, Ik-2, NFKB, NF-Y, PBX1, SRY

ADR1, ATF, CREB, GATA1, GATA2, 
Ik-2, NIT2, NKX2, OCT1, SREBP, 
USFApoptosis

Clusterin (CLU) AP-1, CAP, C/EBP, GATA1, GCN4, 
HNF-3b, MyoD, MZF1, NF-E2, SRY

AP-1, GATA1, TAL1b
Cell Growth

Cyclin A2 (CCNA2) CAP, CDP/cut, c-Myb, HSF, OCT1, 
POU3F2, SOX5, SRY, TST1 HSF

Fibroblast Growth Factor 2 (FGF2) ADR1, AP-4, CAP, c-Myb, ER, 
GATA1, HSF, MyoD, USF

ADR1, CAP, GATA1, GATA2, HSF, 
MZF1, NKX2, SRY, USFVasorelaxation

Dimethylarginine Dimethylaminohydrolase 2 
(DDAH2)
Endothelial Nitric Oxide Synthase (eNOS)

Table 4.3: Transcription factor binding sites altered by Hcy methylation changes. 

HUVEC were treated for 24h with 50µM Hcy in the presence of Ade. Genomic DNA 

was extracted and subjected to bisulfite treatment before NGS was performed to 

evaluation DNA methylation patterns. Gene promoter regions were analyzed for Hcy-

induced methylation changes by comparison with control. Transcription factor binding 

sites regions with Hcy-altered DNA methylation were identified using TFSearch 

(http://www.cbrc.jp/research/db/TFSEARCH.html). Abbreviations: Ade, adenosine; 

Hcy, homocysteine; HUVEC, human umbilical vein endothelial cells; NGS, next-

generation sequencing. 

*Denotes transcription factor binding sites within promoter CGI. 
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Discussion 

The series of investigations presented earlier and evidence from the literature 

indicate that Hcy exerts many of its effects at the level of transcriptional regulation.  

What remains is to determine through what mechanisms Hcy exerts these effects.  Does 

Hcy regulate numerous pathways regulating gene transcription?  Does Hcy modify 

master regulators upstream of its targets?  Is epigenetic regulation via DNA 

hypomethylation sufficient to explain the effects of Hcy or do transcription factors have a 

role as well?  This final investigation sought to determine patterns among 

transcriptionally-regulated targets of Hcy.  Gene promoters of all Hcy targets in EC from 

the literature were considered in terms of transcription factor binding patterns.  First, 

whole promoters were considered to see if there was an abundance or lack of specific 

transcription factor binding sites as compared to housekeeping genes otherwise not 

modified by Hcy.  Then, noting that Hcy significantly depresses cellular methylation via 

inhibition of SAM formation, transcription factor binding sites on CGI were considered 

as these would most likely be disrupted by Hcy-induced methylation changes.  As a final 

consideration, bisulfite NGS was used to determine the global DNA methylation pattern 

following treatment with Hcy to posit which transcription factor binding sites would be 

affected by methylation changes. 

It is notable that transcription factor binding patterns are different in CGI as 

compared to the whole promoter.  This is not wholly surprising as the relative GC content 

of CGI as compared to the whole promoter is high, thus inherently selecting for 

transcription factors with GC in their consensus sequences.  Nevertheless, this is also a 

form of regulation in itself, as changes in promoter CGI are mostly likely to have 
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implications in transcriptional regulation.  Along these lines, it is intriguing to note that 

Hcy-downregulated genes did not have appreciable changes in CGI methylation patterns 

that affected transcription factor binding patterns.  One possible explanation is that Hcy 

downregulates its targets independent of transcription factor binding regulation.  This is 

consistent with the idea that transcription factors promote gene expression and hence 

would be involved in Hcy-induced upregulation of gene targets.  Moreover, it is worth 

considering that Hcy-induced downregulation may involve other non-transcription factor 

mediators such as acetylated histones as demonstrated by Jamaluddin et al. (Jamaluddin 

et al., 2007).  Polyamines, which have transcriptional and translational regulatory 

implications, may also be affected by the inhibition of SAM by Hcy.  SAM is a precursor 

for spermidine and spermine synthesis (Perez-Leal and Merali, 2012), and modulation of 

SAM formation consequent to Hcy levels may also lead to altered transcriptional 

regulation. 

While the results presented herein offer a framework for characterizing the genes 

regulated by Hcy in EC from the literature, it remains to confirm that transcription factor 

binding is indeed modified by Hcy.  Once confirmed, the network of transcriptional 

factors relevant to Hcy-mediated gene expression changes can be further characterized in 

terms of function.  For example, using a similar process, Meng et al. determined that Hcy 

induces inflammatory transcriptional signaling in monocytes (Meng et al., 2013).  That 

Hcy activates pathways of CVD is apparent clinically as well as objectively from the 

earlier microarray studies.  The level at which Hcy regulates these pathways is what 

further studies need to elucidate. 
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CHAPTER 5 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Overview 

 In an era where preventable infectious disease is no longer the leading cause of 

death worldwide, slow-developing, insidious CVD has claimed its place atop the list of 

global causes of death (World Health Organization, 2011).  It is responsible not only for 

the greatest portion of medical costs, but also indirect costs secondary to loss of 

productivity (Go et al., 2014).  The methods that diminished infectious disease-related 

mortality are now being applied to CVD – prevention (Lloyd-Jones et al., 2010).  But 

how to prevent such a complex disease whose full complement of etiologies is yet to be 

elucidated?  One approach is health promotion – encouraging healthy behaviors that 

prevent disease onset – and another is screening against risk factors, and then working to 

eliminate them.  Both approaches require evidence-based understanding of the underlying 

pathologies being treated.  Administration of medications whose purpose is not fully 

reasoned can cause undue harm.  With respect to CVD, few innovations have been 

developed after the advent of statins.  This has stymied progress in secondary prevention, 

inspiring a turn toward primary and even primordial prevention.  Others in the scientific 

community rally behind discovery.  As traditional risk factors cannot account for the 

totality of CVD incidence and complications, there has been a push to assess novel 

biomarkers and targets for therapy (Wang, 2011).  There has also been the suggestion of 

expanding the range of what risk factors are considered “traditional” (US Preventive 

Services Task Force, 2009; Wang et al., 2012).  Among the most studied and most 

frustrating risk factors for CVD is HHcy.  The clinical and epidemiological consequences 
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of HHcy were demonstrated at the same time that Hcy was discovered (Gibson et al., 

1964; Schimke et al., 1965; McCully, 1969).  Large-scale clinical trials, however, have 

been less reassuring as to the benefits of Hcy-lowering therapy (Joseph et al., 2009). 

 The limitations to the majority of Hcy-lowering trials have been failing to 

recognize Hcy-mediated mechanisms that are purported to be treated by reducing plasma 

Hcy levels.  This has been discussed at length earlier, but to briefly summarize, many 

trials utilized vitamin therapy because it had the measurable effect of lowering levels of 

plasma Hcy.  In essence, trialists were treating lab results and not pathologies.  The cause 

of HHcy is multifactorial and using vitamin supplementation to promote one metabolic 

pathway could have unwanted consequences along other pathways.  This was seen with 

the negative trends observed in NORVIT (Bønaa et al., 2006).  Moreover, folate 

supplementation has been linked to mechanisms of CVD, and thus may exert a 

confounding effect that was never considered in vitamin supplementation interventions.  

The effect size was also never satisfactorily robust in the majority of clinical trials.  

Observational studies noted Hcy-related pathologies associated with plasma fluctuations 

of 5µM (Boushey et al., 1995; Wald et al., 2002), but few if any trials demonstrated even 

this much of a change in plasma Hcy.  Moreover, with the advent of folate-fortified 

grains in North America, the sensitivity to folate supplementation in these populations 

may be blunted at baseline (Bostom et al., 2001).  Finally, the followup period for Hcy-

lowering trials is woefully insufficient.  CVD is an insidious disease that develops over 

years to decades through a constant ongoing process.  Expecting dramatic turnaround 

with a period of a few years is misguided and moreover oversimplified.  Removing Hcy 

from the pathogenic milieu does not remove all of its downstream effectors and the 
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processes that it has initiated.  Thus there has been a clear knowledge gap in knowing 

what to treat in HHcy and how to it. 

 Many studies have dismissed Hcy as a biomarker of disease rather than a 

pathological agent.  Ignoring demonstrated Hcy-mediated pathology to indulging these 

claims for a moment, it is worthwhile to point out that the designation of “biomarker” 

does not at all diminish the relevance of Hcy.  In fact, there is a push for discovery of 

novel biomarkers of CVD as they have useful predictive value (Wang, 2011).  

Nevertheless, the term biomarker as defined by the United States’ National Institutes of 

Health is “a characteristic that is objectively measured and evaluated as an indicator of 

normal biological processes, pathogenic processes, or pharmacological responses to a 

therapeutic intervention” (Biomarkers Definitions Working Group, 2001).  Usefulness of 

a biomarker may be assessed in terms of ease of measurability, potential to add new 

information to those indicated by traditional biomarkers, potential to change patient 

management, cost-effectiveness, safety, and replication of predicative value in different 

cohorts (Wang, 2011).  For Hcy, adding new information, changing patient management, 

and predictive value are interesting topics for discussion.  Adding new information to a 

diagnosis includes the ability to discriminate, calibrate, and reclassify (Wang, 2011).  The 

prevalence of HHcy makes each of these aspects difficult, especially calibration.  The 

groups most sensitive to HHcy-lowering are those with inborn enzymatic deficiency and 

those with renal disease (Yap et al., 2001; Jamison et al., 2007).  However, calibrating 

effect size independent of these specific instances would necessarily need to account for 

confounding by diet and lifestyle as discussed earlier.  Discrimination and predictive 

value are potentially directly related to Hcy-mediated pathology, which leaves 
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reclassification as the final criteria to determine the efficacy of Hcy as a biomarker.  

According to the USPSTF, there is insufficient evidence that Hcy levels can reclassify 

CVD risk (US Preventive Services Task Force, 2009), although there is some data 

indicating otherwise (Mangoni and Woodman, 2011).  Thus whether or not Hcy is 

classifiable as a biomarker or not does not detract in the least from its importance as a 

research topic as well as a contributing factor in CVD research. 

 

Clinical Significance 

Experimental investigations have confirmed a number of mechanisms by which 

Hcy contributes to CVD pathology including inflammation, endothelial damage, 

oxidative stress, thrombosis, and lipid modification.  The investigations reported here 

sought to explore novel mechanisms by which Hcy inhibits EC growth.  The major 

findings here begin by demonstrating that Hcy is intrinsically involved in activating 

pathways of CVD in EC.  This was shown by objectively considering the global profiles 

of mRNA and miRNA expression changes consequent to HHcy.  Moreover, the same 

disease network was identified from considering each set of changes alone.  Implications 

for involvement of the cell cycle led to experiments that confirmed Hcy-mediated 

inhibition of EC growth view canonical cell signaling pathways.  Further, it was noted 

that Hcy regulates transcription factor expression and promoter binding, prompting 

analysis of promoters of Hcy-regulated genes.  This led to the development of a method 

to identify putative targets of Hcy.  This research has yielded clinically-relevant results 

for understanding the complex pathology of Hcy-mediated EC growth inhibition. 
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Further, this research has explored novel mechanisms at fundamental levels to 

render its results.  High-throughput microarrays were utilized to not only identify global 

gene expression changes, but also global miRNA expression changes.  Adenoviral 

vectors were utilized to demonstrate proof-of-principle that supplementing a missing 

transcription factor could rescue Hcy-induced growth suppression.  Theoretical 

approaches to transcription factor binding was considered and supplemented with 

analyses from NGS to hypothesize a novel mode of detecting Hcy-susceptible gene 

regulation.  While Hcy remains a fruitful topic for CVD research, these novel approaches 

will provide ample dialogue to contextualize the known literature and promote further 

elaboration of research efforts. 

 

Limitations 

 While contributing a number of interesting findings, and inspiring ever more 

followup investigations, the investigations reported here are not without their limitations.  

From a general perspective of modeling, all the investigations here had a basis in vitro.  

While Hcy research in EC is well characterized in the cell lines used and confirmed with 

a number of in vivo models, the next step would be to confirm the most compelling in 

vitro findings described using in vivo models or clinical samples from human subjects.  

High-throughput analysis, while extremely useful and improving every day with 

technological advancement, is not without its inherent errors and limitations.  Many 

findings from the microarray studies were confirmed without other methods as needed to 

make relevant claims about these findings, but resources and time limited confirmation to 

the most salient findings.  Thus while not all findings could be confirmed (which would 
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defeat the advantages of high-throughput analysis), enough were confirmed to reify the 

integrity of the data.  Similarly, confirmatory analyses should be undertaken to verify 

findings from deep-sequencing analyses. 

 With respect to specific investigations, the microarray analyses aimed at 

discovery of novel pathways mediating Hcy pathology.  While IPA contextualized the 

effects of Hcy within networks of known disease-related pathways from the literature, 

this leaves open the potential for new pathways heretofore unexplored.  The microarrays 

provide data on a number of uncharacterized genes and noncoding RNAs that may have 

Hcy-specific functioning that remains to be elucidated.  This has been noted, and may 

prompt future investigations.  As discussed earlier with the cell cycle investigations, the 

focus here was largely canonical pathways within cell cycle progression.  Combined with 

identified regulators from the microarray studies, followup studies may consider alternate 

modes of cell cycle regulation.  The promoter study was only confirmed via high-

throughput next-generation sequencing, and would benefit from specific confirmation of 

methylation of selected promoters. 

 No a priori power calculations were performed for these investigations, as high-

throughput analyses were largely limited by cost and experimental studies were 

sufficiently powered to detect relevant size effects reported in the literature.  As noted, 

the microarray analyses suffered from an elevated FDR secondary to a skewed sample, 

but confirmatory experiments and stringent cutoffs served to justify the analyses 

performed. 

 The noted limitations do not necessarily weaken the claims of this research.  In 

fact, they mostly serve to inspire new directions for subsequent experiments. 
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Future Directions 

 The future of Hcy research is rooted in understanding the mechanisms underlying 

its pathology.  The investigations here endeavored to explore novel mechanisms by 

which Hcy exerts its effects in EC.  As many of the effects of Hcy observed in EC have 

been noted contrastingly in SMC, it is worth investigating which effects are cell type-

specific and which ones are not.  Along the lines of discovery beginning with the 

microarray analyses, exploration of pathways heretofore unrelated to Hcy may be 

pursued as well as characterization of significantly modified mediators with unknown 

function.  Moreover, focusing on specific pathways in a time-dependent manner could 

comment on the dynamic nature of the effects of Hcy in EC.  Proceeding from 

specifically the miRNA microarray, characterization of the miRNome may be valuable to 

understanding how a seemingly arbitrary network of regulatory noncoding RNA can still 

specify a role for Hcy in both CVD and the cell cycle.  Clearly there are patterns here that 

are yet to emerge. 

 Balance of cell growth and proliferation between EC and SMC in the vasculature 

is a key to atherosclerosis.  Further investigations of the cell cycle in Hcy pathology 

should likewise consider effects in SMC and again what specific effectors are involved 

where.  Efforts in determination of effect size should also be undertaken to assess which 

regulatory mechanisms are most relevant to Hcy pathology.  While it may be possible to 

demonstrate roles for Hcy involvement in a number of related mechanisms, 

determinations should be made between which are most likely and which are stochastic.  

Moreover, proceeding from findings in microarray analysis, is Hcy-mediated cell cycle 
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modulation entirely dependent on derangement of methylation?  Does HHcy via 

transsulfuration inhibition have an impact on the cell cycle using the same mediators?  

While the implied answer from the microarray study and the literature is “no,” it may 

then be relevant to consider this as an “absent” mechanism from other HHcy models. 

 The study of transcription factor binding sites on promoters of Hcy-modulated 

genes began as a pilot analysis using a small span of well-characterized transcription 

factors.  The technology (TESS) used for this analysis has since been rendered 

unavailable due to resource and maintenance issues.  To followup these analyses then, 

different bioinformatic algorithms must be applied, and the span of transcription factors 

can be tailored for specific pathways as identified from microarray analyses or as 

pertaining to specific pathways under investigation.  Hcy has been demonstrated to affect 

both transcription factor binding and regulation of transcription factors.  These are of 

course dynamic processes that bioinformatic analysis can suggest, but not verify 

temporally.  Again, performing time course experiments would be illuminating to trace 

Hcy-mediated pathology as it occurs. 

 

Therapeutic Strategies 

 It is always an ambitious claim that the results of a single investigation have 

immediately prescriptive and/or proscriptive implications.  The investigations described 

herein have significance to the fields of Hcy research and CVD research.  The 

accumulated evidence can motivate specific directions for therapy design, but no 

definitive single prescription/proscription can be made – nor can any study on Hcy make 

such a claim, because of the complex nature of its pathology.  That said, specific 
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pathways modulated by Hcy may be considered as potential targets for intervention.  

However, more work must be done to characterize the consequences of modulating such 

pathways.  This work began by objectively illuminating the pathways regulated by Hcy in 

EC.  Using two different models of HHcy, pathways of CVD were reached both by 

considering mRNA expression changes alone and by considering miRNA expression 

changes alone.  Taken together, a master network of CVD pathways regulated by Hcy 

was generated.  Targeting this pathway in ECs may alleviate the pathological effects of 

Hcy in these cells, but what impact does such a therapy have for other cell types and how 

can such a therapy specifically target only EC? 

 The research here has focused on EC as Hcy has been noted to enact EC-specific 

pathology.  Given this tendency, the answer to the question posed above may be to focus 

upon endothelial progenitor cells (EPC) as a potential therapeutic target.  Hcy has already 

been demonstrated to negatively affect EPCs, and perhaps remedying these effects can 

serve to overcome Hcy-mediated inhibition of EC (Chen et al., 2004; Zhu et al., 2006).  

The lessons learned from Hcy-lowering clinical trials with vitamin supplementation are 

that knowledge of what is being targeted is key to understanding what the treatment is 

offering.  This has implications at the molecular level as well as at the level of the whole 

individual.  CBS deficient patients benefited dramatically from vitamin supplementation 

because their major derangement was metabolic (Yap et al., 2001).  However, this is not 

as clear in an average patient with HHcy.  It follows then that therapy should be designed 

with an eye toward identifying patients who would benefit the most as well as identifying 

relevant mediators, pathways, and derangements to correct in these patients. 
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Conclusion 

 Thus the continued need to combat CVD worldwide motivates research 

investigations toward discovery with the goal of enhancing knowledge to guide either 

preventive measures or therapeutic interventions.  HHcy is an independent risk factor for 

CVD, confirmed clinically, epidemiologically, and with supporting experimentally-

demonstrated pathology in a number of CVD models.  Nevertheless, the pathological 

mechanisms of Hcy remain to be completely elucidated, and further research is at a 

crossroads in terms of identifying worthwhile pursuits to produce preventive or 

therapeutic benefits.  Common to strategies of both prevention and therapy is a need for 

knowledge.  The studies herein explored novel mechanisms by which Hcy causes EC 

growth inhibition thereby contributing to CVD. 

 The major findings were that Hcy is intrinsically involved in activating pathways 

of CVD in EC as demonstrated objectively through both mRNA and miRNA 

microarrays.  Implications for methylation-dependent cell cycle modulation from these 

analyses prompted a series of experiments that confirmed a canonical pathway by which 

Hcy inhibits EC growth.  These studies further indicated that Hcy exerts its actions at the 

level of transcription factor binding and regulation, prompting a promoter analysis of 

genes regulated by Hcy.  This revealed a potential pattern for identification of putative 

Hcy targets.  Taken together, this research has yielded fruitful results for understanding 

the complex picture of Hcy-mediated pathology in EC.  These results, with proper 

consideration of consequences and identification of populations that would derive 

benefit, may lead to development of new modes of prevention and therapy – but no 

specific modalities can be prescribed/proscribed as of yet.  Suggestions for further 
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research include exploring Hcy-mediated miRNA regulation, Hcy-mediated pathways of 

noncanonical cell cycle regulation, and Hcy-mediated promoter regulation.  

Investigations inspiring more investigations is always of great benefit, and agreeing with 

one assessment of the field of Hcy research, it’s “alive and kicking” (Herrmann, 2007)! 
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